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By Mr. ADKINS:- A bili ·(li. R. 3802) granting a pension to
Joseph B. Connors ; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. BAIRD: A bill (H. R. 3803) granting a pension to
John N. Wolf; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. BEERS: A bill (H. R. 3804) granting an increase of
pension to Elizabeth Mellott; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. BRIGHAM: A bill (H. R. 3805) granting an increase
of pension to Laura H. Stearns ; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By Mr. BUCKBEE: A bill (H. R. 3806) granting an increase
of pension to Estelle M. Howlett; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By Mr. DRANE: A bill (H. R. 3807) granting an increase
of pension to John G. Steffes; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. HALL of ~ndiana : A bill (H. R. 3808) grru:~.ting an
increase of pension to Louisa Benson; to the Comm1ttee on
Invalid Pen ions.
By Mr. MENGES: A bill (H. R. 3809) granting an increase
of pension to Ellen Kunkel; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3810) granting a pension to Octavia M.
Stearns· to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By M~·. NEWHALL: A bill (H. R. 3811) for the relief of
Elmo K. Gordon; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3812) granting a pension to Ollie Rogers;
to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. HARCOURT J. PRATT: A bill (H. R. 3813) granting
an increase of pension to Elizabeth C. Whiteman ; to the ComJiiittee 'on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. HEl\TRY T. RAINEY: A bill (H. R. 3814) granti~g
an increase of pension to Lucinda B. Burbridge ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. RO,VBOTTOM: A bill (H. R. 3815) granting an increase of pension to Mary L. Carlisle ; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. SHREVE: A bill (H. R. 3816) for the relief of James
M. Pierce· to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. THOl\IPSON: A bill (H. R. 3817) granting a pension
to Sarah E. McKevitt; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. WARREN: A bill (H. R. 3818) to provide for an
examination and survey of waterway from Norfolk, Va., to the
sounds of North Carolina, including the Dismal Swamp Canal ; ·
to the Committee on Rivers and Harbors.
By Mr. WILLIAMS of Illinois: A bill (H. R. 3819) granting
a pension to Lou Smith; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, petitions Rlld papers were laid
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
640. By Mr. HOPE: Petition signed by citizens of Hodgeman
County Kans., requesting the House to orgRllize the Committee on 'Invalid Pensions in order to consider the Robinson bill
(S. 477); to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
641. Also, petition signed by citizens of Kingman County,
Kans., requesting the House to organize the Committee on
Invalid Pensions in order to consider the Robinson bill ( S. 477) ;
to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
.
642. Also petition signed · by citizens of Kingman County,
Kans., req~esting the House to organize the Committee on Invalid Pensions in order to consider the Robinson bill ( S. 477) ;
to the Committee on · Invalid Pensions.
643. By Mr. SNOW: Petition of 200 members of the Central
Aroostook District Sunday Scho·oi Convention, protesting against
advertising campaign now being waged by large manufacturers
of cigarettes and urging legislation to prevent such advertising;·
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
644. Also petition of the members of the Lyman E. Richardson Relief 'corps, of Garland, Me., urging that legislation increasing pensions of Civil War veterans Rll<l their dependents be
enacted at this special session ; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.

SENATE
1\foNDAY, June 10, 199NJ
(Legislative day of Tuesday, Jtme .q,

1929)

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, on the expiration of
the recess.
THE JOURNAL

Mr. JONES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for the
approval of the Journal for the calendar days of June 4 to
June 8, inclusive.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so o~dered.
Mr. SMOOT obtained the floor.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Utah yield
for that purpose?
:Air. SMOOT. I yield.
The VICE PRESIDEil\TT. The absence of a quorum is sugg€.Jted. The clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names :
Allen
Ashurst
Blease
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Broussard
Burton
Capper
Caraway
Connally
Copeland
Couzens
Cutting
Dale
Deneen
Dill
~P

Fess

Flet~er

Frazier
George

Gillett
Glass
Glenn
Goff

Goldsborough
Greene
Hale
Harris
Harrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert
Heflin
Howell
Johnson
Jones
Kun
Keyes
King
La Follette
McKellar

McMaster
· McNary
Metcalf
Moses
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
.
Overman
Patterson
Phipps
Pine
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed
Robinson, Ark.
Sackett
S~ill

Sheppard
Shortridge
Simmons
Smith

Smoot
Steck
Steiwer
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Townsend
Trammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I desire to announce that my colleague
the junior Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. BLAINE] is necessarily
absent. I would like to have this announcement stap.d fo:t: th~
day.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-five Senators have answered
to their names. A quorum is present. The Senator from Utah
[Mr. SMooT] is entitled to the floor.
EXTENSION

OF FOOD AND DRUGS ACT TO TOllACCO AND TOBACCO
PRODUCTS

Mr. SMOOT. Mr. President, 10 years ago, when in certain
quarters of our metropolitan cities a saloon flourished on every
corner, when red lights marked houses of infamy, when blazing
electric signs reminded the passerby that it was time for another drink of whisky, no tobacco manufacturer, despite the·
vast license. permitted, had the temerity to cry to our women,
"Smoke cigarettes--they are good for you." When newspapers
were filled with cure-all and patent-medicine advertisements, no
manufacturer of a tobacco product dared to offer nicotine as a
substitute for wholesome foods; ·no cigarette manufacturer was
so bold as to fly in the face of established medical and health
opinion by urging adolescent boys to smoke cigarettes, or young
girl&-the future mothers of the Nation-to adopt the cigarette
habit.
Not since the days when public opinion rose in its might and
smote the dangerous drug traffic, not since the days when tho
vendor of harmful nostrums was swept from our streets, has
this country witnessed such an orgy of buncombe, quackery,·
and downright falsehood and fraud as now marks the current
campaign promoted by certain cigarette manufacturers to create
a vast woman and child market for the use of their product.
In bringing to the attention of my colleagues in Congress a
situation which demands strong legislative remedy if the health
and welfare· of the Nation are not to be increasingly undermined by an evil which promises to be greater than alcohol I
desire to make. it clear that no attack is intended upon tJ:e
tobacco growers of our country.many of whom are in the gr1p
of pernicious cigarette-manufacturing interests; that I realize
that many tobacco manufacturers, with a due sense of their
social obligations, have refrained and are refraining from exploiting public health in the sale of their products; and that
the use of tobacco as a moderate indulgence by adult people is
not in question. I rise to denounce insidious cigarett~ ca
paigns now being promoted by those tobacco manufact11nng mterests whose only god is profit, whose only bible is the balance
sheet whose only principle is greed. I rise to denounce the
unco~scionable heartless, Rlld destructive attempts to e~ploit
the women and youth of our country in the interest of a few
powerful tobacco organizations whose rapacity knows no
bounds.
\Vhatever may be said of the moderate indulgence in tho
use of tobacco it is clear that the issue raised before the country in some of the current cigarette campaigns is th~ issue
raised by urging excessive cigarette smoking; by flaunting uppeals to the youth of our country; by misrepresenting established medical and health findings in order to encourage
cigarette addiction.

:m-
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These great cigarette campaigns, into which millions are
being poured in order to create new armies of cigarette addicts have been accompanied by a barrage of the most patent
hypo~risy,. "There is not the slightest basis, either in this
company's advertising or radio broadcasting, for any suggestion that this or any other tobacco company is planning to
create a vast child market for' cigarettes," George Washington
Hill president of the American Tobacco Co., has protested in
the 'newspapers. "I should be as shocked," he has declared,
" as anybody else if a tobacco company should undertake to
appeal to adolescents."
What is to be said for such a statement, when, at the very
moment that this is written, the American Tobacco Co. dares to
flaunt on the billboards of the Nation posters showing an
adolescent girl smoking cigarettes?
What is to be said about such a statement when the American Tohacco Co. stands self-convicted before the country for
broadcasting tainted testimonials from professional athletes,
urging cigarettes as aid to physical prowess, although it has
since been forced by innumerable protests addressed to radio
stations to discontinue these claims on the air?
What is to be saitl for such a statement when to this very
day the America Tobacco Co. attacks public health by urging
young women to maintain slender figures by smoking cigarettes?
For months the gigantic machine of deception and fraud set
up by pernicious cigarette interests has been gathering momentum. Under cover of alleged competition-the "newer
competition," as Mr. Hill desclibes it in an article in the June
issue of World's 'Vork-the campaign to place a cigarette in
the mouth of every woman and youth in the United States has
now been extended to every town and village in the country.
Mr. Hill's account of the accidental observation that led to
tlre present cigarette campaign is very illuminating. He writes :
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that greed can devise is thus placed in the path of our boys and
girls.
No wonder that the selious social problems presented by this
huge campaign of miseducation have stirred so many elements
of our national life. In the Journal of the American Medical
Association of December 8, 1928, the campaign is condemned in
the following words :
Who would have thought 10 years ago that cigarettes would be sold
to the American public • • • actually by insistence on the healthful qualities of certain brands?
That American womanhood passed during the last five years through
one of those periodic crazes that have affiicted womankind since the
world began is not a secret. Indeed, women everywhere began to cultivate sylphlike figures, dieted themselves to the point of destruction:
and tuberculosis rates, particularly for young girls, rose in many communities. • • •
At the same time the manufacturers of Lucky Strike cigarettes having secured, they claim, statements from 20,678 physicians that Lucky
Strikes were less irritating than other cigarettes, are promulgating a
campaign in which they assert that these cigarettes do not cut the
wind or impair the physical condition, and that Lucky Strikes satisfy
the longing -for things that make you fat without interfering -with a
norma] appetite for health foods. To which the simple reply is made,
"Hooey."
The human appetite is a delicate mechanism and the attempt to urge
that it be aborted or destroyed by the regular use of tobacco is essentially vicious.

The Life Extension Institute, whose board is made up of leading American physicians and public-health authorities, is definitely on record with regard to tobacco. In its bulletin beaded
What it Costs to Smoke Tobacco, it is declared that among
5,000 smokers examined who showed various physical impairments requiring medical supervision, 6 per cent suffered from
I was driving home from my office one afternoon last fall when my thickened arteries, 15 per cent from rapid pulse, 15 per cent
car was stopped by a traffic light. A very !at women was standing on from decayed teeth, 13 per cent from gum recession, 27 per cent
the near corner chewing with evident relish on what may have been from marked pyorrhea. 1.'be Life Extension Institute Ukewise
a pickle, but which I thought of instantly through a natural association reports college tests which indicate lower scholarship records
of Ideas as a sweet.
by students who inhaled tobacco fumes. The bulletin includes
This had no great significance until a taxicab pulled in between my the following statement:
car and the curb and blocked my view of the fat woman. I found my
eyes resting easily on a pretty and very modern flapper whose figure
was quite the last word in slimness. The girl took advantage of the
halt to produce a long cigarette bolder, filled it with a fag, and
lighted up.

But pickle or candy-he did not care which-this fiash
of vision in the brain of the president of the American Tobacco
Co. became, we are told, the basi~ of a $12,000,000 advertising
effort in which football coaches were hired to tell the American
boy that cigarettes put vim and vigor into the most strenuous
of all physical exercises ; in which the alleged testimonials of
opera singers were used to persuade the American public that
cigarette smoke was soothing to the throat; in which current
celebrities were made to say that the cigarette habit was a social asset ; in which moving-picture actresses, stage stars, and
others were paid to tell the American woman that they retained
their lovely figures only by smoking cigarettes.
What a pity Mr. Hill's limousine did not take him farther
afield. He might have traveled to Atlantic City on May 29 and
heard the appalling reports made at the annual convention of
the National Tuberculosis Association. Here is how the New
York TJmes of l\Iay 30 heads its account of the meeting:
Find tuberculosis gains among girls; physicians of convention lay
rise to smoking, late hours, and inadequate diet; victims of "flapper"
age; death rate, 50 per cent greater than among boys fi-ve years ago,
now is shown to be 100 per c-ent higher.

In any schoolroom he could have seen the dwarfed body of an
habitual boy smoker, ruined in health and morals by being led
into the cigarette habit at a tender age.
Mr. Hill might have inquired of any reputable physician who
could have told him that intestinal catarrh, ulcer, liver
hemorrhages, kidney degeneration, chronic bronchitis, heightened blood pressure, palpitation of the heart, pronounced anemia,
Bright's disease, neurasthenia, cancer of the mouth and nose,
premature senility are but a few of the ailments of which nicotine poisoning stands convicted by the medical profession.
The evil example set by the most powerful factor in the
American tobacco industry bas been quick to bear fruit. A
widespread advertising campaign is now under way that actually features cigarettes as a newly discovered nerve tonic. In
many women's colleges resentment has been caused by the free
distribution of cigarettes designed to start girl undergraduates
on the road to cigarette addiction. Another company sends
congratulatory birthday .greetings with a carton of cigarettes
to boys who have reached lG years of age. Every temptation

How many deaths have occurred from typhoid and from surgical
operations upon those who have injured the nervous mechanism of their
circulation by tobacco will never be known. But surgeons have noted
instances of failure to rally after operations among cigarette · smokers.

No less significant is the iact that at a time when powerful
cigarette interests are screaming from every billboard and
through millions of radio sets their pernicious advice to the
women of our country to maintain a slender figure by smoking
cigarettes, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. finds it necessary to warn its policyholders as well as the general public
against such harmful dieting.
The desire for extreme slenderness-

Reads its statementis bringing serious consequences. When stimulants, sedatives, or drug8
are substituted for the food needed to build health or strength the
penalty is certain and severe---frequently broken health and sometimes
death.

The bibliography of those who have condemned the excessive
use of tobacco includes some of the greatest names in medicine
a'Ild public health in the history of this country-Dr. Alexander
Lambert; the late Doctor Janeway, of Johns Hopkins Hospital;
Doctor Sheldon, of Cornell University 1\fedical College; Dr. Eugene
L. Fisk, medical director of the Life Extension Institute; Profe sor Pack, of the University of Utah; Prof. 1\f. V. O'Shea, of
the University of Wisconsin ; Dr. Arthur Deramont Bush, of
the University of Vermont; Prof. W. P. Lombard, professor of
physiology of the University of Michigan; Dr. Harvey W.
Wiley; Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, commissioner of health for Pennsylvania; Dr. J. H. Kellogg, superintendent of Battle Creek
Sanitarium; Dr. Francis Dowling; Dr. Elbert H. Burr; Dean
Hornell, of Ohio Wesleyan University; Dr. Henry Churchill
King, president of Oberlin College; Robert Lee Bates, of the
pyschological laboratory of Johns Hopkins University; Dr. L.
Pierce Clark, consulting neurologist of the Manhattan State
Hospital, New York. A host of other investigators might be
mentioned.
But a no more pertinent, timely, and measured condemnation
of the current cigarette propaganda can be quoted than the
statement made on June 7, 1929, by Dr. Hugh S. Cumming, Surgeon General United States Public Health Service. He said:
The cigarette habit indulged in to excess by
nervousness and insomnia. If American women
habit, as reports now indicate ·t hey are doing,
sulfer. The physical tone of the whole Nation

women tends to cause
generally contract the
the entil'e Nation will
will be lowered. The
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number of American women who are smoking cigarettes to-day is
amazing. The habit harms a woman more than it does a man. The
woman's nervous system is more highly organized than the man•s. The
reaction is, therefore, more Intense. It may ruin her complexion, cans·
1ng it to become gradually ashen. Propaganda urging that tobacco be
used as a substitute for food is not In the interest of public health, and
If practiced widely by young persons will be positively harmful.

JUNE

10

Whereas, this being our belief, it naturally follows that we view
with disapproval the me of the so-called paid testimonials : Therefore
belt
Resol1Jed, That onr members continue carefully to scru~inize their

-own advertising from this standpoint, and that they express thls opinion of the association on insincere testimonials, gratuitous or paid for,
at every opportunity.
·

It was natural that the great voice of the pulpit should rise in
It is important to note, also, that out of 786 advertising agenindignant protest against the appalling exploitation of the health cies and national advertisers which answered a questionnaire
and welfare of the American family inherent in the current ciga- from the National Better Business Bureau, 581 expressed emrette propaganda.
phatic condemnation of tainted testimonial advertising. The
The board of Christian education of the Presbyterian Church cigarette campaign, it is evident, is a libel-a great libel-upon
in the United States; the board of temperance, prohibition, and American business ethics.
public morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church ; the board of
Lest there be those who may think that the great public
education of the Reformed Church in America, as well as the interest in this problem is beyond the proportions of the issue
Congregational Church extension boards, have denounced the involved, let us glance for a moment at the enormous growth
insidious cigarette campaign. The United Presbyterian General of the cigarette habit since the vast machinery of public exAssembly, meeting at Pittsburgh on June 4, 1929, protested in a ploitation bas been set in motion by the cigarette industry.
resolution against the " boldness of the tobacco interests in Here is a table showing the· advertising their wares over the radio, in newspapers, and on Consumption of cigars. cigarettes, and other manufactures 1 in the
billboards."
United States, 1913-1927; January-July, 1928
The World Society of Christian Endeavor, through its presiCigars
Cigarettes
dent, Dr. Daniel E. Poling, of New York, has issued a stirring
Other manuraC.
Year
(number)
(number)
trues (pounds)
call for action. Here is what Doctor Pq_ling says in his open
letter add1·essed to the 1,800 branches of that great organization:
13, 247, 891, 437
434, 728, 710
1913_--------------------------- 8, 782, 772, 995
I speak first of all-

He declaresas an American father who, with an American father's concern for his
own children and for all children challenges current cigarette advertising. I speak in the second place as the president of the World
Society of Christian Endeavor; as the representative, therefore, of
more than 4,000,000 young people who share with me the deep hostility
against this advertising. • • • Womanhood is being exploited for
trade. Excess is being encouraged as efficiency. Boys and girls in the
crucial years of adolescence are being led to stunt their bodies and
dwarf their minds.

Nor is the campaign announced by . the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union against such untruthful a~d misleading cigarette appeals any less decisive.
Nearly every leading organization concerned with the education of our young, with juvenile delinquency., with the lllaintenance of public morals, has taken some action to protest
agailist the wholesale attempt to ·nicotinize the youth of our
Nation, including the National Education Association, the American Federation of Teachers, the American Eugenics Society,
the American Child Welfare Association, and numerous parentteacher associations throughout the country.
The General Federation of Women's Clubs declared its views
on cigarette smoking at its fifteenth biennial convention in a
resolution reading as follows:
Whereas the cigarette is a serious medace to the physical, mental,
moral, and spiritual development of the youth of our country : Therefore be it
Resolved, That the women of the General Federation go on record as
favoring an educational propaganda against cigarettes, and further indorsing State legislation prohibiting the furnishing of clgarettes to
minors.

The contemptuous term ·"tainted testimonials," coined by
· leading advertising men to . describe the purchased testimony
offered by cigarette interests, is sufficient indication of the way
in which American business generally views this campaign.
What quackery! Overnight, as it were, the old "coffin nail,"
against which we solemnly warned our young, became the sovereign good. Are you suffering from sore throat? Gargle with
cigarettes-there is not a cough in them. Would you be sle~der
and charming? Substitute cigarettes for wholesome foods.
Would you gain laurels on the football field? Cigarettes will
give you vim and vigor. Would you be a great general? Forget that an army marches on its stomach-it marches on cigarette stubs. Would you be a popular sea hero? Throw the
life preservers overboard-and place your trust in a package
of cigarettes.
It is a high affirmation of American business standards that
the Association of National Advertisers, including the most
reputable busii:J.ess interests of the country, at its meeting in
French Lick, Ind., during the week of May 27, passed the
following resolution repudiating the tainted testimonials now
used in the nation-wide cigarette propaganda on the billboards
and in the magazines :
Whereas we believe that advertising, In ~rder to be lastingly effecti've
and profitable, must not only be truthful and sincere but must also
appear to be ; and

1914_- --------------------------1915--- -------------------------1916_---------------------------

1917---------------------------1918.----------------------------

1919_-- ------------------------1920_-------------------------1921_---------------------------1922_--- ------------------------

1923 ____ --- ---------------------

1925
1924_-________________________
--------------------------_
1926_-------------------------1927__________________
_: ________ _

1928 , __ -----------------~---------

8, 478,729,047
7, 774, 012, 265
8, 301., 218, 340
8, 911., 114, 262
8, 411., 560, 730

8, 120, 756, 725
9, 238, 005, 991

7, 632,994, 135

7, 686, 094, 913
7' 921., 821, 960
7, 506, 558, 600

7, 328, 119, 403
7, 272, 833, 363
7, 283, 132, 764
8, 036, 714, 162

14,445,719,463
15, 900, 539, 482
25, 634, 845, 551
37, 139, 859, 157
45, 226, 706, 459
47, 1~. 458, 872

42, 143, M2, 307
60, 225, 612, 192
53,807,973,794.
64, 192, 413, 906
70, 370, 801, 810
79, 723, 266, 022
88, 739, 380, 851
97, 307, 614, 719
102, 764, 69 • 000

431,853,666
433, 915, 270
461, 669, 769
477, 337, 971
490, 593, 366
415, 472, 441
405, 355, 149
377,166,134
413, 915, '480
408,599, 129

409, 521, 873

409, 224, 035
405,962,611
391, 584, 157
378, 874, 261

'Compiled by adding imports to the production and subtracting exports; the trade
of Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico is included. Imports of cigars and cigarettes
are reported in pounds. They are converted to thousands by assuming 1,000
cigars to weigh 20 pounds and 1,000 cigarettes to weigh 3 pounds. The figures !or
production from 1916 include manufactures in bonded warehouses, not available
prior to that time.
'Preliminary.
Source: Internal revenue reports and Censrus Bulletin 161, Stocks of Leaf Tobacco,
!or production; Commerce and Navigation of the United States; and Monthly
Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States lor trade.

It will be noted that th~ consumption of cigarettes in the
United States has now reached the enormous total of 102,000,000,000, an increase of 118 per cent during the last decade. In
1901 only 3,000,000,000 cigarettes were consumed by the American public. The increase from that figure to the present annual
rate of consumption is more than 3,000 per cent.
What is the bill which the Nation pays for this huge tobacco
consumption? In terms of premature death, of disease, of ill
health, of lessened efficiency, of loss through fires started by
smoking, the sum is incalculable. In the price paid directly in
dollars and cents, the following comparative table, compiled by
the National Education Association for the year 1926, based on
United States Treasury Department tax returns, is illuminating:
Cost of public schools, elementary, secondary, and collegiate, in 1926--------------------------------- $2, 255; 251, 327
Spent for tobacco, 1926----------------------- 2, 087, 110, 000
Spent for life insurance, 1926---------------------- 2, S24, 000, 000

It is evident that there is a deeper, more sinister purpose
behind the vast machinery of deception created for the cigarette
campaign than the "new competition" by which the American
Tobacco Co. seeks to cloak its attack upon public health. The
cigarette interests concerned in the present campaign are playing for larger stakes than a mere share of the farmer's, the
dairy producer's, the baker's, the ice cream man's, the candy
man's, the sugar man's, and the grocer's dollar. All producers
and purveyors of raw and manufactured food products are well
within their rights in attacking such a campaign of unfair competition, when the American public is urged, on the basis of misleading and destructive health claims, to substitute cigarettes
for wholesome foods. Farm groups and farm organizations, at
a time when Congress is legislating on important problems of
farm relief, are f-ully justified in denouncing a campaign which
seeks to increase harmful and destructive dieting habits that
have done so much to reduce the per capita consumption of
foodstuffs in the United States.
What pernicious tobacco interests really see is the vacant
throne created by the deposition of King Alcohol. And well
they may. Let me quote from the second volume of Modern
Medicine, by Docto~ Osler and McCrea :

•
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Many patients (alcoholic) in whom the attack seems to be without
exciting cause, it questioned closely, are found to be great tobacco
smokers, and the cause of their outbreak is really a recurrent poisoning
by tobacco. Usually the history is that they smoke, especially the cigarette smokers, incessantly and to excess. This finally makes them
nervous. Then they smoke more to quiet their nervousness until finally
they seek another narcotic to quiet them; then they naturally turn to
alcohol.

The link between the drink habit and the drug habit inherent
in excessive cigarette smoking has been made clear repeatedly
by medical authority.
The insidious cigarette campaign now in progress concerns
every father and every mother of children in the country; every
man and woman responsible for the education of the young;
every medical and health authority; every employer of labor·
every worker whose efficiency is decreased by the cigarette habiL
It concerns every welfare organization, every tuberculosis association, every life and fire insurance company, every property
owner, every juvenile protective association.
Are we to be as helpless as China, where the British-American
Tobacco Co. has so successfully introduced the general habit of
cigarette addiction? The late President Emeritus Charles W.
Eliot, of Harvard, was eyewitness to the campaign there, which
called for the free distribution of billions of cigarettes. " Thus
the Christian nations," he exclaimed, "confer the benefits of
civilization on the Orient!"
Are the interests of public health here to be completely overridden when this same American Tobacco Co., a heavy advertiser
in France, does not dare to offer its cigarettes as a substitute
for food products in that country?
The challenge hurled at public health, public welfare and
business decency by destructive cigarette interests mu~t be
fairly and squarely met. State legislation is now attempting to
cope with the problem.
·
In Illinois a bill has been introduced in the general assembly for the. restriction of .a~vertising which urges young people
to smoke cigarettes. A similar measure is before the senate of
that State.
A bill to prevent the advertising of cigarettes through the
radio and on the billboards, introduced February 12, is now
before the Idaho State Senate.
The laws of tbe State of Maine have put tobacco in the class
with poisons and narcotic drugs.
In the State of West Virginia tobacco is placed by statute in
the class with opium.
In Michigan a bill has been offered in the lower house
.:against advertising designed to promote the sale of cigarettes to
women.
In the State of Utah billboard and street-car advertising of
cigarettes has been made a misdemeanor.
In Mississippi Dr. W. F. Bond, State superintendent of education, is calling for a nation-wide effort to combat the millions
of dollars that cigarette manufacturers are spending for propaganda.
In California schools are required by law to instruct children
as to the injurious effects of tobacco, and the sale of cigarettes
is forbidden to any girl or boy under the age of 18.
In practically every other State of the Union public disapproval of cigarettes for minors is expressed by law in one form
or another.
At the present time intensive efforts are in progress in various
communities against the billboard advertising of the Amelican
~obacco Co., which has dared to feature a poster picturing a
gll'l .of tender years actually smoking cigarettes. These commumty efforts are now in progress in Arkansas, California Colorado, I~a~o,. ll~nois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan, 1\nnnesota, MISSISSIPPI, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota
Ohio, . Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Tennessee:
Washmgton, and other States.
But the time has come for the Congress of the United States
to take definite action. The sale of cigarettes, promoted upon
a. national scale, is properly a subject of interstate commerce.
~1garet~es an~ ma~y tobacco products are nationally advertised
m media which m most cases are subject only to Federal
control.
! an;t convinc~ that the present great license assumed by certain Cigarette mterests would have been impossible if tobacco
and tobacco products were subject to the same regulations
that apply to basic food products or to drug products in which
latter classification tobacco properly belongs.
'
Only a fine technicality permits tobacco at the present time
to escape proper classification and control. In section 6 of the
food and drugs act drugs are defined as " all medicines and
preparations recognized in the United States Pharmacopreia
or National Formulary, for internal and external use."
'
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In the past tobacco has been listed in the pharmacopreia as a
drug, but was dropped in the last revision of this work with
the following explanation, which makes the reason for 9mission
self-evident:
Tobacco, the leaves of Nicotiana tabacum, was official in former phnrmacopooias, but was dropped in the last revision. It was formerly highly
esteemed as a vulnerary, but is little used as a drug by intelligent physicians. A decoction of tobacco in which corrosive sublimate bas been
dissolved makes a satisfactory bedbug poison.

Although tobacco is thus officially banned as a remedy despite the claims of the American Tobacco Co. that it pr01;10tes
the health of the user, the fact remains that tobacco contains
many ~jurious drugs, including nicotine, pyridin, carbolic actd,
ammoma, marsh gas, and other products.
While basic food products upon which our great agricultural
population is dependent, while any drugs and medicines the use
or abuse of which may have a bearing upon public health, are
under the Food, Drug, and Insecticide Administration of the
Un~ted States Department of Agriculture, tobacco, the abuse of
which has become a national problem, is not included within the
regulations of the food and drugs act, for the merely technical
reason that since modern medical practice has abandoned it as
a remedy it is no longer listed in the pharmacopceia.
The bill which I now lay before this body, designed to protect
public health and public welfare from the further exploitation
of irresponsible cigarette interests, provides:
·
{a) For the inclusion of tobacco and tobacco products within
the scope of the food and drugs act.
.... ~b) For the amendment of the food and drugs act so that
clarms made for food and drug products in any advertising
medium subject to interstate-commerce control should be under
the same strict regulation now applied to labels or other descriptive matter on, within, or around the container in which
the product is packed.
Public interest, effictency, and economy require the amendment
to the food and drugs act empowering the Food, Drug, and Insecticide Administration to proceed against any manufacturer
of a drug or food product whose public sales claims are partly
or wholly unjustified by the facts. The Federal Trade Commission, which now cooperates with the Food, Drug and Insecticide Administration, has no laboratory facilities and' no adequate
corps of investigators. Procedure is slow, therefore, and in matters affecting public health vast harm may be done before the
Federal Trade Commission is ready or able to take action in the
premises.
'l'his measure is proposed, therefore, to remedy this situation
and in order to avoid duplication, the overlapping of authority,
the diffusion of responsibility, and the dual expense to the
Government.
The bill which I now send to the Clerk's desk is designed to
meet a problem of such great and immediate importance to
public health and of such vital interest to our agricultural producers and business men that I am confident it deserves and
will obtain the support of every Member of Congress.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, may I ask the Senator from
Utah a question before he takes his seat?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from Utah
yield to the Senator from Mississippi?
Mr. SMOOT. I do.
Mr. HARRISON. I did not bear all of the Senator's speech.
Did the Senator ask for the appointment of a commission to
make an investigation of this matter?
Mr. SMOOT. No; I did not. I a§ked that tobacco be put
under the food and drugs act.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection the bill
will be received and referred to the Committee on ~riculture
and Forestry.
The bill (S. 1468) to amend the food and drugs act of June
30, 1906, by extending its provisions to tobacco and tobacco
products was read twice by its title and referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
.
Mr. SHORTRIDGE. Mr. President, I suggest and ask that
the bill introduced by the Senator from Utah be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the bill was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows :
Whereas the manufacture and sale of tobacco products are matters
that affect the public health and welfare of millions of our population; and
Whereas various drug products are contained in tobacco; and
Whereas, because tobacco now abandoned as a medicinal agent is
no longer classified as a drug, and thus escapes, through a technicality,
the controls set up in the food ·and drugs act adopted by Congress
for the protection of public health; and

•
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Wbereas public health w011ld be better served by empowe.rlng the
Food, Drug, and Insectici~e Administration of the United States Department of Agriculture to exercise the same control over false and
deceptive statements made through advertising media, that it now
exerts in preventing the use of false and deceptive statements, designs,
or devices made on containers or labels : Now, therefore,
Be it enacted, etc., That the food and drugs act, June 30, 1906, as
amended August 23, 1912; March 3 , 1913; March 4, 1913; July 24,
1910; and January 18, 1927, be, and is hereby, further amended as
follows:
The words "food or drug," "food or drugs," or "food and drugs,"
as the case may be, wherev~r they occur in sections 1, 2, 3, 4, and 11
of the act of .June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768), as amended, are changed
to read "food, drug, tobacco, or tobacco products."
SEC. 2. Section 6 of the act of June 30, 1906 (34 :stat. 168), is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following :
"The t erm 'tobacco' means the leaves of the plant Nicotiana
tabacum. The term ' tobacco products' m eans the products from ttr
bacco prepared for smoking, chewing, or llnuffing."
:SEC. 3. Section 7 of the act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. .768), is
1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following :
" In the case of tobacco :
"If it contains any added deleterious .or added poisonous substance."
SEc. 4. The first general paragraph of section 8 of the act of .June
1
30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768), is amended to read as follows :
" That the term ' misbranded,' as used herein, shall apply to all
drugs, articles of food, tobacco or tobacco products, or articles whlch
enter tnto the compo ltlon of food or tobacco pr'Oducts, the package
or label of which shall bear any statement, design, or device regarding
such article, or the ingredients or substances ,c ontained therein, whlc1i
shall be false or misleading in any -particular, and of any food, drug
products, tobacco or tobacco products which js falsely branded as to
State, Territory, or country in which it is manufactured or produced."
SEc. 5. Section 8 .of the act ol June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768), is
hereby further amended by adding immediately following paragraph
third of the section beginning "in case of -drugs," the following n~w
paragrapll:
"Fourth. If, in any manner or by any means whatsoever, it 'Or
they, or the ingredients or substances C'Ontained therein, are falsely or
deceptively advertilled, represente-d, or described, or if the curative
or therapeutic etrects of a product or the ingredients or substances
contained therein are falsely and fraudulently advertised, represented,
' or descrlbed."
SEc. 6. Section 8 of the act of June 30, 1.906 (34 Stat. 768), is hereby
further amended by adding immediately following at the end· of the
second proviso of paragraph 4 " in the case of food " a new paragraph
as foilows:
"Fifth. If, in any manner or by any means whatsoever, it or they
or the ingredients or substances contained therein are falsely or deceptively advertised, rt>presented, or described."
SEC. 7. Section 8 of the ad of June '30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768), as
' amended, is further amended· b.y adding immediately after the complete
new section dealing with drugs the following new section dealing with
tobacco or tobacco products :
" In the case of tobacco or tobacco products.
"First. If labeled 'Or GI'anded so as to deceive or mislead the purchaser or purport to be a -fo~ign product wben not so 'Or if the contents
of the package a originally put up shall have been removed in whole
or in part or other contents shall have been placed in such package.
"Second. If the package contain~g it or them or its or their label
shall bear or eontain any statement, design, or device regarding tbe
ingredients or substances contained therein which statement, design, or
device shall be false or misleading in any particular.
"Third. If, in any manner or- by- any means whatsoever, it or they
or the ingredients or subsf:ances contained therein are falsely or deceptively advertised, represented, or "described."
SEC. 8. The words " f-ood, drug, or liqoor " in the first line of section
I 10 of the act of June 30, 1906 (34 Stat. 768), be changed to read .. food,
drug, liquor, tobacco, or tobacco products."

I

PlJBJ..IC SAFETY IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. COPE~'"D. Mr. President, I was very happy to hear
the Senator from Utabr I have never before known him to ex1press himself in favor of doing anything that was for the public
health ; but, since we are on that subject, may I ask what has
become of the re olution which passed the Senate three or four
weeks ago calling on the Commissioners of the District of Co\ lumbia for certain information regardlug the rul~ and regulations in force requiring the opening outward of the aoors of all
1 public buildings, the application of fire escapes, the care of ex1plosives and inflammable materials, and other similar matters
.relating to the public safety? Have we llad a reply as yet to
that resO"lution?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. No l:'eply has yet been re! eeived.
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fr. COPELAND. :Mr. President, I express the hope that the
commissioners will heed this request of the Senate, and at a
very early date give us the information called for. We do not
wi h to have a repetition in this city of the terrible accident that
happened in Cleveland; and I thlnk we should kLlow whether or
not the commissioners are taking an the steps necessm·y to
guard against such a calamity, or a similar one.
PROPOSED FEDERAL OONSTITU'l"'ONAL CONVENTION

Mr. LA FOLLETTE pre ented the following joint resolution
of the Legislature of the State of Wisconsin, which was referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary:
STATE OF WISCONSL"'i.
Senate Joint Resolution 65
Joint resolution memorializing the Congress of the United States to
-call a convention for the purpose of proposing amendments to the
United States Constitution
Wbet•eas Article V of the United States Con~titution provides for the
calling of a convention to propose amendments to such Constitution;
and
Whereas other States have in the past asked that such a convention be
called; and
Whereas there are sections of tile United States Constitution that
should be amended : Therefore be it
Resolved by the senate (the assembly concUNing), 'l'hat the Legislature of the State of Wisconsin hereby earnestly requests and "petitions
Congress to call a convention for pr011osing amendments to the United
States Constitution; and be it further
Regolvea, That a copy of this Tesolution, propel'ly attested, be forwarded to the presiding officers_ of both Houses of Congress, to the
presiding officers of the legislatures of the other States, and to the
Wisconsin Senators and Representatives in Congress.
ADJUSTED-SERVICE CERTIFICATES

Mr. WALSH of 1\Ias achusE>tts. .Mr. Pre ident, I have hlld
some correspondence with the Middlesex County Council of the
American Legion and the Director of the Veterans' Bv.rea.u with
reference to the subject of veterans' adjusted- ervice certiiicates
and loans thereon, which J ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECoRD and referred to the Finance Committee.
There being no objection, the correspondence was referred to
the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows :
MIDDLESEX

DEPABTllfENT

CoUNTY COUNCIL,
GF MAssACHUSETTS,
THE AMERICAN LEGION,
May !9, 1929.

Hon.

DAVID

~

1. WALSH,

United States Senate, Wcuhillgton,, D. C.
l\fy DEAB SENATOR WALSH : In accordance

with the vote of the
1\Uddlesex County Council, the Arqerican Legion, in regular meeting assembled at Malden, Mass., on May 12, 1929, I nm trnnsmitting to you
herewith a copy of the resolution adopted by the council on the subject
of the veterans adjusted-service certificates and loans thereon.
Respectfully yours,
DANIEL J. DoHERTY,
Secretarg Miildlesez County CounCil.

377 MAIN STREET,

Wobun~.

Mass.
Resolution

Whereas thousands , of Massachusetts World War veterans who
pledged their adjusted: service certificates with national banks in this
State as collateral for loans on said policies prior to the time that Congress authorized the Veterans' Bur!eau to niake loans (lh:ecl to veteran ,
have been unable to meet their not~.s . when due at said~ banks; Rlld Whereas Massachusetts national l;)anks holding notes which were .defaulted by tlle makers at due date bave forwardeu such notes, together·
with the respective adjusted-service ~certificates pledged as security for
the loans, to the central office of the Veterans' Bureau at Washington,
in accordance with existing law as enacted by Congress, in oruer that
said banks could recover from the Treasurer of tbe United States tb~
amount of defaulted loan and interest; and
Whereas the Director of the Veterans' Bureau at Wa.shingtou now bolds
and will continue to bold thousands of such unredeemed polici~s until
the veterans repay the amount of principal and interest due, tbus t.orcing the veterans to deal directly with the central office of the Veterans'
Bureau, in accordance with existing law, in the matter of aaditional
leans, an arrangement which is causing considerable delay and ofttimes
hardship to the policy owners who are forced to seek additlona1 loans : ·
Now, therefore, be 1t
Resolved, That Middlesex County Council, Department of Massachusetts, the American Legion, in quarterly meeting as. embled at Malden,
M:ty 12, 1!>29, does unanimously request the return to the regional
offices of the Veterans' Bureau in the territories where their owners
reside of all adjusted-service cer.ti1icates now held by too director in
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Washington, for the reason that owners of such policies are entitled to
the same service and privileges as are veterans who secured loans
tllrough the Veterans' Bureau and whose policies are· retained in the
regional office making the loan ; and be it further
,
Resolved, That a copy of thes,e resolutions be forwarded to the
department commander and the national legislative committee of the
American Legion, the Director of the United States Veterans' Bureau,
and the Members of Congress from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHN J. WALSH,
Men~1Jer

Past Oounty Commander,
Depat·tment aommittee on Compensation and In.suranoe.

MAY 12, 1929.
UNITED STATES VETERANS' BUlUn.AU,

Washi-n gton, June 7, 1929.
' Hon. DAVID I. WALSH,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
. MY DEAB SENATOR WALSH: With r~!erence to your letter of June 4,
1929, forwarding resolution from the Middlesex County (Mass.) Council
of the American Legion in connection with the decentralization of the
loan functions as they pertain to notes which have been redeemep from
the banks and deposited in the central office, I wish to inform you that
this matter has been gone into very thoroughly, and it is not thought
practicable to make loans on such certificates through the regional
offices.
The principal reason for not attempting to decentralize the notes
redeemed by banks is that many of the borrowers are so persistently
Itinerant as to make it impossible to determine their whereabouts; thus
1
:It is reasonable to suppose that a large percentage of the makers of the
· notes are not now resident within the jurisdiction of the regional
office in whose territory the original note was executed. It is interest' tng to note in this connection that approXimately 20 per cent of the
· notices sent to veterans informing them of the redemption of their
:notes from banks are returned to the bureau unclaimed, indicating how
transient the veterans are. Also it is felt that the certificates can be
88.feguarded better in the central office than in the regional offices because of the better physical facilities for protection available in the
•central office.
The proposition has been advanced that the certificates should be
decentralized when an application for a new loan is made, but it is felt
that this action would not be beneficial to the applicant for the new
loan because a check could be drawn in the central office and dispatched much more quickly than the case could be decentralized ~d the
· check dispatched from the regional office.
Copy of this communication and the resolution forwarded by you are
1
inclosed.
Very truly yours,
FRANK T . HINES, Director.
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A bi11 (S. 1467) for : the relief of C. H. Reynolds, assignee
of the Bitu-Mass Paving Co., of Spokane, Wash.; to the Committee on Claims.
By Mr. BRATTON:
A bill (S. 1469) to quitclaim certain lands 1n Santa Fe
County,· N. Mex.; to the Committee on Public Lands and
Surveys.
/
By Mr. CAPPER:
A. bill (S. 1470) to provide a code of insurance law for the
District of Columbia (excepting marine insurance as now provided for by the act of March 4, 1922, and fraternal and benevolent insurance associations or orders as provided for by the
acts of March 3, 1897; J"une 30, 1902; May 29, 1928; December
12, 1928; and December 20, 1928), and for other purposes ; to
the Committee ·on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. BRATTON:
A joint resolution (S. J". Res. 56) to amend section 2 of the
act of Febru~ry 25, 1927 ( 44 Stat. L. pt. 2, p. 336) ; to the
Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation .
SENATE MISSISSIPPI ENGINEERING ADVISORY BOARD

On motion of Mr. FRAZIER, the resolution ( S. Res. 69) establiBhing the Senate Mississippi engineering advisory board
was taken from the table and referred to the Committee to
Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Chaffee,
one of its clerks, announced that the House had agreed to the
concurrent resolution ( S. Con. Res. 13) to print and bind the
proceedings in Congress together with the proceedings at the
unveiling in Statuary Hall of the statue of Wade Hampton
presented by the State of South Carolina.
AMERICAN HOSPITAL OF PAIUS

Mr. NORRIS. Mr. President, I report back favorably without amendment from the Committee on the Judiciary the
joint re8()lution (H. J". Res. 73) to amend the act entitled "~
act to incorporate the American Hospital of Paris," approved
January 30, 1913.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. What is the object of the
joint resolution?
Mr. NORRIS. It is a joint resolution amending the act of
Congress incorporating the American Hospital of Paris. Under
the original act, the act of June 30, 1913, the hospital was
limited to hold property not exceeding a million dollars in
value. This would amend that one item by fixing the amount
at $8,000,000 instead of $2,000,000.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I have no objection.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection, the joint
resolution will be received.
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED
Mr. REED. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for the
Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first present consideration of the joint resolution. I may state that
time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred the hOSpital is just beginning a campaign for funds for its
as follows :
·
nurses' home, and has been offered a large contlibution to that
.· By Mr. FLETCHER:
end. The joint resolution would have the effect of allowing the
A bill (S. 1458) for the relief of the State of Florida (with hospital authorities to accept that contribution.
~ccompanying papers) ; to the Committee on M'Ilitary Affairs.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection to the
By Mr. KEAN:
present consideration of the joint resolution?
A bill (S. 1459) to authorize the Secretary of War to lend
There being no objection, the Senate, as in Committee of the
War Department equipment for use at the world jamboree of Whole, proceeded to consider the joint resolution, which was
the Boy Scouts of America ; to the Committee on Military read, as follows:
Mairs.
.
Resolved, eto., That the proviso contained in section 2 of the act
A bill (S. 1460) to provide for a preliminary examination entitled "An act to incorporate the American Hospital of Paris," apand survey of Raritan Bay, between Staten Island, N. Y., and proved January 30, 1913, is amended to read as follows: "PrQvidea,
a point in the northerly part of Monmouth County, N. J". ; to the That the total value of the property owned at any one time by the said
Committee on Commerce.
corporation shall not exceed $8,000,000."
By Mr. WATSON:
The joint resolution was reported to the Senate without
A bill (S. 1461) granting an increase of pension to A.nnie G.
Bagg (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Pen- amendment, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
~~
.
FARM RELIEF-COl\~CE REPORT
By Mr. REED:
A bill (S. 1462) to provide for the retirement of enlisted men
The Senate resumed the consideration of the report of the
of the Philippine Scouts, and f01· other purposes; to the Com- committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
mittee on Military Affairs.
Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H. R. 1)
A bill ( S. 1463) granting an increase of pension to Edward to establish a Federal farm board to promote the effective merSweeney; to the Committee on Pensions.
chandising of agricultural col'lliilodities in interstate and forBy Mr. McNARY:
eign commerce, and to place agriculture on a basis of economic
A bill ( S. 1464) granting a pension to Frank D. Swingle; and equality with other industries.
A bill (S. 1465) granting a pension to Henry Vinson; to the
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, the Senator from Idaho [Mr.
Committee on Pensions.
BoRAH] desires to address the Senate at this time. I suggest
By Mr. J"ONES :
the absence of a quorum.
A. bill (S. 1466) granting an increase of -pension to Willard
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk will call the roll.
M. Girton (with accompanying papers); to the-- Committee on
The legislative clerk called tlle roll, and the following Senators
:pension:s.
answered to their names :
L:XXI--164
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Allen
Ashurst
Blease
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Broussard
Burton
Capper
Caraway
Connally
Copeland
Couzens
Cutting
Dale
Deneen
Dill
Edge
;Fess
Fletcher
Frazier
George
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Glllett
Glass
Glenn
Golf
Goldsborough
Greene
Hale
Harris
Harrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert
Heflin
Howell
Johnson
Jones
Kean
Keyes
King
La Follette
McKellar

McMaster
McNary
Metcalf
Moses
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Overman
Patterson
Phipps
Pine
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed
Robinson, Ark.
Sackett
Schall
Sheppard
Shortridge
Simmons
Smith

Smoot
Sterk
Steiwer
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Townsend
Trammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Eighty-five Senators have
answered to their names. A quorum is present. The question
is on agreeing to the conference report.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, the matter which now divides
us here is the debenture amendment to the farm relief bilL I
want to discuss that subject, and from the viewpoint of one who
believes in a protective tartir.
I assume that we are all deeply interested in finding some
immediate and effective relief for agriculture. Those of us
who are advocates of the debenture feel that it can be demonstrated that that would bring immediate and effective relief.
It is estimated that there are about 6,500,000 farmers in the
United States. They represent a population of some 30,000,000
people. It is because of those people that we are here assembled. It was because of their condition that this extraordinary
session was called.
·
It has been estimated by those who have given particular
study to the subject that the average income of the farmer of
the United States is $736 per annum. The American farmer is
upon the lowest rung of the ladder in our economic life. The
man who represents the primary industry of the United States
receives -less compensation, under present conditions, for his
annual efforts than the tramp employee.
\Vhen we take into consideration that the farmer has a family
to rear, children to educate and clothe, and that he must fit
them for the obligations of citizenship we must recognize that
with that small income he is very near to peasantry. The
farmer's is a condition which ought to move, and I think
does move, the Congress to give the most candid consideration
and the most unbiased thought touching any proposal which
may be made for his relief.
In addition to his low income, in estimating his condition we
must take into consideration the amount of taxes he has to
pay. Prior to the war about one-tenth of the farmer's inco-?le,
less other expenses, was taken for taxes. At the present time
about one-third of his income is required to pay for government. The farmer's taxes are doubled about every 12 years.
During the last 18 years that ratio has been maintained.
Aside from the amount which the farmer must pay, it is
now well demonstrated that his proportion of taxes, measured
by his income, is from 4 to 5 per cent larger than that of any
other sector of the community. The farmer's pro-perty is in
sight. He escapes not at all the vigilant eye of the tax collector, and he must meet in full his obligation as a citizen
toward his Government.
When the farmer raises his crop, he must reach the market.
Freight rates since the war have increased about 60 per cent,
and the recent decision of our highest court indicates that that
increase is going to be accelerated.
Mr. SIMMONS. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from Idaho
yield to the Senator from North Carolina?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. SIMMONS. If I understand the Senator, a little while
ago he was comparing the income of the farmer with the income of the laborer in the manufacturing industries. Am I
right about that?
Mr. BORAH. The Senator is correct.
Mr. SIMMONS. Has the Senator taken into consideration
the fact that the laborer in t:lte factory derives his income
entirely from his labor, but in the case of the farmer he derives
his income from his labor plus his land?
Mr. CAllAWAY. And his family's labor.
Mr. SIMMONS. Therefore, in making the comparison, we
should consider that the farmer must pay out of his income
something to represent the interest upon his investment. In
other words, he has an investment in addition to his labor,
while the mill operative has no investment in the plant in
which he works; his income represents simply his labor. I
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think that makes the disparity in the comparison jnuch worse
for the farmer.
Mr. BORAH. I thank the Senator for his suggestion. I
should also have Eaid that the figures which I gave included
food and fuel, and what we might call the furnishings of the farm.
But in addition to the situation thus indicated by these
figures there has been imported into this country and coming
into our market on the average for the last four or five years
something like $2,500,000,000 worth of products which the
American farmer is prepared to produce. He is brought in
direct competition with the cheapest labor in the world, at least
that is true in some of the countries producing the things which
come in competition with him. He is in competition with
cheaper freight rates. He is in competition with people who
have a lower cost of living. He is in competition with those
who have a much lower wage scale to pay. The farmer to-day,
outside of three or four leading commodities of which we now
produce a surplus, is in direct competition with the producers
who employ cheap labor, have cheaper freight rates, and in
some instances newer and cheaper lands.
·
Mr. President, this is the condition of agriculture. This it is
that brought us here in extraordinary session. These are the
people whom we are here to serve if it is possible to do so. I
repeat, I must assume, with such a condition of affairs confronting us, with agriculture presenting the depression which it
does, that no man is going to hesitate to support a proposition
which it can be demonstrated will bring relief to that distress.
I am not going to assume that the mind of anyone is closed upon
the subject. Tom Paine, I think it was, said that arguing to
those who had abdicated their reason is like giving medicine to
the dead. But I shall assume, and particularly for the party
of which I am a member and which has the responsibility for
this program, that if a remedy can be presented which will give
assurance of relief that remedy will be accepted at the hands of
the Congress.
Mr. President, it is just about a year ago that we were assembling at Kansas City. The individual who was most in our
minds as we assembled at Kansas City was the American
farmer. We were well aware of his condition and we were
also aware of the fact that so far no satisfactory remedy had
been proposed, or accepted, at least, for his relief. Not only as
a political proposition and from political considerations, but I
think as a matter of justice t~ this primary industry, the convention which assembled undertook to deal with the matter in
sincerity.
I am going to read a few paragraphs from the declaration of
the party at that time:
The agricultural problem is national in scope, and as such is recognized by the RepubJican Party, which pledges its strength and energy to
the solution of the same.

Something has been said, and often repeated in the Republican
press, to the effect that the debenture plan was not specifically
discussed in the campaign, as if that closed the controversy so
far as the Congress is concerned. But the Republican Party
pledged itself to the solution of the problem. Will anyone con..:
tend that if the solution is at hand we are foreclosed by the fact
that it was not specifically discussed in the campaign? Is the
condition of the farmer and the relief of the farmer to be
weighed against the technical proposition that it might not have
been discussed as one of the issues of the campaign? We were
pledged to solve the problem and that covers any plan which
will solve it.
RealUing that many farmers are facing problems more difficult than
those which are the portion of many other basic industries, the party is
anxious to aid in every way possible.

The subcommittee of which I had the honor to be a member
did not "know any more than we know the specific adequate and
sufficient remedy for farm relief. We realized, I think as all
realized, that different remedies may be applied, which as a
whole may bring relief, but no man could put his finger upon
the specific remedy which would serve as a panacea for all the
evils which afflict agriculture, and therefore we, representing
the great party of which we were delegates in that convention,
pledged ourselves to do everything possible for the relief of the
farmer. We were pledged to any plan which would bring relief.
That was the pledge which was made by the party as it went
into the campaign of 1928. Everything that could be devised
that was reasonable and effective, wise and efficient, was the
pledge of the Republican Party made at Kansas City on the
15th day of June, 1928.
The Republican Party pledges itself to the development and enactment of measures which will place the agricultural interests of America
on a basis of economic equality with other industries. to insure its
prosperity and success.
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Mr. SIMMONS. The Senator declared in his party platform
that it was the duty of the party to take action upon the view
and to the end of bringing about parity between agriculture and
1 economic equality with other industries of the United States;
and the supporters of the debenture plan in the Senate will manufacture. I merely wish to aslt the Senator if he specified
maintain, and we think we will be able to show, that the de- any other method or did he not leave to the Congress the deterbenture is one of the indispensable steps to placing the farmer mination of the method to accomplish this purpose?
Mr. BORAH. In a general way we did. I am going to call
upon an economic equality with the other industries so long as
other industries are enjoying the protection which we give attention to one or two paragraphs which are a little more
specific.
I them through the tariff.
1
I yield now to the Senator from Montana if he desires.
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President-Mr. WALSH of Montana. The question I desired to address
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
1 to the Senator from Kansas?
to the Senator was the same one asked by the Senator from
North Carolina. I do not recall that any other specific form of
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. ALLEN. \Vas anything said in the making of the plat- relief was mentioned in the platform.
Mr. BORAH. Of course, there was no attempt either in the
form at the Kansas City convention touching the advisability
convention or in the campaign to be specific as
remedy. It
of putting the debenture plan in the platform?
Mr. BORAH. I beg the Senator's p~rdon; I did not under- was a general proposition and had to be largely for the reason
stand his question.
' that nobody had a specific remedy.
Mr. ALLEN. And yet, if the Senator will yield again-.Mr. ALLEN. The Senator was discussing the declaration of
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
principles at the Kansas City convention. Was anything sugMr. ALLEN. Specific reference was made to stabilization
gested about mentioning the debenture plan in the platform?
Was there anything said in the making of the ~gricultural plank through the Federal farm board.
Mr. BORAH. Yes; and I think that it will be a part of the
which led to the feeling at that time that the delegates would
Federal farm board's business, if the debenture is adopted, to
like to have it ~uggested to them in the convention?
Mr. BORAH. I could not say whether anything was .said help mak~it work. It is a part of any sound scheme of stathat would lead the delegate13 to think so. Some of us who sat bilization.
At page 117 of this interesting volume is the following:
upon the subcommittee had in mind the debenture, but we did
not put it in the platform. But let me say to the Senator from
The Republican Party believes tilat the home market built up under
'Kansas that the pledge which we made and upon which we stood a protective policy belongs to tile .American farmer, and it pledges its
in the campaign and which the Senator from Kansas advocated support to legislation which will give this market to him to tile full
in the campaign, pledges us to do everything necessary that we extent of his ability to supply it.
can to place the farmer upon an economic equality with other
I am familiar with the author of that sentence and it was
industries ~nd what I propose to do later if I may is to demonstrate that the debenture plan is essential to that program, and placed in the platform as a specific pledge to give the home
if it is essential to the program we will certainly not violate market to the American farmer for those things of which we
the .general pledge that we made to do the thing because we do not produce a surplus, which we produce in the competitive
world. There were two ideas in the minds of everyone dealing
·d id not specifically mention it at the time.
Mr. ALLEN. I have no quarrel with the Senator's declara- with the subject of farm relief. One was the individual who
tion that this is a matter of mere opinion as to whether or not was producing commodities of which we produce a surplus, and
it is a good thing. I merely wanted to get from him the admis- the other was the large number of farmers who are producing
sion that the failure of the committee to include the debenture commodities of which we are not exporters. We had in mind
plank was not a violation of our party theory or our party first to deal with those who were producing the commodities
of which we produce a surplus, and secondly that class of farmprogram.
Mr. BORAH. I do not agree with the Senator upon that mat- ers who must depend upon the home market.
The Democratic Party, I may say, has in its platform this
ter. I maintain that if the debenture plan is essential to placing the farmer upon an economic equality with other industries declaration :
which enjoy the protective tariff, then our failure to do it would
It is a fundamental principle of the party that such tariffs as are
be a profound violation of the pledge we made. Our pledge levied must not discriminate against any industry, class, or section.
was to give him economic equality and if the debenture will do Therefore we pledge that in its tarilf policy the Democratic Party will
that, it is within the pledge.
insist upon equality of treatment between agriculture and other
Mr. ALLEN. I merely called attention to the fact that we industries.
·
did not hold forth and put in the platform that the debenture
The
idea
which
was
running
through the minds of both conwas a part of the program through which we hoped to relieve
ventions and the leaders of both parties was, if possible,
the farmer.
Mr. BORAH. But we knew perfectly well there was a vast through legislation to bring about economic equality between
organization of farmers in the United States who had declared the farmers and the industries of the United States. There was
l ing that the industries had been favored; that under legis~or · the debenture, and we appealed to those farmers to support a fee_
the Republican Party upon the ground that we were pledged to lation they had had an advantage; there was a further feeling
·do whatever was necessary to place the farmer upon an eco- that the American farmer, in order to be placed upon an
equality with the industries, must be aided; and both political
nomic equality with other members of industry.
Mr. ALLEN. Why, then, did not the Senator advocate put- parties were pledged to that end. We sit here in the Senate of
ting that idea in the platform? He surely did not hope to fool the United States to-day, Democrats and Republicans alike,
although arriving at our conclusions over different roads,
those people?
Mr. RORAH. No; I did not desire to fool them because I pledged to put the American farmer upon an equality with
put in the platform that which covers it under any possible industries if it is possible to do so. Will the debenture help to
.
conception if we demonstrate that it is the wise and effective do it? We contend it will.
Men may quibble about other questions, but that proposition
thing to do.
was made by both parties and presented to the American people.
Mr. ALLEN. That still remains a matter of opinion.
The real question in the campaign was which party would be.
Mr. BORAH. I presume it is.
most likely to carry into effect this general pledge. The candiMr. BROOKHART. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does· the Senator from Idaho yield date upon the Republican ticket said in his acceptance address:
to the Senator from Iowa?
The most urgent economic problem in our Nation to-day is in agriculMr. BORAH. I yield.
ture. It must be solved it we are to bring prosperity and contentment
Mr. BROOKHART. I desire to call attention to a misstate- to one-third of our people and to all of our people indirectly. We have
ment in reference to the Committee on Agriculture. The agri- pledged ourselves to find a solution.
cultural committee did include the debenture plan as a part of
The solution was not at hand, but we had pledged ourselves
the remedy for the relief of agriculture and it was reported by
the committee in the bill, and in the first instance it was to find a solution, and the candidate upon the Republican ticket
recognized that fact and dedicated himself to the task of finding
reported unanimously.
Mr. SIMMONS and Mr. WALSH of Montana addressed the a solution. Again Mr. Hoover stated:
Chair.
Objection has been made tilat this program, as laid uown by the
The VICE PRESIDE~"'T. Does the Senator from Idaho yield; party platform, may require that several hundred millions of dollars
and if so, to whom?
of capital be s.dvanced by the Federal Government witiloqt obligation
Mr. BORAH. I think the Senator from North Carolina rose upon the individuaJ farmer. With that objection I have little patience.
first. I yield to .him.
A nation which is spending $90,000,000,000 a year can well alford an
Let us ponder for a moment that pledge.

We pledged our-

i selves to do everything possible to place agriculture upon an
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expenditure of a few hundred millions for a workable program that
will give to one-third of its population their fair share of the nation's

prosperity. • • •
The working out of agricultural relief constitutes the most important
obli(ation of the next administration.
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Let us not be misled in this contest. Newspapers have
crowded their editorials with statements that the farmer is here
asking for something from the Treasury. The farmer is asking
for no gift; he is asking for equality, and he says the deben:
ture is one . of the methods by which he can secure equality.
The real issue, therefore, is, Shall we share the protective
system? Shall the farmer be brought within that system?
After the vote was taken upon the debenture there was an
onslaught of editorial attacks from Republican newspapers upon
those who voted for the debenture. I have treated myself to
the pleasure of reading over · a hundi'ed of those editorials.
After one wades through the mass of common, ordinary billingsgate and personal attack and vituperation, two principles
seem to emerge from those editorials; they reveal two propositions: First,· that they are opposed to the debenture; and,
second, that they are opposed to adequate duties upon agricultural products.
Mr. President, if you will study those editorials as they have
been published since this fight opened, you will find that they
are absolutely against the American farmer sharing the protective-tariff system. I repeat, the real conflict here is as to
whether the farmer is going to be permitted to enjoy the
system. Those newspapers, first, oppose the debenture; and,
second, they oppose any adequate duties to protect the commodities which the American farmer produces in competition
with foreign countries.
The editorials declare, as I have said, first against the debenture. Mr. President, a debepture or bounty for agriculture is
not a new proposition; it is not a thing lately originated, as
has been indicated, for the purpose of embarrassing some one
politically. It is a principle as old as the protective tariff
system. It is not untried; it has been tried in Germany;
England had it for 120 years; other countries have tried it,
and in some of them it has proved wonderfully satisfactory.
It is neither new nor untried, nor, in my opinion, is it unsound.
I call attention to a few paragraphs in the report of Mr. Hamilton on industry and commerce. 1\Ir. Hamilton was really the
author of the protective system, ·although, perhaps, later advocates dwelt more extensively upon the subject and expounded
it more in detail. As to whether a bounty as a part of the
protective tariff system is any less unsound or any different in
principle than the protective system, let us consult the man
who was one of the great constructive geniuses in the whole
history and seience of government. I shall content myself today with Hamilton's views and argument. I shall not at
this time seek to amplify ot comment at length on them. I
rest my case with Hamilton.
Speaking of .. protective duties-or duties on those foreign
articles which are the rivals of the domestic ones intenued to be
encouraged "-he said:

"The working out of agricultural relief "-not that ' it is
here, not that we are presenting, finished and complete, a
panacea for all the evils that a1fiict agriculture ; but, recognizing that it was a great unsolved problem, the pledge was made
that its solution was the greatest task confronting the incoming administration.
Mr. President, what is the situation on this almost the anniversary of the meeting of the Republican Party at Kansas
City? We know the condition of the farmer; we know his
situation ; we know the distress of agriculture; and we know
that the farmer's situation is worse now than it was a year
ago. I say, therefore, that the only question presented to you
and to me is to find, if we can, a solution of the problem, or
to find, if we can, the means which will put the farmer upon
an economic equality with the other industries of the country.
That is our task. That is our pledge.
Mr. ALLEN. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator from Idaho
yield to me for a question?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
to the Senator from Kansas?
•
1\Ir. BORAII. I yield.
Mr. ALLEN. When the Senator from Idaho makes the statement that agriculture is now in a worse condition than it was a
year ago I take it that he refers to the fact that the price of
wheat is at a lower point than it was a year ago?
1\!r. BORAH. That is one item, but it is only one.
Mr. ALLEN. I should like to ask the Senator a que8tion in
reference to his judgment as to the operation of the debenture.
If the wheat farmers to-day were allowed to export their surplus
with the debenture clause in operation, would it bring them
relief in the matter of the price of their wheat, both as to that
sold in the domestic market and that sold in the foreign market?
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, I am going to discuss the debenture proposition in a few moments, and I hope to express
myself in regard to the different phases of it. I desire now to
say, however, that I do not regard the immediate price of wheat
as a permanent condition with reference to the situation of the
farmer. When I say that the farmer's condition is worse than
it was a year ago I refer to his general condition, to his economic inequality, and not alone because of the effect of the low
price of wheat. I shall come to the debenture proposition a little
later.
1\Ir. President, we in this country live under the protectivetariiT system. At the present time there seems to be no probability of its being changed. It is a settled policy, so far as
dealing with this particular subject at this time is concerned.
Duties of this nature evidently · amount to a virtual bounty on the
For myself, I do not desire to tear down the protective system ; domestic fabrics; since, by enbancing the charges on foreign articles,
I have no desire to destroy it; I believe in that system; I know they enable the national manufacturers to undersell all their foreign
that it is easily and often abused; I know that it is sometimes competitors.
used for selfish purposes and not for the national good ; but, as
Now, what is the effect of a protective tariff? It has the
that policy was announced by Hamilton and magnificently expounded by Clay, it has proven itself a sound policy for the effect of foregoing a certain amount of revenue in order to
build up a particular industry. We favor a particular indusUnited States.
As they understood this policy it applied to all the people, try, and favor it to the extent of raising the tariff so high
stimulating their energies and diversifying their genius and that less revenue comes in than would come in if it were upon
building the Nation as a whole. Unless it does that it is inde- a tariff-for-revenue basis. And so Mr. Hamilton correctly said
fensible and intolerable. Unless the protective tariff applies that the effect of a protective tariff is that of a bounty, the
and can be made to apply as a system to the Nation as a whole, nature of it is that of a bounty, for the reason that through
then it becomes a special privilege, the result of governmental the operation and favor of the Government the individual refavor, and is intolerable. I think, Mr. President, that the pro- ceives a benefit which he otherwise would not receive if it were
tective system is being tested at this time. The question is laid purely as a taxing matter.
whether it can be made to apply to all the people, assisting the
Mr. COPELAND. Mr. President-Nation as a whole, or whether it is to be the special privilege
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
or the special advantage of a few.
to the Senator from New York?
Mr. BORAH. I do.
The American farmer, as I understand his position, does not
desire to tear down the protective-tariff system. He has been
Mr. COPELAND. Before the Senator leaves that point, is it
about the most faithful advocate, considering the meager bene- not >ery easy to demonstrate, taking a given article, that as
fits which be has received, that it has had ln its long history. the tariff r.ate has increased from year to year the revenue of
He has rio desire, as I understand, to destroy it, but he has a the Government from the actual importation has decreased,
desire to share it, and what he is asking for under the deben- amplifying the point made by the Senator that it really is a
ture and when he seeks sufficient duties to protect the home bounty, because by the decline of the importation the local
market is that he may share the protective system which now manufacturer has benefited to that extent, and at the same
obtains in the United States. Those who are advocating the time the revenues of the Government have been depleted?
debenture are a.d.-ocating it as a part of a just system of proMr. BORAH. The position of the Republican Party has
tection, as a part and parcel of a system which we hope to always been that it was more important to build up inuustries
maintain. They are advocating it in no sense, Mr. President, and develop the country than it was to collect revenue, and
as a gratuity, as a favor, as a particular gift to the American that wherever it was necessary to build up an industry we
farmer, but for the purpose, as we pledged we would do, of woulu forego the revenue in order to build up the industry ;
placing him upon an economic equality with those who are and in that way work, as Mr. Hamilton says, in effect as a
enjoying protection.
bounty. We are asking no more for the farmer.

i·.
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Speaking of bounties, Mr. Hamilton says:
It can not escape notice that the duty upon the importation of an
article can not oth erwise aid the domestic production of it than by

giving the latter greater advantages in the home market. It can have
no iniluence upon the advantageous sale o-f the article produced in
fo-reign markets-no tendency, therefore, to promote its exportation.
• • • As. often as a dut y upon a foreign article makes an addition
to its price it causes an extra expense to the community for the benefit
of the do.mestic manufacturer. A bounty does no more. But it is the
interest of the society in each case to submit to the temporary expense-which is more than compensated by an increase ot industry and wealth.
by an augmentation of ~:esources and independence, and by the cirC'UIIlstance of eventual cheapness.

Mr. EDGE. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
to the Senator from New Jersey?
Mr. BORAH. I do.
Mr. EDGE. As a matter of fact has not the practical eflect
of the system been to accomplish both? It has not only protected industry at home but it has also gradually shi>wn an
increase in the actual tariff paid at the various ports of the
country, has it not?
Mr. BORAH. No; that 1s not true, exce:l}t as we take, perhaps, an entire tariff bill, the sum total; but on particular lines
of industry and particular vocations we have constantly been
willing to forego the collection of an amount of revenue which
we could collect if we would put it upon a tariff-for-revenue
basis, and have foregone millions and millions of dollars of
revenue in order to build up industries in the United States.
Now, Mr. President, I am a believer in tb.at principle. I do
not wish to have it understood that I am attacking it. I am a
believer in it. I think it far more imJmrtant to build up an
industry, to diversify our energies and our genius, to diversify
our labor, to be a complete nation and a whole nation.. I believe in the p1·inciple; but I plead with you to include, as Mr.
Hamilton did, the agricultural interests of the United States
as well as the industries. There is no more reason for refusing
1 the farmer the advantage which' he would have by a bounty,
' because, perchance, it foregoes the collection of revenue, than
there is to refuse the Steel Trust its protection, and, at the same
time that we do so, to forego the amount of revenue that we
would have if we should put the matter upon a tariff-for-revenue basis.
Let me ask these gentlemen who sit about me and are members of the Finance Committee, are they willing to bring a bill
into the Senate, when we shall take it up later, that will put the
industries of this country upon a tariff-for-revenue basis, upon
a basis where we can collect a very much greater amount of
revenue, and then let the industries take care of themselves? If we take away the Government protection, the Government
favor, they tell us that they will go into bankruptcy. Then, if
we keep it there, we are giving them a bo-unty to keep them in
business; are we not? Will you not do the same for the farmer?
Mr. Hamilton says:
Bounties are sometimes not only the best but the only proper expedient for uniting the encouragement of a new obj~t of agriculture with
that of a new objeet of manufacture.

Again, he says :
The true way to conciliate these two interests is to lay a duty on
foreign manufactures of the material the growth of which is desired
to be encouraged, and to apply the produce of that duty, by way of
bounty, either upon the production of the material itself or upon its
manufacture at home or upon both. In this disposition of the thing
the manufacturer commences- his enterprise under every advantage
which is attainable as to quantity or price of the raw material, and
the farmer, if the bounty be immediately to him, is enabled by it to
enter into a successful competition with the foreign material
Mr. Hamilton, as a part of_ his scheme for a protective tariff,

realized that a protective tariff would elevate the cost of liv. ing; that it would increase the cost of production; and that
· those who had the advantage of it must share with those who
· did not have the advantage by giving them a bounty instead
of a tariff.
Mr. Webster took the same position~ When Webster first
came into public life he was a free trader. He declared against
protection because it was basically a bounty, a Government
1
favor. In after years be came to be an advocate of protection
saying that the poliey had been adopted, and New England
would not stand out against it ; but he never changed his view
· that the basic principle that a protective tariff is a bounty was
true; and so it is, Mr. President. From the viewpoint of those
who advocate a debenture, we are doing no more and asking
no more than you will do to dozens and dozens of industries
when you pass the next tariff bill.
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The second proposition which these editorials stressed, as
I read them, was the fact that they were opposed to any
adequate duties upon farm products. Notice is, in fact, served
upon the agricultural interests-Mr . .ALLEN. Mr. President, will the: Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
to the Senator from Kansas?
_
Mr. BORAH. I do.
Mrr ALLEN. I just wanted to ask tbe Senator if he would
read the list of 100 editOi'ials to which he refers? My reason
for asking the Senator to be specific is that I am a great reader
of editorials myself. I am sure that I have read . more than
200 ; and I find a singular unanimity of tho-ught running through
these editorials touchihg the matter that we are now discussing,
The great editorial papers of the Middle West-! mean by that
the molders of opinion-are almost unanimous in their belief
that we are making a mistake in this body to endanger the
chance of farm legislation by introducing the debenture.
Mr. BORAH. Oh, yes.
Mr. ALLEN. Many were genuinely surprised that it was
introduced. From the Senator's own. State I have a number o.:t
editorials~ with which I do not agree, because I do not accuse
the Senator of inconsistency~ but these papers were singularly
unanimous t9 the effect that the Democrats, joined by a number
of the nonconformists, ha-ve managed, by this coalition of themselves, to defeat the possiblity of farm legislation in this special
session, and_ that was the real merit of the debenture in the
Democratic mind, and somewhat the merit of the debenture in
some of the so-called Republican minds.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, there is no doubt about the
unanimity of sentiment in these editorials. To read them one
would think they wen: all written by the same editor. The
Senator is quite right. They were quite unanimous in their ·
sentiment that it was a mistake to put the debenture in this ·
bill. That is what I said ; they were opposed to the debenture.
They were also opposed, as I construe them, to any adequate
duties upon .farm products.
Mr . .ALLEN. I did not draw the latter conclusio-n.
Mr. BORAH. I think the Senator, by the time be gets
around to it, will have a different opinion about the matter
when he comes to vote on the tariff bill.
Mr. ALLEN. Perhaps so.
Mr. COPELAND. Mr. President, will the Senator from Idaho
permit me to ask the Senator from Kansas a question?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
for that !}urpose?
·
Mr. BORAH. Yes.
M.r. COPELAND. I. should like to ask the Senator from
Kansas if he believes the statement of these editorial writers
that it is the sole purpose of Democrats and those who are
favoring the debenture to embarrass the President or to defeat
farm relief?
Mr. ALLEN. I should say that when it comes to the degree
of fullness of purpose which actuates them in that line, it is a
qu-estion for scientific measurement rather than for- public discussion.
Mr. C.ARA WAY. And the Senator is perfectly willing to trade
any conviction in order to be with the President?
Mr. ALLEN. No; not so.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Idaho bas the
floor.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, if the Senator from Kansas
wants to raise here the question of integrity of mind upon this.
question, I am perfectly willing to enter the debate with him.
I have no desire to engage in personalities; but if the Senator
desires to question the integrity of purpose of those who voted
for the debenture we will debate that for a while.
1\li. ALLEN. If the Senator will permit me the integrity
which I sought to question for a moment was that of the
members of my own profession who are writing the editorials.
I thought the Senator from Idaho was doing an injustice to the
editorial profession of this country in reading into the hundred
editorials an expression which he desired to read, and which is
not characteristic of the I'eul intention and the real purpose
and the real faith of the editorial writers of the country in
general ; that was all.
Mr. BORAH. The Senator inferred a few moments ago, as
I understood. that the Democrats and a certain contingent
upon this side seemed to have the. desire of putting the debenture in this b~ll for the purpose of e-mbarassing the situation
politically. I want to say that so far as I am concerned that.
is a cowardly insinuation.
Mr. .ALLEN. I was unfortUnate in being, misunderstood by
the Senator. What r said was tbat I observed, in a great many
of the more than 200 editori~Is I had read, that the unfortunate
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conclusion bad been drawn that that was the spiritual condition
in reference to the situation at this hour.
Mr. COPELAND. Mr. President, wtll the Senator yield for
one comment?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. COPELAND. I want to adil to what the Senator from
Idaho said that I consider the statement {!. cowardly insinuation.
Mr. NORBECK. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho
yield to the Senator from South Dakota?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. NOR,BECK. I just want to call the attention of the
Senator from Kansas to the fact that it is a mistake to say
that the Democrats were joined by certain others. It was the
Republicans who proposed the debenture plan and not the
Democrats; and, what is more, every Republican in the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry voted for it. They only
withdrew their support when the l~tter came from the White
House.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, in order to get the viewpoint of
these editorials and sustain the position which I have taken
that this is a real contest as to whether the farmer is going to
share the protective system, let us go back a little and follow
up the history of this idea.
I sat in this Chamber a few years ago and heard read from
the desk a message from a Republican President proposing to
put farm products upon the free list, in effect, and maintain
the protective system for the industries of the United States.
I witnessed the Republican Party, some of the members of
which had been advocating protection in this country since the
organization of the party, turn about and support a measure
which bad for its purpose and effect the placing of agriculture
in the free market and the industries in the protected market,
and that idea has never died out of the editorial pages of the
eastern Republican press. We western people have had to meet
1t for 20 years.
Mr. EDGE. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. EDGE. Was not the agricultural schedule as contained
in the 1922 bill, the present tariff act, practically written by
western agricultural Republlca.IlS--rl>r at least those representing
the agricultural section-and accepted by the Finance Committee
and the Senate? Following that suggestion, although I have not
made a careful analysis of the tariff bill now before the Senate
Committee on Finance, it stlll further, to a very decided extent,
increases the tariff upon practically all agricultural products.
Mr. BORAH. Does the Senator contend that the tariff bill
just passed by the House would afford protection to American
agriculture?
Mr. EDGE. I contend-Mr. BORAH. When they have put on 1 cent of protection
they have put on 3 cents of burden.
.
Mr. EDGE. As a matter of common sense, I contend that
there is greater protection wherever rates have been raised, and
I go back tQ my first statement-and I think I am entirely correct-the representatives of agricultural States, Members of the
Senate in 1922, practically wrote the schedule for agriculture
that appeared in that bill.
Mr. BORAH. I do not know anything about that; but if tha
representatives of agriculture wrote the bill which just passed
the House, my conception of protection of American agriculture
and theirs are widely different.
Mr. EDGE. The Senator was a member of the Senate in
1922 when the present act became a law.
l\Ir. ODDIE. Mr. President, if the Senator will yield, I can
answer the Senator from New Jersey to this extent. There were
frequent meetings of the western Republican Senators in 1922,
led by the former Senator from Idaho, Mr. Gooding. That little
body of men secured what they wanted in a number of schedules, relating to agriculture, livestock, and mineral products.
They were not able to obtain quite as much as they had hoped
for, but they wot•ked hard on these matters for several weeks.
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, it is not enough that they put
duties upon the agricultural products; the important point is
the protectiGn which they give to agriculture compared with
the protection which they give industries. That is the fault of
this bill which bas passed the House. If we take that bill and
analyze it in the light of protection for the American farmer,
we will find very little protection in the sum-total result.
I was talking about the question of reciprocity, however.
Here is a statement made by Senator Root at that time, and,
mind you, the same idea appears in these days:
1\lr. President, there is no one here who believes that there is the
least possibility that the people of the United States, until another revo·
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Iutton of sentiment has come, will permit the cost of their llving to be
increased by the imposition of a duty upon ordinary foodstuffs.
I have never thought that the duties which were imposed upon farm
products w':re of any real general benefit to the farmer.

That was the idea which so long encouraged them to vote
duties upon farm products. They thought, as we were exporters almost entirely at that time, that it did not really benefit the
farmer, and did not change the situation, and therefore they
voted that way, but the time came when the American farmer
was fighting for the home market against the importations of
foreign products, and when he asked to · have a sufficient duty
placed upon farm products to pr.otect him in the home market,
then they changed their viewpoint, and from that time on have
either been opposing any duties at all or opposing duties · of
sufficient moment to protect the home market.
I read again from Senator Root:
They have been quite indifferent, afrecting only several localities here
and there, so long as our production ran far ahead of our consumption.
But with the increase of our cities as compared with our farming population, and the using up of our waste lands and the fencing in of old
cattle ranges and the reduction of the productive power of our lands, we
have about come to the point where the continuance of those duties,
instead of being a matter of indifrerence to the people of the country,
would reslllt in putting up the cost of food.

In other w.ords, we were told here upon this side of the Chamber that the time bad come when the protective system would
actually serve the American farmer, and therefore we were to
open the markets of the world and permit the manufacturer to
buy his food and his free raw materials in any market in the
world where he could buy them the cheapest.
Now, you are mistaken, my friends, if you think that idea has
not been promulgated in advance through the country in the last
15 or 20 days. '£hey say, in effect, "We ~ill not stand for a duty
upon farm products. It will raise the cost of living. The cities
will not submit to it. The Republican Party will have to pay
the penalty if it agrees to that."
I repeat, as I said in the beginning, the real contest in this
fight is whether the farmer is to be brought within the purview.
of the protective-tarifr system. If he is denied a debenture, if
he is denied adequate duties, then he is outside the system, its
victim and not its beneficiary.
A paper published at that time in the State of Massachusetts,
the home of the present Secretary of the Navy, said:
Massachusetts comes far from feeding itself. In consequence of our
extremely small percentage of agricultural workers and the excess of
population in proportion to available farm land, the State is mainly
dependent on outside sources for its food supplies. If, then, we are
sure to buy from two-thirds to five-sixths of our food from producers
at a distance; if by no possibiUty we can get whatever advantage
might arise from relying on our own farmers to come anywhere near
feeding us, no obligation prevents us from seeking to buy in the cheapest market available. The extension of Canadian reciprocity in the
matter of manufacture is, in our belief, for the p~sent out of the
. question. These will, at least, not be discouraged-

That is, the manufacturersif we can make it possible for our people to buy their food in the

cheapest market, if Canada chances to profit by supplying our needs
to some small extent, so much the better for both Canada and for
ourselves. But there is no reason why we should restrict our new purchases to Canada. If Mexico or Argentina or Australasia can help us
out, let us turn to them as well---'-

And buy our food products in those countries.
A few days ago the Secretary of the Navy went to his home
in Massachusetts and denounced the Republican Members of the
Senate for voting for the debenture. Massachusetts would be
in the hands of a receiver if it were not for the bounty which
they receive from the high-protective tariff. I do not wish to
withdraw the protection from them, except where they have
more than a fair application of the principle would give. That
which they have which is reasonable under the old sound piinciple I am willing for them to have. But the Secretary of the
Navy and all his coadvisors must understand that the agricultural interests of the United States have reached the point
where they need the protective system, where they need the
benefit of the protective tariff, where they must have it applied as a debenture for those things of which they furnish a
surplus, and need high duties upon those things in which we
are in competition with the rest of the world.
What was the offense alleged against the recalcitrant Members of the Senate?You can not call them Republicans because they are only responsible
to certain forces within their own State, a fact that was shown in a
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recent agricultural bill when the insurgents joined foroos with the
Democrats.

It is true, Mr. President, that those of us who come from the
agricultural States feel a sense of responsibility to the agricultural interests. Our sole offense is that of having voted to give
the same protection to the agricultural interests which the Massachusetts Representatives on this side of the Chamber have
heretofore voted to give to their industrial interests.
Mr. President, what, in conclusion, is it the farmer asks?
First, he asks the full benefit of the home market. He asks
for protective duties which 'Yill give him the home market. He
is not willing, in order to get those protective duties, to have
embargoes placed upon manufactured products. He insists that
the time has come when he is in competition with cheap labor
abroad, the same as is industry, and that he is entitled to
protective duties which will protect him against the competition of such cheap labor.
As I said in the beginning, we are importing some $2,500,000,000 worth of stuff into this country which the American
farmer can produce. He insists that that home market, according to the pledge in the platform, shall be given over to
him to the full extent of his ability to supply it. Secondly, he
asks, as an exporter, to be placed upon an equality with those
who enjoy the bounty of a protective tariff. He asks for the
doctrine of Hamilton.
In the third place, he asks for a proper marketing system,
that he may reach the market without being robbed on the
.way.
Mr. SACKETT. 1\Ir. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. SACKETT. May I ask the Senator whether he now
advocates an embargo against the import of any agricultural
commodity?
Mr. BORAH. Oh, no.
Mr. SACKETT. Does he go to that extent?
Mr. BORAH. No; but I would place the duties high enough
to enable the American farmer to supply the home market exclusively to the full extent of his ability to do so.
l\fr. SACKETT. Would the Senator also go to the extent of
saying that there ought to be high enough duties on the products of industry to amount practically to an embargo?
1\fr.•BoRAH. No; but some of them have practically an
embargo.
Mr. SACKETT. If they need it, would the Senator go to that
extent?
Mr. BORAH. No; I do not go to · that extent.
Mr. SACKETT. The Senator would make a difference between agricultural industry in respect to that matter?
Mr. BORAH. No. What I said was that I would give the
home market to the American farmer to the extent of his ability
to supply it. I would make the duties that high. I would
make the duty represent the difference between the cost of pro'duction abroad and the cost of production at home, and if that
is done the American farmer will be able to supply and to hold
the home market.
· Mr. SACKETT. There are some branches of industry which
also need protection from foreign importations. Would the
Senator want to go to that extent with those particular branches
of industry?
Mr. BORAH. To what branches does the Senator have reference?
Mr. SACKETT. I do not know that I can recall a particular
branch now, but there are branches which are suffering from
importations from abroad which have a capacity for overproduction at home.
·
Mr. BORAH. I would give industry the same protection;
that is, the difference between the cost of production here and
the cost abroad.
Mr. SACKETT. So that they would practically get an embargo on those products 'l
Mr. BORAH. Oh, no; I do not think it would amount to an
embargo. The true basis of the protective tariff is a tariff which
represents the difference between the cost of production at home
and the ,cost abroad, and that is what I want to apply to the
American farmer.
Mr. SACKETT. I just wanted to know whether the Senator
would make any difference between industry and the farmer.
I agree with the Senator that the farm industry ought to have
the home market.
Mr. BORAH. I am perfectly willfng-and I wish I could induce the industries to adopt the principle of giving industry a
tariff which represents the difference between the cost of production at home and the cost of production abroad.
Mr. SACKETT. If we could find out what it was.
Mr. BORAH. Yes. I think if we could have a tariff based
UP<Jn that principle it would be a just tariff ; but I do not think
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the present tariff is based upon that principle. I voted against
the present tariff law, and I voted against it, first. because I
thought the duties upon industries were out of all proportion to
the protection given the farmer. That was one reason. The
other reason was because of the flexible tariff provision contained in the measure, which I think is unconstitutional, and
if nQt unconstitutional, vicious in policy.
Mr. GLASS. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDE~. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
to the Senator from Virginia 'l
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. GLASS. Does the Senator from Idaho know any single
industry in America that has not protection to the fullest extent
as between the cost of production abroad and the cost at home?
1\fr. BORAH. I do not.
Mr. GLASS. I doubt whether anybody else does. As a
matter of fact, it has been computed that the excess of protection over the difference between the cost abroad and the cost
here amounts to about $4,000,000,000.
Mr. EDGE. Mr. President, if the Senator from Idaho will
yield-Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. EDGE. Without attempting to pose as an expert, if the
Senator from Virginia will look through the thousands of pages
of testimony adduced by the Committee on Ways and Means at
its bearings, both as to industry and agriculture, he will find. I
know-because I have already looked ·over quite a bit of itthat many industries give statistics of what are alleged to be
facts demonstrating that the tariff does not represent the actual
difference between the cost of manufacture abroad and the cost
at home.
Mr. GLASS. As I have had occasion to say elsewhere it is
altogether ex parte testimony and we have had seven w~ks or
more of it before the Senate committee. Nobody ever appeared
fc;>r th~ ~nsuming public. Only those people interested in special pnnlege appeared at the bearings.
Mr. BROOKHART. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho yield
to the Senator from Iowa?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. BROOKHART. On that proposition we do know with
accuracy that the value of the manufactured products in the
United States has amounted to $60,000,000,000 since the· agricultural depression, so it seems to me that to assume that only
$4,000,000,000 of it is due to the tariff and the bounty we pay
because of the tariff is low rather than high.
Mr. BORAH. I have no desire to change the principle as
between the manufacturer and the farmer. I am pel'fectly
willing to apply the same principle to both. What I am asking
for and what we are asking for is the application of the principle
to the farmer the same as to industry.
Mr. GLENN. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Idaho Yfeld
to the Senator from Illinois?
Mr. BORAH. I yield.
Mr. GLENN. Does the Senator think it is desirable to extend
the debenture plan to industry as well as to the farmer?
Mr. BORAH. If I couJd imagine a condition where it could
apply to industry I should not object. I can not imagine any
condition where it could apply to industry, but pQssibly it might
do so.
1\Ir. GLENN. The particular matter I had in mind was the
possibility of applying it, for instance, during a depression in
the coal-mining business. I do not know whether it would be
possible to apply it to that situation or not.
Mr. BORAH. I do not know about that.
Mr. President, here is the situation: We have two classes of
producers in the ·United States, one engaged in producing commodities of which we produce a surplus, and another engaged in
producing Commodities where we produce in competition with
the outside world. Those who represent the agricultural intm·ests from the viewpoint of myself contend for two propositions; first, for the debenture because we believe that it is the
only way by which immediate and ~ffective relief can be given
to the farmer. We feel, as Hamilton stated. that that is the
only way we can compensate the farmer for the increased cost
of the things which he has to buy by reason of the high protective tariff.
We are asked now to give up the debenture. If we give up
the debenture we must necessarily place outside of the protective system the farmer who produces products of a surplus character. There is no way by which he can enjoy the protective
system if be can not get the benefit from the debenture. He is
outside of it. He is producing where he has to sell in the open
marke~ in the world market. He is buying in a protected
market. There is no possible way by which he can compensate
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himself unless it is, as Hamilton said, by us granting him a compensation in the way of a bounty. We are asked to give up the
debenture.
Then, mark what I tell you, when the tariff bill comes before
the Senate we will be asked to give up the duties which are
sufficient to protect American agriculture as compared with the
duties upon industrial items. I say that for the reason that
when we analyze the House bill we find that is its effect. The
farmer can receive no real benefit from the change in tariff
duties as they are found in the House bill if the increases
which he gets upon his duties, or the few that he does get, are
far more than outweighed by increased duties upon the things
which he has to buy: I repeat, therefore, that our contest here
is whether the farmer is going to enjoy the protective system.
We are contending for no new or untlied principle; we are
pleading for economic equality. We are asking for nothing
in the way of favor ; we are asking for simple economic justice.
\Ve want no temporary remedies; we want permanent equality
in the great struggle for existence.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
conference report.
.l\Ir. HARRISON. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names :
Allen
Ashurst
Blease
Bot·ah
Bratton
Brookhart
Bl'oussard
Burton
Capper
Caraway
Connally
Copeland
Com:ens
Cutting
Dale
Deneen
Dill
Edge
Fess

Harris
Harrison
Hastings
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert
Heflin
Howell
Johnson
Jones
Kean
Keyes

McMaster
McNary
Metcalf
Moses
Not·beck
Norris
Nye
Oddie
Overman
Patterson
Phipps
Pine
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed
Robinson, Ark,
Sackett
Schall
Sheppard

George

tainffionette
McKellar

Smith

R~1~~r

Gillett
Glass
Glenn
Goff
Goldsborough
G1:eene
Hal~

~~~~~;e

Smoot
Steck
Steiwer .
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okta.
Townsend
Trammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh, Mass.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-five Senators have answered
to their names. A quorum is present.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, the vote on the conference report is an exceedingly important one. It is my opinion that
Members of this body should have, as nearly as we can arrange
it, a definite date fixed for voting. Therefore I am going to
propose the following unanimous-consent agreement and ask
that it be read at the desk.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The proposed unanimous-consent
agreement will be read for the information of the Senate.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
It is agreed by unanimous consent that at 3 o'clock p. m. to-morrfrw
the Senate proceed to vote upon the question of agreeing to the conference report on the pending farm relief bill.

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, the Senator
from New York [Mr. CoPELAND] I understand expects to speak
on the motion to adopt the conference report, but I think ample
opportunity will be afforded for him to do so to-morrow after the
Senate convenes. I am in hearty sympathy with the proposal of
the Senator from Oregon. I concur in the request for unanimous consent.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I suggest, if the agreement is
entered into, that we meet at 11 o'clock so as to give everyone
time who wishes to be beard.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I do not believe that will be
necessary, if the Senator from Alabama will pardon me. I
think that between 12 and 3 o'clock to-morrow ample opportunity will be afforded for all the discussion that is necessary.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
submitted by the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, I would like to have the unanimous-consent agreement read again.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will again read the proposed unanimous-consent agreement.
It was again read by the Ohief Clerk.
1\Ir. JOHNSON. 1\Ir. President, I ask the Senator from Oregon to fix the hour at 4 o'clock instead of 3 o'clock, if he can conveniently do so.
Mr. McNARY. I have no objection to that change.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I do not object to the change
the Senator from California requests.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to entering into
the unanimous-consent agreement as now modified? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered.
The agreement entered into was given the form of an order
as follows:
Ordered, by unanimous consent, That at 4 o'clock p. m. to-morrow the ,
Senate proceed to vote upon the question of agreeing to the conference ,
report on the pending farm relief bill.

The VICE PRESIDENT. What is the further pleasure of
the Senate?
Mr. WATSON obtained the floor.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Indiana
yield to the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. WATSON. I yield.
Mr. McNARY. I am not advised that any other Member of
the Senate desires to discuss the conference report. If I am in
error, I should be glad to be advised.
1\fr. HARRISON. To-morrow some one will desire to discu s it.
Mr. McNARY. I meant to-day.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, the unfinished business, the national-origins question, is still before the Senate, and if no one
wishes to discuss farm relief we might go ahead with the resolution of the Senator from North Dakota [Mr. NYE].
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I suggest the
absence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names :
Allen
Ashurst
Blen.se
Borah
Bratton
Brookhart
Bronssard
Burton
Capper
Cal'away
Connally
Copeland
Couzens
Cutting
Dale
Deneen
Dill
Edge
li'ess
Fletcher
Frazier
George

Gillett
Glass
Glenn
Goff
Goldsborough
Greene
Hale
Harris
Harrison
Bastings
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert
Hetlin
Howell
Johnson
Jones
Kean
Keyes
King
La Follette
M'cKellar

McMaster
McNary
Metcalf
Moses
Norbeck
Norris
N:ve
Oddie
Overman
Patterson
Phipps
Pine
Pittman
Ransdell
Reed
Robinson, Ark.
Sackett
Schall
Sheppard
Shortridge
Simmons
Smith

Smoot
Steck
Steiwer
Swanson
Thomas, Idaho
Thomas, Okla.
Townsend
Tt·ammell
Tydings
Tyson
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh, Mf\js.
Walsh, Mont.
Warren
Waterman
·watson
Wheeler

The VIOE PRESIDENT. Eighty-five Senators ha-re answered
to their names. A quorum is present.
Mr. McNARY obtained the floor.
Mr. NYEl Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Oregon
yield to the Senator from North Dakota?
Mr. McNARY. I do not desire to yield for a moment. Mr.
President, I am advised that no Member of the body desires
further to discuss the conference report to-day, and I ask
unanimous consent, therefore, that it may be laid aside temporarily.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none.
N.ATIONAL-QRIGINB CLAUSE OF IMMIGRATION .ACT

Mr. NYE. I ·ask that the unfinished business may now oe
laid before the Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate
the unfinished business.
The Senate resumed the con ideration of the re:3olution ( S.
Res. 37) to discharge the Committee on Immigration from the
further consideration of the bill ( S. 151) to repeal the nationalorigins provisions of the immigration act of 1924.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to the
resolution.
Mr. REED. Mr. President, a number of Senators are absent, believing that there would be no possibility of a vote on
the unfinished business to-day or on the conference report upon
the farm relief bill. I would not like to see the nationalorigins resolution taken up and voted on now. Although I
do not know of any Senator who plans to speak at this moment.
I think the general expectation was that we would discuss the
conference report on the farm relief bill all day.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, there are some
Senators on this !'ide of the aisle who desire to vote on the
national-origins resolution who are not present to-day. They
will be here to-morrow.
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Mr. NYE. Then, Mr. President, I should like to inquire if
there is any possibility this afternoon of fixing a time for a
vote upon the national-origins resolution?
· Mr. HEFLIN. I myself would ObJ"ect to that, Mr. President.

1

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MoNDAY, June 10, 19£1.9
The House met at 12 o'clock noon.
The Chaplain, Rev. James Shera Montgomery, D. D., ·o ffered
the following prayer:
·
0 God of love and Father of mercles, Thou alone canst multiply our strength and usefulness many, many times. We seek
Thy guidance and help, that we may appreciate the unrecognized
blessings of life. Beside every fountain of bitterness Thou dost
unveil some star of hope, and in the hour when courage runs
low Thou a1·t nigh. Give us sustaining wills to trust Thee, love
moral truths, and skill to interpret and enforce them. Bless us
With the glow of happmess that comes from a sense of Thy
approval. Thou art truth! Thou art infinite truth. 0 God,
J:nay we be followers of that truth that shall stand in the judg. ment morning and not be ashamed. Through Jesus Christ our
Saviour. Amen.
The Journal of the proceedings of Saturday was read and
I approved.
·
MEBS.AGE FROM THE SEN.ATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr. Craven, its principal clerk,
announced that the Senate had passed without amendment bills
1 and joint resolutions of the House of the following titles:
·
H. R. 3548. An act to continue, during the fiscal year 1930,
Federal aid in rehabilitating farm lands in the areas devastated
, by floods in 1927 ;
H. R. 3600. An act to amend section 5 of an act entitled "An
act authorizing Maynard D. Smith, his heirs, successors, and
. assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a. bridge across the
St. Clair River at or near Port Huron, Mich.," approved March
,2, 1929, and being Public Act No. 923 of the Seventieth Congress;
H. R. 3663. An act making appropriations for the payment of
certain judgments rendered against the Government by various
· United States courts:
H. J. Res. 73. Joint resolution to amend the act entitled "An
. act to incorporate the American Hospital of Paris," approved
. January 30, 1913;
H. J. Res. 83. Joint resolution to make available funds for
· carrying into effect the public resolution of February 20, 1929,
as amended, concerning the cessions of certain islands of the
Samoan group to the United States;
H. J. Res. 86. Joint resolution making an appropriation for the
'International Red Cross and Prisoners of War Conference at
Geneva, Switzerland, in 1929;
H. J. Res. 88. Joint resolution making an additional appropriation for the extension to the post-office building at Corinth,
Miss.;
H. J. Res. 91. Joint resolution to provide for the payment of
I certain expenses of the United States Pulaski Sesquicentennial
' Commission ; and
H. J. Res. 93. Joint resolution amending an appropriation for
a consolidated school at Belcourt, within the Turtle Mountain
Indian Reservation, N. Dak.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed a
bill of the following title, in which the concurrence of the House
is requested:
S. 1453. An act to extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of certain bridges, and fo~ other
1-purposes.
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RECESS

Mr. WATSON." Mr. President, believing that the conference
· report on the farm relief bill would be discussed all day to-day,
and after a conference with the Senator from Oregon and the
Senator from Arkansas about it, understanding that a vote
would probablY be taken to-morrow by unanimous consent, I
informed a number of Senators who came and asked me as
to the situation that no vote of any kind would be taken to-day.
Many Senators want to attend the laying of the corner stone
of the new Department of Commerce Building, which is to take
place at 4 o'clock this afternoon. With the understanding I
have, I think the course for us to pursue is to take a recess;
and I now move that the Senate take a recess until t()-morrow
at 12 o'clock.
Th~ motion was agreed to; and (at 2 o'clock and 20 minutes
p.m.) the Senate took a recess until to-morrow, Tuesday, June
, 11, 1929, at 12 o'clock meridian.

1
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oF l!EMBER
Mr. W ALLAOE H. WHITE, Jr., of the second district of Maine,
ed t tb b
f th H
d to k th
th f fii
appear a
e ar 0
e ou.se an
e oa 0 0 ce
prescribed by law.
SWEARING IN

STATUE OF W .ADE H.A.:M:PTON

Mr. BEERS. Mr. Speaker, I offer a privileged resolution
from the Committee on Printing.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania offers a
resolution, which the Clerk will report.
The Clerk read as follows:
Senate Concurrent Resolution 13

Resowed by the Benq,te (the House of Representativea concurring),
That there be printed with illustratiollB and bound the proceedings in
Congress, together with the proceedings at the unveiling In Statuary
Hall upon the aceeptance of the statue of Wade Hampton presented by
the State of South Carolina, 5,000 copies, of which 1,000 shall be for
the use of the Senate and 2,500 for the use of the House of Representatives, and the remaining 1,500 copies shall be for the use and distribution of the Senators and Representatives in Congress from the State
of South Carolina. The Joint Committee on Printing is hereby authorized to have the copy prepared for the Public Printer and shall procure
suitable illustrations to be bound with these proceedings.

Mr. BEERS. Mr. Speaker, I move the adoption of the
lotion.
·
The resolution was agreed to.

res~

INTEB.NATION'.AL COOPE&ATION BY THE UNITED STATES

Mr. HULL of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECoRD by inserting a memorandum showing the extent and nature of international
cooperation by our Government in the promotion of health,
communication, international law, and numerous other methods
of international cooperation.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Tennessee asks unanimous consent to extend his remarks in the manner indicated.
Is there objection?
There 'Was no objection .
Mr. HULL of Tennessee. Mr. Speaker, I desire to insert the
following:
AliERICAN COOPERATION WlTll THE LEAGUE 01' NATIONS

[The capaCity in wbicb the following Americans acted is shown in each instance by
the numbers in the righ~hsnd column: !=official repr~.sentatives of the Governmont. 2=representatives ol the Government acting in unofficial capacity or as
observers. 3=individual acting on invitation of the league.]
HEALT11

1920-ApriL-------- Conference to plan health committee, Dr. Rupert Blue, 3
. former United States Surgeon General.
1921-Aug. 25-29; Oct. Provisional health committee, Dr. 0. E. A. Wmslow, 3
20-22.
representing League of Red Cross Societies.
.
Dec. 12-U_____ Conference on sero and serological tests, Dr. Rupert a
Blue, United States Public Health Service.
1922----------------- Provisional health commftteeDr. Hugh S. Cumming, Director United States a
Public Health Service.
Dr. Josephine Baker-------------------------------- 3
Committee to establish permanent health organization, · 3
Dr. Hugh S. Cumming.
Subcommittee on inspection of vessels in port, Dr. Hugh 3
S. Cumming.
1.922-September______ Subcommittee on sntitetanns and antidiphtheria sera, 3
Dr. George McCoy, director of Hygienic Laboratory,
W asbington.
November---- General conference on antipneumocoocus and antidysen- 3
. tery sera, Doctor Wadsworth, Rockefeller Institute.
1923-January (Russia) Provisional health committee epidemics commission, 3
Dr. Hane Zinsser, Harvard Medical SchooL
M.ay 2&-Jan. tL Provisional health committee, Dr. Hugh 8. Cumming __ a
luly 19-2L ____ Conference on standardization of biological remedies:
Prof. John J. Abel, Johns Hopkins University _____ _ 3
.Dr. Carl Voegtlin, Hygienic Laboratory, Wash- 3
ington.
Mission of inquiry in Far East, Dr. Howard F. Smith, 3
of Manila, designated by United States Public Health
Service.
"November (Co- Meeting of delegates from various State serological instipenhagen)~
tutes:
Dr. 0. Armstrong, Hygienic Laboratory, Washing- 3
ton.
Dr. R. E. Dyer, Hygienic Laboratory, Washington.. 3
1924-Feb. 11-21; Sept. Peonanent Health Committee:
29-0ct. 4.
Dr. HughS. Cumming_____________________________ 3
Dr. Alice Hamilton, Harvard Medical SchooL______ 3
Subcommittee on education in hygiene and social medi- 3
cine, Dr. William H. Welch.
May
Commission on quarantine clearance of ships, Dr. Hugh 3
8. Cumming.
Committee of experts to determine delith rates, Prof. 8
Edwin B. Wilson.
Committee on age and sex classification for determination
of vital statistics, Dr. Raymond Pearl, Johns Hopkins
University.
Committee on tabulation of primary causes of death, Dr. 8
William H. Davis, Bureau of the Oensus.

24--------
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1925-Aug. 31-Sept. 3.. Conferene0 on Biological Standardization:
Prof. C. W. Edmunds, University of Michigan ____ _
Prof. Reid Hunt, Harvard Medical SchooL ________ _
Dr. Carl Voegtlin. ________ . ____ --------------------Oct. s-14 ________ Health committee, Dr. Alice Hamilton __________ _______ _
August--------~- Collective studies of medical statistics, Dr. William H.
Davis, Bureau of the Census.
March.. _________ Malarial commission, Dr. Samuel Taylor Darling, Rockefeller Foundation (corresponding member).
ApriL ___________ Commission on tuberculosis mortality, Dr. Hugh S.
Cumming.
1926-Apr. 26-May L_ Health committee, Dr. HughS. Cumming ______ ______ _
September ______ Conference of health _experts on inf~nt welfare, ~r.
Taliaferro Clark, Umted States Public Health ServiCe.
1927------------------- Health
Dr. committee:
C. E. A. Wins'k>w ______________________________ _
Dr. Alice Hamilton ________________________________ _
1927-January_________ Conference of health experts on infant welfare, Dr. Taliaferro Clark.
ApriL __________ International rabies conferene0:
Dr. Taliaferro Clark_---------- - ----------------- __ _
Dr. Atherton Seidell, United States Public Health
Service.
Dr. C. A. Shore, director State laboratory of hygiene
of North Carolina.
1928-Apr. 3G-May 5 •. Health
Dr. committee:
HughS. Cumming _____________________________ _
Dr. C. E. A . V\'inslow ________ ______________________ _
June 25-29 _______ Malarial commission:
Doctor Maxey, United States Public Health Service_
Doctor Bailey--------------------------------------Doctor Boyd __________ ------ _____ ---- ______________ _
Doctor Collins. ___ --- ____ --- _________ ----- _________ _
Doctor Ferrell ________________________ ------- ___ • __ _•
Doctor Hackett. ___ ------------------------------- __
Doctor Strode ____ ----------------------------------Doctor Taylor, Rockefeller Foundation ____________ _
Oct.
Meeting of experts on treatment of syphilis, Dr. J. H.
Stokes, University of Pennsylvania.

8-----------
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3
3
3
3
3

1925-Aug. 24-31 .... _.
1926-May 23-June 8 ..

1927-January ---------

March.--------1928-Apr. 12-27-------

Second opium conference:
Hon. Stephen G. Porter ____________________________ _
Bishop C. H. Brent. _______________________________ _
Dr. Rupert Blue ___________________________________ _
Edwin L. Neville _________________________________ __
Edmond F. Erk, clerk of House Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Advisory committee, S. Pinkney Tuck, consul at Geneva.
Advisory committee:
CoL
ArthurTuck
Woods,
S.
Pinkney
_____assessor.----------------------·
__________ ____________________ _
Commission of inquiry in Persia:
Frederick A. Delano.-------------·----------------Archibald McLeish .. __ ----------------------------Advisory committee:
StanJey Woodward, vice consul at Geneva ________ __
Col. Arthur Woods, former police commissioner of
New York City, assessor.
Conncil:
Col. Daniel W. MacCormack, technical adviser to
Persian Government.
Advisory committee:
Kenneth Caldwell, assistant chief, Division of Far
Eastern Affairs, Department of State.
S. Pinkney Tuck------------------------------------
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PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN IN THE NEAR EAST

·

192

1.·----------------- ~~::~s~jo~~f~~~~u!;;tr~i~o!i:,~o~st~~!~~~;·r..:;r'iss
Caris E. Mills, directol.

2

3

INTERNATIONAL RELIEF UNION

3

3

1922.... _______________ Committee for the repatriation of Russian refugees:
Maj. C. Claflin Davi~, American Red Cross_________
A. C. Ringland, American Relief Administration.._
1923 ____________ _______ Inquiry conrerning Greek loan:
Fred C. Dolbeare, American delegation to Lausanne
Conference.
CoL James A. Logan, American unofficial representative on Reparations Commission.
1923 ______ ____________ President Greek Refugee Settlement Commission:
Henry Morgenthau, former minister to Turkey .• ___
1924___________________
Charles P. Howland_______________________________ _
1926________ ___________
Charles B. EddY------------------------------------

3
3
2
2

3
3
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FINANCE

1920________ ___________ Brussels Financial Conference:
Roland W . Boyden, unofficial representative of
United States on Reparations Commission.
Keith McLeod______________________________________
Col. R. H. Hess·-----------------------------------Thomas Shaw .... ----- ------------------------ ----1922................... Financial reconstruction of Austria: Nelson J. Jay
(Morgan, Hayes & Co., trustee for loan).
1924 __ _________________ Financial reconstruction of Hungary:
Jeremiah Smith, jr., High Commissioner____________
Royall Tyler __ -----------_-------------------------1923-ApriL __________ Committee or experts on double taxation:
Prof. Thomas S. Adams, president of the American
Economic Association.
MitcheU B. Carroll, chief of tax section, Department
of Commerce.
Miss Annabel Matthews, Treasury Department ___ _
1928-Feb. 'J:l; May Financial committee:
3G-June 4.
Jeremiah
Smith,
ir---------------------------------Roland W.
Boyden
_____________________ _________ __ _
Oct. 22 __________ Meeting on double taxation:
Prof. Thomas S. Adams ____________________________ _
Mitchell
B. Carroll
.. _-----------------------------Miss
Annabel
Matthews
___________________________ _

2

2
2
3
3
3
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assessor.

Special body of experts:
Dr.
__ -------------------------------·
Mr. William
Bascom Snow
Johnson
____ ______ ____________________ _
1928-Mar. 12-24 .... __ Advisory committee on child welfare:
Bascom Johnson, assessor .. ________ _____ __________ _
L. W. Carris, American Association for the Prevention of Blindness.

SUPPRESSION OF OBSCENE PUBLIC!TfONS

1923 ___________________ International Conference for the Suppression of Traffic
in Obscene Publications:
1923-Aug. 31-Sept.l2. Alexander R. Magruder, American Legation at Berne..
Prof. Manley o; Hudson, Harvard Law School, legal
adviser.

REFUGEES

TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

1923-Mar. 22-27 ______ Permanent advisory committee, Miss Grace Abbott,
Department of Labor.
·
1924--April, Oct. :Hi__ Special body of experts on inquiry into traffic in women
and children:
Col. William F. Snow, director American Social
Hygiene Association.
Maj. Bascom Johnson, Bureau of Social Hygiene,
New York.
1925-May 20-~------- Permanent advisory committee, Miss Grace Abbott ....
Advisory committee on protection or children, Maj.
Bascom Johnson.
1926-Mar. 22, Apr.l.. Advisorycommitteeonchild welfare, Miss Julia Lathrop,
assessor.
1927------------------- Advisory committee on child welfare, Miss Julia Lathrop,
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1925-May 25-28; June Preparatory committee of experts, Col. Robert E . Olds,
27-29.
European delegate of the American Red Cross during
the war.
192~-Nov. 3-4 ________ Preparatory committee of experts, Col. Ernest P. Bick.
nell, vice chairman of the American Red Cross.
1927 ________ ___________ Conference for the formation of the International Relief
Union, T. B. Kittredge, secretary-general of the League
of Red Cross Societies.
1928-Feb. 23-24 ....... Preparatory committee of experts, T. B. Kittredge _____ _

SOCIAL AND HlJMANITARIA.N-OPIUM

1921-May 2-5 ________ Permanent advisory committee, Mrs. Hamilton Wright,
assessor.
1922-Apr. 19-29 _______ Permanent advisory committee, Mrs. Hamilton Wright,
assessor.
1923-Jan. 8-14; May Advisory committee:
24-June
5;
Mrs. Hamilton Wright, assessor ____________________ _
January, May.
Dr. Rupert Blue, former Surgeon GeneraL ________ _
Stephen G. Porter, chairman House Committee on
Foreign Affairs.
Bishop Charles H. Brent; Dr. Rupert Blue ________ _
Edwin L. Neville, Department of State _____ ____ ___ _
September------ Assembly, fifth committee. (Same delegation as above.)
1924-Aug. 4-14 _______ Advisory committee:
•
Mrs. Hamilton Wright, assessor ____________________ _
Edwin L. Neville __________________________________ _
Mar.
6-10; April Preparatory
for opium conferences:
Edwin L.committee
Neville __________________________________
_
(Paris).
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1920 ___________________ Committee to report on international organization or
statistical work, Dr. Royal Meeker.
1922__________________ _ Committee on statistical questions, Dr. Royal Meeker__
1!126-Apr. 26, May L. Preparatory committee for the int-ernational economic
·
conference:
Hon. David Houston, former Secretary of the Tress- ·
ury, former Secretary of Agriculture.
Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, commissioner or agriculture
for Massachusetts.
Prot Allyn Young, Harvard University_____________
Nov. 15-19 ...... Dr. A. W. Gilbert______________________________________
Dr. Thomas W. Page___________________________________
December _______ Meeting of experts on bills or lading, Ralph Dawson,
International Chamber of Commerce.
1927-May ------------ International economic conference:
Roland W. Boyden, former observer on Reparations
Commission.
Basil Miles, International Chamber of Commerce..
Edward E. Hunt, International Committee for
Scientific Organization of Labor.
Arthur Bullard, liaison with American press________
Henry M. Robinson, president First National Bank
of Los Angeles.
Norman H. Davis, former Undersecretary of Stat.e..
1ohn W. O'Leary, president United States Chamber
of Commerce.
Alonso E. Taylor, director food research institute,
Leland Stanford University.
Julius Klein, Department of Commerce_____________
Dr. Arthur N. Young, economic adviser, Department of State.
Dr. E. Dana Durand, Department of Commerce__
Grosvenor Jones, Department of Commerce_________
Dr. Louis Domeratsky, Department of Commerce__
E. W. Camp, Treasury Department._______________
Asher Hobson, permanent American delegate to
International Institute of Agriculture, Rome.
Dr. Percy W. Bidwell, United States Tariff Commission.
Henry Chalmers, Department of Commerce________
John P. Frey, American Federation of Labor.______
S. Pinckney Tuck, consul at Geneva_ ____ __________ _
Ianuary_________ Committee or legal experts on arbitral awards, Benjamin
W. Conner, president American Chamber of Commerce in France.
0 ctob er, N o- Conft'rence on abolition of import and export prohibitions
vember.
and restrictions:
Hon. Hugh H. Wilson, minister to Switzerland .....
H. Lawrence Groves, commercial attache at Vienna.
Charles E. Lyon, commercial attache at Berne ____ _
H. F. Weiley, Treasury Department ___________ ____ _
Percy W. Bidwell, European representative of the
Tariff Commission.
S. Pinckney Tuck----------------------------------
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11928-July 3---------- Second conference on ~h?lition of import and export
I
prohibitions and restrictions:
Hon. Hugh R. Wilson_----------------------------Percy W. BidwelL--------------------------------Charles E. Lyon---------------------.-------------Jay Pierrepont Mo.ffat, secretary legation at Berne ••
8. Pinckney Tuck------------ - --------------------May 14-19
Economic consultative committee:
. .
-----Alonso E. Taylor, director food. research mstitute,
Leland Stanford University.
.
Prof. Asher Hobson, International Council of Seten-

TRAFFIC IN AR'MS

1924-Feb. 4-7 ________ Temporary mixed commission:
Joseph C. Grew, minister to Switzerland ________ .._ __
March. _________ First subcommittee:
Alan F. Winslow, legation at Berne ________________ _
.
HughS. Gibson, minister to Switzerland--------- =July____________
1925-M.ay 4-Jnne 17.. International conference on the control of the traffic m
arms:
Theodore~- Burton, Congress _____________________ _

1
1
1
1

1
3

~0------ Econo~~~cerommittoo,

Lucius Eastmll!l, chairman of
Merchants Association, New York C1ty.

3

1925-May 4-June17 __

26--------- International
conference on economic statistics:
E. Dana Durand, Department of Com.merce ... ----:--

James F. Dewhurst, Federal Reserve Bank of Phila-

PRIVATE MANUFACTURE OF .ARMS

TRANSIT AND COMM1JNICATIONS

1923-November ------ Second general conference on transit and communica2
3
3

tJ~~-

Hugh R. Wilson, American minister to Switzerland.
Chauncey 0. Parker, counsel of United _States
Sbi'pping Board.
Norman F. Titus, Department of Commerce ______ _
1923-November ------ Simplification of customs formalities:
Lewis W. Haskell, American consul at Geneva_____ _
Henry Chalmers, chief Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce.
Gilbert Hirsch, United States-Tari.fi Commission.. ...
C. B. Wait, customs attacM at London ___ ;--------H. J. Weiley, United States Customs Servt~------
Edgar Carolan, International General Electric Co..•
Edward L. Bacher _________________________________ _
Everit B. Terhune, United States Chamber of
Commerce.
1925-May H~20------ Subcommittee on reform of the calendar, Willis H.
Booth, Guaranty Trust qo.
.
International Hydrographic Bureau (sm~e Octot?er,
1921 under direction of the league), VICe Admiral
Albert P. Niblack, United States Navy, retired.

Aug. 2--Sept. 9 ••
Sept. Zl ________ _
Nov. 5 _________ _

May 26_________

Sept. Zl_________
Nov. 29--30______

1926------------------1927-Marcb._________

Nov. 30-Dec. 3__

, 1928-Mar. 16-24------

g:-_ ~A-~!1~~~::::::=-:::::::::::::::::
Maj. G. V. Strong _________________________________ _

~~~:

Maj.
K. Yount
..•.
----------------------------Rear B.
Admiral
H. P.
Jones
_________________________ _
Rear
.Admiral
A.
T.
Long·-------------------------- Capt. Adolphus Andrews __________________________ _
Alan F. Winslow ________________________________ _
Maj. Gen. Dennis E. Nolan _______________________ _
Maj. H. V. Strong _________________________________ _
Rear Admiral H. P. Jones__________________________ _
Capt. Adolphus Andrews _________________________ _
Alan F. Winslow--------------------------------Subcommission B:
·
Allen W. Dulles_______________________ ~------------Ron. HughS. GibS(,n._ ___________________________ _
J. Theodore Marriner, legation at Berne ___________ _
Joint commission:
Dr. J. E. Zanetti, National Research CounciL ____ _
Preparatory commission:
Ron. HughS. Gibson, ambassador at Brussels _____ _
1. Theodore Marriner. ____________________________ _
George A. Gordon, legation at Budapest ___________ _
S. Pinckney Tuck .... ___ --------------------------Maj. Gen. Dennis E. Nolan.---.------------------Col. J.G.W.
Maj.
V. Dewitt---------------------------------Strong ________________________________ _
Rear Admiral Hilary P. Jones _____________________ _
Rear Admiral Andrew T. Long ____________________ _
Commander H. 0. Train __________________________ _
Hon. Hugh R. Wilson, minister to Switzerland ____ _
George A. Gordon . ___ -----------------------------J. Pierrepont Moffat, legation at Berne ____________ _
S. Pinckney
.... -----------------------------Hon.
Hugh S.Tuck
Gibson..
_____________________________ _

Ron.
Hugh R.
Maj. George
V.Wilson._.--------------------------Strong ____________________________ _
Maj. 1.
0. Gruby
----------------------------------Rear
Admiral
Andrew
T. Long ____________________ _
Commander Harold C. Train·---------------------8. Pinckney Tuck ••. _------------------------------
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Elbridge D. Rand .•. -------------------------------2
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2
2
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DIBABMAMENT

May 28-July 16.

1927..• ---------------- Special commission on the private manufacture of arms,
HughS. Gibson.
Subcommittee, HughS. Gibson ________________________ _
1927-February _______ Committee of experts on civil aviation, H. F. Guggenheim, president David Guggenheim fund for promotion of aeronautics.
1928-Aug. 27--------- Special commission on the private manufacture of arms:
Hon. Hugh R. Wilson, minister to Switzerland ____ _
Elbridge D. Rand, consul at Geneva _______________ _
Maj. Barton K. Yount, assistant military airattach6,
embassy at Paris.
Dec. 5___________ Special commission on the private manufacture of arms:
Hon. Hugh R. Wilson ____________________________ _
INTERNATIONAL LAW

2

LDfiTATlON 06 ARMAMENTS

1926-May 18; Sept. Preparatory commission for the disarmament conferenoe:
27
2&- •
Hugh S. Gibson, minic;ter to Switzerland __________ _
Allen W. Dulles, Department of State _____________ _
Dorsey W. Richardson, Department of State _______ _
Maj. Gen. Dennis E. Nolan, War Department ____ _
Brig. Gen. H. A. Smith, War Department_ ________ _
Maj. George V. Strong, War Department. _________ _
Rear Admiral Hilary P. Jones, Navy Department __
Rear Admiral Andrew T. Long, Navy Department.
Capt. Adolphus Andtows, Navy Department ______ _
Alan F. Winslow, legation at Berne ________________ _
Subcommission A of the preparatory commission:

conference on the control of the traffic in
arms-Continued.
0. E. Herring, commercial attacM, Berlin _________ _
Alan F. Winslow------------------------------------

Elbridge D. Rand, consul at Geneva, secretary ______ :

Basil Miles, International Chamber ?f Commerce..•
1925-August --------- Report on navigation of Danube and_ Rhine:
Walker D. Hines, former Drrector General of
United States Railroad Administration.
Maj. Brehon B. Somervell, United States Army-.--1927-A_ugust --------- Th~rd general conference on transit and commumca-

Inten!tio~al

~:~:~:i~~ Y: ~~L~y~====:::::::::~:::::::::::::

A~:~~~~hson, International Institute of Agriculture..•
ti~~is w. Haskell, American consul at Geneva_____ ~

2
2

the Navy.
Allen W. Dulles, Chief of Division of Near Eastern
A.ffairs, Department of State.
Brig. Gen. C. l'H . Rug~e, Assistant Chief of Ord-

University of Pennsylvania.... 3
Roland W. BoydM, International Chamber of Com- . 3
Mar.

2
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,1929.

1925-Apr. 1-8; 1926- Committee for the progressive codiftcation of internsJan. .12-19; 19Zltional law, George W. Wickersham, ex-Attorney
March; 1928-June
General of the United States.

19~~-----------------
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Conference on legal aid, Reginald H. Smith, secretary of
the national committee on legal aid.
POLITICAL

1920 ___________________ Committee or rapporteurs on Aaland Island dispute,
Abram I. Ellrus, ex-ambassador to Turkey.
192L __________________ Upper Silesia boundary, David H~~r Miller, ex-l~gal
adviser to the American CommiSSion to Negotiate
Peace.Commission:
1924 _______________ Memel
Norman H. Davis (president), ex-Undersecretary of
State.
·
~fr. Arthur Bullard·--------------------------------

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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INTELLECTUAL COOPERATION ,

International committee on intellectual cooperation:
Prof. George Ellery Hale, chairman National ~
search Council.
Prof. Robert A. Millikan, California Technical Institute.
Col. John Wigmore, dean of law school, North1923--July 26-Aug. 22••
western University.
Prof. Paul Perigord _______________________________ _
Dec. 5-8 ________ _
Dr. Waldo G. Leland, Carnegie Institute __________ _
Dr. Algernon Coleman, director of American University Union in Europe.
Subcommittee on interuniversity relations, Dr. Algernon Coleman.
19U--January _________ International committee, Prof. Robert A. _Millikan _____ _
1uly 25-9 _______ Subcommittee on interuniversity relations, subcommittee on bibliography:
Professor Schramm, Cornell University_-·----------- Dr. Algernon Coleman _____________________________ _
Apr. 29--May 3 __ Expert committee on inter~ion!"l u:cM:nge_ of publications, H. W. Dorsey, Smithsoman InstitutiOn.
1925-May 11-15; July International committee:
Zl-30.
Mr. Carrington Lancaster _________________________ _
Dr. Vernon Kellogg ______________________________ _
July _____ _:_ _____ Subcommittee on bibliography, J. David T~ompson,
former chief of division of documents, Lrbrary of
Congress.
1926-July 26-29_______ International committee, Dr. Bernon Kellogg _________ _
19Zl ________________ International committee, J. David J'ho:npson.. .. :---.--Committee of experts on coordmatton of libranes,
William Warner Bishop, American Library Association.
L928-Apr. 17-18••..•.• Meeting of directors of National University offices: .
Dr. Stephen P. Duggan, director of International
Educational Institute.
Prof. C. Vibbert .. ---------------------------------July 9-ll. _______ Subcommittee on university relations, Dr. Stuart
Chapin, Minnesota University.
International committoo, Dr. Stephen P. Duggan_ ____ _

1922-Aug. 1-5--------
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MISCELLANEOUS

1927-June------------ Committee on the suppression of ~unterfeit coinage,
W. H. Moran, Chief of Secret Servtce of the Treasury
Department.

2

PRESS

1926-Angust_________ Committee of news agencies:
Elmer Roberts, Associated Press ___________________ _
Boy W. Howard, United Press _____________________ _
'•.
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1927-January_________ Committee oC journalists, Paul Scott Mowrer, Chicago
Daily News.
August __ _______ Press conference:
•
Kent Cooper·--------------------------------------Joseph E . Sharkey, Associated Press________________
Karl A. Bicknell-----------------------------------E. L. Keen---------- -------------------------------E. J. Bing, United Press____________________________
M. Koenigsberg ___---------------------------------David M. Church__________________________________
James T. Williams________________ __________________
Robert J. Prew, International News Service_________
Frederick T. Birchall_____________ _____________ _____
Edwin L. James, New York Times_________________
Robert P. Scrips-- ---------------------------------George B. Parker___________________________________
Thomas L. Sidlo, Scripps-Howard newspapers......
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3
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. WOODRUFF. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the R EOORD by printing the speech delivered over the radio Saturday evening on reapportionment by the
junior Senator from Michigan [1\Ir. VANDENBERG].
Mr. BROWNING. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
and I shall not object, I wonder if the gentleman would object
to my coupling with his request the request that the speech of
the gentleman from Mississippi [l\!r. RANKIN] may follow that
in the RECORD?
Mr. 'VOODRUFF. I have not the slightest objection to that,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. BROWNING. Then I make that request, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to either request?
There was no objection.
REAPPORTIONMENT--SPEEOH OF SENATOR ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG
Mr. WOODRUF•F. 1\fr. Speaker, under the leave to extend
my remarks in the REcoRD, I include a speech over the radio
Saturday evening, June 8, 1929, by the junior Senator from
Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG] upon the subject of· reapportionment.
Senator VANDENBERG's speech in full follows:
The word "reapportionment " probably sounds academic and colorless
and uninteresting to unfamiliar ears. But within it, when adequately
understood, is embraced the prime vitality of the representative institutions of American government. The word describes the process
through which each State gets its constitutional share of Representatives in Congress and of presidential electors. Such a process is the
well spring from which flows the control of our constitutional democracy. Nothing could be more fundamentally important. Therefore honest reapportionment, pursuant to the Constitution's mandate and formula, concerns every prudent citizen who thinks straight enough to
realize that the Constitution's preservation is prerequisite to the Republic's perpetuation.
CHARGES POLITICAL SlllLFISHNESS
From 1790 to 1910 there was a census every 10 years and a reapportionment based upon the resultant enumeration of the American people,
as ordered by the first article in the Constitution. It was the clearly
expressed purpose of the framers of the Constitution that the House of
Representatives thus should accurately reflect the changing trends o!
our population. Those who now expediently quibble about the intentions of the fathers are answered convincingly by the unbroken record of
!20 years-from Washington to Taft-during which no Congress ever
permitted more than two years to intervene between each decennial
census and its sequent reapportionment. For more than a century this
basic function was s.crupulously protected. There were no detours from
the great main highway of constitutional good faith.
Then commenced an amazing interlude of entrenched political selfishness and of flagrant and contemptuous nullification. There has been no
reapportionment since 1911. The census of 1920 never has been reflected in a reassignment of Representatives in Congress and, correBpondingly, of presidential electors. The House twice initiated the
necessary legislation-once in 1921 and again in the winter of 1928.
But the Senate stolidly declined to face its constitutional obligation. It
strangled the fi1·st House bill in a committee pigeonhole. It killed the
second in the windstorm or a p erverse Senate filibuster. As a r esult
four Congresses an·d two President s since 1920 have been chosen on a
distorted and anticonstitutional basis. According to 1930 census estimates, this decade of tl·espass and default now produces 2a misplaced
seats in the House of Representa tives, 23 misplaced votes in the presidential Electoral College, and 32,000,000 defaulted persons who are
robbed of the spokesmanship which the Constitution promised and intends. This element of progressive fraud taints the entire legislative
and administrative structure.
SEES UNITED STATES TRA ' QUILLITY TIIRE!ATENlllD
Surely it can n ot be gainsaid-in the face of such alarming exhibitsthat r eapportionment is of paramount concern, not only to the integrity
of the Constitution but also to a just sense of elementary American
fair pl ay and good sportsmanship. Nay, more: The perpetuation of such
outrage might, in its lengthened shadow, threaten the tranquillity of the
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Nation. It is not to be wholly forgotten fn this connection that the
Republic was born in the travall of a war which responded to the significant shibboleth that "taxation without representation is tyranny."
It always was tyranny. It always will be tyranny. It Is tyranny
to-day. Yet that precise tyranny has been recklessly inflicted upon great .
American constituencies ever since 1920.
The magnified imposition may be personified by a single comparison.
There are to-day approximately as many people in one Michigan congressional district, having one Congressman, as there are in the whole
State of Mississippi, with eight Congressmen. California likewise has
one· congressional district equally as large. Such contemplations outrage every tenet of constitutional justice. It must seem almost unbelievable to the casual observer that Congress should have declined to rectify
such glaring discrepancies. Yet Congress has thus refused for eight
stet·ile, contemptuous years, and large elements in Congress are continuing this very month to embrace every possible recourse which once
more may checkmate reapportionment in 1930.
Ah, they do not meet the issue thus squarely. They profess great
sympathy with these disfranchised constituencies and they join the
lamentations over ugly nullification since 1920. But the only reapportionment law which they ever seem to favor is some law which is not
pending before Congress. The pending proposal is always wrong. They
keep the word of promise to the ear and break it to the hope.
Last December-if I may be pardoned a personal word-1 announced
on the floor of the Senate that since a census has but one constitutional
purpose--namely, to provide a reapportionment base--l should ~do my
utmost to prevent a 1930 census unless it could carry within itself the
guaranty of a corresponding 1930 J:eapportionment. Thus the 1930
census law was held back, and thus census and reapportionment are
linked together in the bill which now approaches a climax in the present
extra session-a climax supported by the logical and patriotic recommendation of President Hoover that the issue is so emergent as to
demand this extra-session verdict. At last Article I of the Constitution-fi~st in import as· well as in number-gets its belated day in court.
WOULD CURE REAPPORTIONMENT FAULTS
This pending bill aspires permanently to cure all reapportionment
defaults in each decennium hereafter. It parallels and authenticates
the Constitution for keeps. It provides that when the 1930 census, and
each subsequent census, is complet ed, the Pre ident shall report the
result to Congress. He shall also report a table showing how the existing sized House (now 435 l\Iembers) would be reapportioned by the
method used at the last preceding apportionment. If Congress thereupon fails to pass its own reapportionment law, then the table reported
by the President becomes automatically effective. Thus the country
would be assured that the 1930 census will be validated in a constitutional apportionment. Thus, indeed, action would be guaranteed in
every subsequent decade. Congressional inertia no longer could cheat
this fundamental constitutional purpose. Such an obstructive, destructive privilege does not rightfully belong to Congress. Congress must be
the servant-not the master~of the Constitution. Otherwise we live
in an elective despotism and constitutional democracy is dead. Otherwise the ax is laid to the root of the tree of representative government.
Opposition to this bill has come chiefly from States which would lose
Representatives if there were a reapportionment. Because I decline to
question the motives of my able colleagues in the opposition, I prefer
to look upon this as just a strange coincidence. Yet it might reflect a
perfectly understandable human emotion. At any rate it would be
easier to understand than have been some of the arguments and efforts
marshaled in the hostile debate.
It has been urged, for example, that we propose an untoward delegation of power to the President. With entire respect for the good
conscience of those who urge this view, yet I am bound to testify that
we delegate nothing except a ministerial problem m arithmetic-a problem to which there can be but one answer. There is no actual delegation of any "power" whatsoever-within a rational meaning of
that word.
PAYS TRIBUTE TO SENATORS
Again, it has been urged that we should not count aliens. Yet aliens
have been counted in every previous reapportionment, and the Constitution requires their inclusion when it calls for a count of " the whole
number of persons" in each St ate. The greatest cons titutional lawyers
in the Senate-such as Senator BORAH on the Republican side and
Senator WALsH of Montana on the Democratic side-declare the inclusion of aliens to be mandatory. Yet all such considerations have been
swept aside by those who once more would defeat this la test effort to
force a just recognition of representative rights. No expedien t has been
ignored in the long-time effort to ha mper and harass thi s unflertaking.
In spite of bitter opposition, this bill passed the Sena te on fay 29.
I pause to pay my tribute of par ticular respect to 14 Senators from
States which may lose Representatives under the term s of t his bill,
and on the basis of the 1930 census, yet who, in the fa ce of a constitutional dut y, courageously recorded themselves in fav or of this i nsurance policy upon the Constitution's life. I refer to Sena t ors H ALE an d
GOULD, of Maine; WALSH and GILLETT, of Massachusetts ; COPELAND and
WAGNER, of New York; WATSO~ and ROBINSON, of I ndiana ; CAPPER
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and ALLEN, of Kansas: REED, of Pennsylvania; SACKETT, of Kentucky:
NoRBIS, of Nebraska; and PA'l'l'EBSON, of Missouri.
In all, 17 States seem destined to lose one or more Representatives in
1930, and 11 States seem destined to gain. It is unfortunate that
there must be losses. But until the population is static apportionment can not be static-unless the Constitution succumb to paralysis.
The real question is not the petty transfer of a few seats in Congress.
The real question is whether Congress itself shall preserve constitutional
integrity.
The House passed this bill in somewhat amended form on June 5.
The legislation now hangs in conference between the two Chambers.
The prospect is for final action in both Chambers during the week to
come. I~ this bill finally joins the statutes, the fateful jeopardy _involved in the persistent failure of all reapportionment for eight years
past will permanently end. The Constitution once more will mean
what it says. Our representative democracy will rest more firmly upon
sound foundations.

JOHN l!l. RANKIN
Mr. BROWNING. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend
my remarks in the RECORD, I include a speech over the radio
Saturday evening, June 8, 1929, delivered by Hon. JOHN E.
RANKIN of Mississippi, upon the subject of reapportionment in
debate with Senator VANDE:NBERG, of Michigan.
The speeeh is as follows :

REAPPORTIONYEN1L-SPEIOOH OF REPRESENTATIVE

Ladies and gentlemen of the radio audience, so much misinformation has been disseminated throughout the country relative to the
so-called reapportionment bill which was recently railroaded through
the House and is now in conference, that I have come to-night, in
response to an invitation on the part of the Washington Star, to try to
correct some of the erroneous impressions which this propaganda bas
made, and to refute some of the charges that have been leveled at those
Members of the House of Representatives who have been trying to preserve one of the most sacred principles of our American institutions,
that of maintaining an independent Legislature unhampered by Executive control.
The advocates ()f the census reapportionment bill recently passed by
the Honse and the Senate have charged that those of us who opposed
it were nullifying the Constitution of the United States. That charge
is not true. We are in favor of reapportionment, but we first want
an accurate census to base it on.
The proponents of this measure contend that it is mandatory under
the Constitution that we reapportion after every census. I do not
agree with them. But if their contention is correct, they are the
violators of the Constitution themselves. For the bill which they propose does not attempt to reapportion Congress under the census of
1920, as their alleged constitutional mandate would require, but provides for a reapportionment under the census of 1930 and delegates the
power to make the reapportionment to the President of the United
States.
This concentration of power into the bands of the Chief Executive is
one of the greatest steps toward the centralization of governmental
powers into the hands of the President ever taken in this counh·y,
and surrenders one of the sacred principles of legislative government for
which our forbears have· fought for a thousand years. Those of us
who do not believe that the Constitution requires that reapportionment
be made after every census have declined to support reapportionment
based on the 1920 census for the reason that it was inaccurate, and
reapportionment under it would have greatly discriminated against the
agricultural States.
That census was •taken at a time when we were just emerging from
the World War, when many of our boys were away in the service, and
great numbers of our farming people were concentrated into the large
congested centers and engaged in those industrial activities incident
to the war. Besides, it was taken in the wintertime, when a vast
number of our farming people were not to be found at home, when
tlie roads were bad, when it was pouring down rain throughout the
Southern States, and when many of the Northern and Western States
were wrapped in a shroud of snow.
· It was also taken at the peak of high prices, when it was found
impossible to secure men to go out and count the country people for
the small compensation paid.
·
As a result a great number of the agricultural States of the South
and West-such as Kentucky, Kansas, Nebraska, Indiana, Iowa, Mis-sissippi, and Missouri-would have had part of their representation
ta.k en away from them and transferred to the large congested centers
of the East, with large alien populations, if reapportionment bad been
made. under that census.
When this bill finally came before the House last week and an
attempt was made to eliminate aliens .from the count, or even to take a
census of the aliens who are in the United States unlawfully, it met
with the most strenuous resistance on the part of Representatives from
those localities where these aliens are largely to be found.
The Tinkham amendment to cut down southern representation under
the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments was merely a vindictive thrust
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at the South for its stand on Immigration an() would have had no
practical effect even if left in the bill. It was adopted by a combination
of eastern Republicans and Tammany Democrats.
It must have been humiliating to President Hoover, and 1t ought
to have been humiliating to him, after the treatment which he receivea
last year south of the Potomac River, to see the leaders of his party
taking this insulting jibe at the South, aided and abetted by the representatives of Tammany, whose candidate last year received the only
appreciable majorities given him in the Southern States.
Southern Representatives and southern Senators took their political
lives in their han1ls to support the offspring of Tammany in 1928, and
in doing so many oi our best men in . both the House and the Senate
went down to their political graves in the greatest landslide this
country has seen for more than a hundred years.
The pettiness of this fling at the South renders it the more inexcusable. Congress has no right t() interfere with the representation
of the Southern Stat~s on account of the fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments. The ~upreme Court of the United States in the Civil
Rights case in 1883, at page 3 (109 U. S. ), says:
" Until some State law has been passed or some State action through
its officers or agents has been taken adverse to the rights of citizens
sought to be protected by the fourteenth amendment, no legislation of
the United States under said amendment nor any proceeding under
such legislation can be called into activity, for the prohibitions of the
amendment are against State laws and acts done under State authority."
In other words, until the State passes a law violating the fourteenth
amendment, its penalties can not be Invoked. Senator BORAH, of Idaho,
said in a speech in the Senate a year or two ago that he bad recently
examined the laws and constitutions of all the Southern States and had
failed to find where a single one of them violated either the fourteenth
amendment or the fifteenth amendment.
But even if it should violate the fourteenth amendment, Congress
would not be called upon to act, for the Supreme Court would bold it
null and void under the fifteenth amendment, which provides that no
such law shall be pasSed.
The Hon. James G. Blaine,. the Republican leader for years and who
was Speaker of the House of Representatives at the time the fifteenth
amendment wa~ adopted, in his Twenty Years of Congress says:
''Its prime object was to correct the wrongs which might be en·
acted in the South, and the correction proposed was direct and unmistakable, viz, that the Nation would exclude the negro from the basis
of apPQrtionment wherever the State should exclude him from the right
of suffrage.
"When, therefore, the Nation by subsequent change in its Constitution declared that the State shall not exclude the negro from
the right of suffrage; it neutralized and surrendered the contingent
right before held to "exclude him from the basis of apportionment.
Congress is thus plainly dep1ived by the fifteenth amendment of certain
powers over the provisions of the fourteenth am endment. Before the
adoption of the fifteenth amendment, if a State should exclude the
negro from suffrage, the next . step would be for Congress to exclude
the negro from the basis of apportionment. After the adoption of
the fifteenth amendment, if a State should exclude the negro from
suffrage, the next step would be for the Supreme Court to declare that
the act was unconstitutional, and therefore null and void."
Thus it will be plainly seen that Congress has no right to interfere
with the representation of the Southern States on account of alleged
violations of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution.
· This thrust was simply made to gratify the vinilictiveness of certain
politicians toward the South, because, forsooth, her Representatives
joined with those from other sections of the countrY- in an attempt
to save America for Americans.
The fight began over an amendment providing for taking the census
of the aliens who are in the United States unlawfully. The main
controversy arose over the motion to exclude aliens from the count
in the reapportionment of representation in the House. It was contended by those opposing the . motion that the word " persons " in the
Constitution included aliens, and that Congress was powerless to
exclude them from the count in making tbe r eapportionment. But
our contention was that since it is a Constitution adopted by and
for tlle people of the United States the word "persons" referred to
.American persons and that Congress bad the power to exclude aliens
from the count in making its reapportionment.
There are more than 5,600,000 aliens in the United States who have
"never taken out their first papers. Under the present apportionment
they are allotted about 20 or 25 Congressmen, which under a new
apportionment would have to be taken away from the agiicultural
States with their old-line American stocks. Surely the framers of
the Constitution did not contemplate such a situation or intend that
the Constituti()n should be so construed.
It is estimated that there are more than 3,000,000 aliens in this
country now unlawfully. They are also counted and given between
12 and 15 Representatives in the American Congress, which are in
turn taken away from the agricultural States of the South and Middle
West and rural New England. Could the framers of the Constitu-
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tion , by the Wudest stretch of lmaiination, have contemplated that
Representatives would be taken away from States composed exclusively,
or almost exclusively, of American citizens, and given to these alien
interlopers who are in our country without our consent, against om
will, and subject to be deported at any tlme they are caught?
They come from the riff-raff of the Old World. From them are recruited the gunmen and the gangsters. They not only come in violation
of our laws but bring with them a contempt for American institutions.
Yet the alien influence is so strong in this Capitol that we are not only
prevented from excluding them from the count in apportioning Representatives but we are not able to secure the passage of a law forcing
them to register in order that we may deport them or drive them out of
the country.
Listen to this: It was stated at Geneva the other day that between
60,000 and 75,000 undesirable aliens are bootlegged into the United
Sta tes annually as seamen; that many come in from the ports of
Bremen, Amsterdam, and Antwerp alone. And I understand the reports of the Secretary of Labor show that many of them are brought in
on American vessels. Think of that! American vessels even bootlegging into this country a class of undesirables that will be a burden
upon this country, which burden will be passed on down to your chi}.
dren and your children's children for generations yet to come.
Yet this administration not only refuses to exclude those undesirable,
unwelcome aliens from the count but proposes to give them representation in Congress by taklng it away from the old, settled agricultural
States with the largest percentages of old-line American inhabitants.
But the battle is not over. This · question is now an issue, and will
be until it is settled, in practically every congressional district in the
United States. The American people are determined to know who is
going to run this country. This is a movement to sa.Ye America for
Americans. It was contended on the floor of the House that the
Supreme Court would hold this amendment unconstitutional, which, to
me, seemed absurd.
I realize that the Supreme Court of the .united States has gone a long
way at times in construing various portions of the Constitution, but it
will never go so fa.r as to say that it ls our duty to give aliens representation in the American Congress or to give representation in that
august body or in the Electoral College to men who have come to our
shores in violation of law and who have no right to remain on American
soil
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that of any other industry. · I am, therefore, predicting ::m era
of prosperity.
The farm bill, like every other new law that has been enacted, is an experiment ; and while it may not be in every
particular as I would have written it, it will serve its purpose
in aiding the farmer, I firmly believe.
The domestic products protected against foreign importation
under the new tariff bill H. R. 2667, which, in my judgment, .
will prove to be one of the greatest tariff bills that has ever ·
been enacted, will add new markets. I am reliably informed
that during the year 1928 foreign agricultural products were
imported into this country over the walls of our present pro- 1
tective laws to such an extent that it would require more than
14,000,000 acres of American land to grow them, which deprived ,
thousands of American workmen of employment. What would
become of the American laborer and Amelican products if they :
were not protected?
.
At .this time I want to congratulate the Ways and Means '
Committee, and Mr. H.A WLEY, the author of the bill, for the .
splendid and systematic work they performed. I am informed :
that they had before their committee more than 1,100 witnesses,
all representing the various industries of the United States. The
hearings alone extended for some 45 days. The committee labored continuously for more than five months gathering information upon the administrative questions, customs practices, the
past history of goods and commodities entering foreign trade as
exports and imports, where and how produced, import values, .
sales prices, costs, labor, distribution, and the possibilities of
increased production in the United States and foreign countries.
Every Amelican citizen is directly interested in protective
ta-riff. The free trader tells us that the consumer pays the
tariff. That, as yon know, is not true, for the reason that every
man in the United States can manufacture and sell all kinds of
articles and goods and the tariff in no way affects him. Who
pays the tariff? The foreigner who imports his products
through our ports into the United States. He must compete !
with American products and American labor by paying a tariff ·
that will as nearly as possible make his cost equal to the cost ·
of our production and labor.
In this tariff bill has been placed an adequate protection upon
all articles produced in the United -States. l\fy district is about
FARM RELIEF AND THE T.ARIFF
half agricultural and industrial, with an extensive
Mr. PALMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to half and
poultry, and fruit production. The new tariff bill proextend my remarks in the RECORD on the subject of agricul- dairy,
vides adequate protection upon these articles, as well as upon
ture and the tariff.
the articles vital to all other sections of the United States. I
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Missouri asks unani- might
here give a few of the new tariff rates:
mous consent to extend his remarks in the RECORD on the subVVool----------------------------------------------POUnd __ $0.34
ject of agriculture and the tariff. Is there objection 1
Butter---------------------------------------------do_ ___
.14
There was no objection.
Milk ----------------------------------------------gallon:.._
. 05
.48
1\Ir. PALMER. Mr. Speaker, in obedience to the call of the Cream _____________________________________________ do____
President of the United States, the Congressmen of the various ¥~~saroes:::::.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-.=-:.=-.=-.=-.=-::.=-::.=-::.::::::::::::::~~~~~== : ~g
States have assembled in Washington for the specific purpose LainbS----------------------------------------------head __ 3.00
. 06
of enacting agricultural or farm relief and to enact a tariff Veal _________ ____ __________________________________ pound__
bill. This step has been taken to carry out the policies and Lard- - ---------------------------------------------do____ . 03
Corn----------------~------------------------~---bushel__
.25
promises that were advocated in the last election. Of the Hides
---------------------------------------:.. ___ per cent__
10
37,000,000 people who voted on November 6, 1928, 21,000,000 Leather---------------------------------------------do____ 12~
voiced their approval of the policies of Herbert Hoover.
This tariff serves to provide revenue, to regulate commerce
In the first place, I want to compliment the Committee on with foreign countries, to encourage the indusbies of the United
Agriculture for the able and valuable services they have ren- States, and, above everything else, to protect American labor.
dered in securing expert information from farmers, stockmen,
THE EXCLUSION OF ALIENS IN THE .cENSUS
farm organizations, cooperative associations, and every agency
that would throw any light on farm problems, not only in the
Mr. BECK. 1\fr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to proUnited States but throughout the world.
ceed for three minutes.
Mr. HAUGEN, the chairman, is to be highly commended for
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania asks
what he did in framing this farm bill. As we all know, it is unanimous consent to address the House for three minutes.
very difficuli to find a remedy for all the ills that have come Is there objection?
to the farmers in the last few years. I wish to say, however,
There was no objection.
that the bill as written will be of great value to the agriculMr. BECK. It was a matter of great regret to me that I
tural districts of the United States, and will go a long way in was not present during the debate and at the time the vot~
stabilizing the prices of farm products, thereby stimu1ating the was taken upon the question of census and apportionment.
farming industry.
I bad accepted an invitation some months ago to address
It has been the attempt of this Congress to restore agricul- the· members of the Georgia bar, and that must explain my
ture to a degree of prosperity on a basis with that of other absence. I regret this doubly becuu,.se it denied me the opporindustries.
tunity of making a reply to the argument that was made on
The $500,000,000 made available by the Congress to be ad- May 1 last by the gentleman from the tenth district of Vir~
ministrated by the Federal f arm board will evidently put the ginia, 1\lr. HENRY ST. GEORGE TucKER, who contended that
wheels of agricul tnra l industry in motion. This money is to under the Constitution aliens were excluded from the decennial
be loaned to cooperative marketing associations of the various enumeration and were not "persons" withln the meaning of
industries. This $500,000,000 is a nominal sum when one thinks Article I, section 2, of the Constitution.
of the production from agricultural and other resource s amountI have a great respect for. Mr. TucKER's attainments as a
ing to more than $90,000,000,000 each year in the United States. constitutional lawyer, and when he favors the House with an
In my judgment the coming slogan will be: " From the city expression of his views upon any question of constitutional
back to the farm ." Young men who battled against the ad- law he is not only entitled to the careful hearing he had, but
versities of the farm a nd finally sought a more prosperous in- if his conclusions seem to any of us erroneous, it seems to me
dustry or occupation are now given n new hope and may ret urn that his very distinction as a constitutional lawyer requires
to the soil feeling that the results of their labor will equal · that any reply that can be made should be made. So I have
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prepared a reply to show the contrary contention, namely, that
the Constitution did intend to include aliens within the word
"persons," and for that purpose I have gone into the history
of the pertinent provision in the Constitution and traced it
back to the Articles of Confederation. It seems to me that
if the history of the clause, in its gradual evolution from the
Articles of Confederation until its final adoption by the Constitutional Convention, is taken into consideration, the conclusion is irresistible, on the historical argument alone, that
the Constitution did intend to include under the name "persons " all human beings, with the exception of Indians not
taxed and negro slaves to the extent of the proportion which
the Constitution provides.
As I have given some time and thought to the matter, I shall
ask unanimous consent of the House to revise and extend my
remarks, so that any Member of the House who may care to
hear the other side of the controversy from that presented by
the distinguished gentleman from Virginia may have that opportunity.
I ask the privilege, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. RANKIN. Reserving the right to object, and, of course,
I shall not object, since the distinguished gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. BECK] presented one of the ablest arguments
ever beard in this House some time ago against the tendency
toward abdicating legislative power into the bands of the Presi"lent, emphasizing that one of the great principles of representative government for which our forebears have fought for
a thousand years is that of maintaining an independent Legislature, free from Executive control, I wonder if the gentleman
from Pennsylvania in his extension of remarks would also discuss the advisability of our abdication in this bill and placing
in the hands of the President of the United States the right to
reapportion Congress, which belongs to the Congress itself, and
the danger of continuing the delegation of legislative power to
the Chief Executive. I wonder if the gentleman would do this.
Mr. BECK. I will give the suggestion of the gentleman from
Mississippi my most careful and conscientious consideration.
[Laughter.]
If the House will pardon me, I will answer the gentleman
with a story. Disraeli was once asked by a member of the
House of Commons if Russia took a certain course, naming it,
what action Her Majesty's Government would take. The question was clearly one that should not have been asked. I do
not mean that the question of the gentleman from Mississippi
should not have been asked. To the great surprise of everyone
Disraeli rose and said :
In my judgment the question of the honorable member is one, in
view of the delicate r elations between Russia and England, that he
should not have asked, but, as he has asked, I propose to give it frank
answer, and so answering I say, if Russia takes this course Her
Majesty's Government will give it its most careful consideration.

[Laughter.]
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Pennsylvania?
There was no objection.
Mr. BECK. Mr. Speaker, ladies and gentlemen of the House,
I listened to the address of the distinguished gentleman from Virginia with pleasure, as I always do when he addresses the House,
and if be failed to convince me of the soundness of his contention,
it was not due to any lack of respect on my part for his ability as
a student of the Constitution or because he failed to say anything that could be said in support of his contention. The
gentleman from Virginia holds a high and very deserved place
in this House as an interpreter of the Constitution. He has
brought to the great subject the researches of a lifetime and
his auditors have the added satisfaction that any view that he
expresses is not actuated by any ulterior or partisan motive but
is dictated by his lifelong loyalty to the Constitution.
If I understood his argument correctly, he was, as he says,
" driven to the conclusion " that the framers of the Constitution
did not intend, when they used the word "persons," in Article I,
section 2, of the Constitution, to include aliens. The title of his
address, as given in the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, might suggest
a narrower contention that the framers of the Constitution did
not intend either to include or exclude aliens but left it to the
discretion of the Congress in making the enumeration.
While this latter contention could, in my judgment, be more
plausibly supported, yet I doubt whether the gentleman from
Virginia intended to suggest it, for he had been a zealous
student of Madison's Debates, and they have doubtless satisfied
him, as they must any careful reader, that, whatever else they
intended, the framers of the Constitution did not intend to leave
the time and the method of enumeration to the discretion of
Congress. It was first suggested in the convention of 1787 that
it ~;~houlq be left to Congress, but the wise men of the conven-
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tion speedily saw that this would admit of the same legislative
jugglery as the States practice when they so gerrymander districts as to give to one party a wholly disproportionate representation. They rejected the idea of leaving the precise method
of the enumeration to the discretion of Congress and required
that it be made in a specific way every 10 yearn.
Notwithstanding the title of his address, I think the gentleman from Virginia will agree with me that the framers of the
Constitution intended to either include or exclude aliens from
the enumeration, and the only question that seems to admit of
discussion is the nature of their decision.
The gentleman from Virginia tells us that he is "driven to
the conclusion " that they did not intend to include aliens. I
am driven to the conclusion that they did, and I should not
regard the question at this late day in the history of the Republic as even debatable, were it not that the gentleman from
Virginia has given to his contention which he confesses is
"novel," the great authority of his name. Indeed, the fact that
it is a novel contention, 140 years after the Constitution became
operative, in itself refutes his contention. Undoubtedly, questions may arise in the interpretation of the Constitution, even
at this late day, which are novel, although the occasions must
neces arily be few. I remember, as Solicitor General, arguing
one question as to whether the clause of the Qonstitution, which
prohibits any preference to any port, included the ports of a
Territory. This question bad never been raised and, in the
nature of the case, it could not well be raised until there were
Territories that had ports of entry and until Congress sought
to discriminate against them.
When, however, a " novel " question has reference to a matter
which has arisen every 10 years in the practical workings of
the Government and it is clear that, during a period of over 140
years, a uniform construction has been adopted, then it can be
fairly said that that construction of the Constitution has been
definitely determined by usage and can not at this late day be
reasonably questioned. Our Constitution was in its creation
an evolution and it has remained an evolution ever since. Its
development is due to formal amendment; to usage, which we
call practical construction, and to formal judicial interpretation.
Of amendments there are few ; of judicial decisions there are
many, but, far exceeding in importance either amendments or
judicial decisions, the practical interpretation of the Constitution by those who conduct the machinery of the Government
has always had the most persuasive force.
May I refer to a case which I had the privilege of arguing in
the Supreme Court. It was unquestionably one of the greatest
cases of this generation in determining the form of our Government. It was the so-called removal-from-office case, in which
the question was again raised whether the President had the
power to remove any official whom he had appointed by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. It was true that the
Constitution nowhere vested in express language any power
to remove in the President, and it was equally true that very
eminent men, at different !)(:.'riods of our country's history, had
from time to time suggested a doubt as to whether the power
of the President was drawn from his appointing power, which
he shared with the Senate, or from his general executhe power
to see that the laws were faithfully executed. The case was
finally decided in the great decision of Chief Justice Taft in
Myers v. United States (272 U. S.), and it is significant that
the Chief Justice rested his decision in large part upon the fact
that, in the First Congress of the United States, in which were
many men who had sat in the Constitutional Convention, a
decision was then reached after prolonged debate that the
President's power to remove was a part of the executive power
vested in him by the Constitution and that Congress could not
either impair or destroy it.
Similarly, in this case it can not be questioned that, in every
previous enumeration, in apportioning Members of the House of
Representatives aliens have been included in the basis of
representation, and if the gentleman from Virginia is correct,
then this Nation from the beginning has never been properly
organized and there has been no true basis of representation.
All of us will shrink from such a conclusion.
It is significant in this connection that another distinguished
Member of this House--l refer to the gentleman from the fourth
district of Kansas-while himself desiring to exclude aliens from_
the enumeration, has been unable to concur in the conclusion
of Mr. Tu<JKER that the Constitution already works such ex·
elusion. On February 13 last, the gentleman from Kansas [Mr.
HocH] made a very able argument in support of a proposed
constitutional amendment which woulrl work such exclusion, and
his argument clearly accepted as an unassailable fact that the
Constitution in its present form requires the inclusion of aliens.
His views are the more important because he had reached the
conclusion that the time had come to exclude aliens from the
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enumeration, and it is fair to assume that if he could have con- wish t.o become citizens when permitted to do so, have a just
strued the Constitution dtlferently he would have done so.
right to be represented, although they can not select the repreBefore passing to a closer discussion of the question, I want sentatives, and the framers of the Constitution recognized this
to notice two false premises upon which, it seems to me, the when they included them in the enumeration.
argument to which I am replying was based.
The only exception to this fundamental rule of public justice
The first is that there were no aliens in the United States was the non taxed Indians and the slaves. The former were rewhen the Constitution was adopted and that the question, there- garded as sui generis and the right of the latter to be reprefore, had no serious consideration. Three or four times in the sented, even though they were regarded as property, was recogcourse of his address our colleague from Virginia reiterated this nized by the Constitution by enumerating them to the extent
statement. Indeed, in his peroration, he said, "Why put in of three-fifths of their number. Why include slaves and exclude
aliens when they were not here? There were not any aliens alien freemen?
here ; I mean practically none, of course."
Not only was the argument of my friend from Virginia defecThe second premise of his argument was the statement that tive in its fundamental premises, but his metl1od of construing
to include aliens was to give them an undue influence in the the Constitution was, it seems to me, too narrow. His is the
Government and that it was essential that they should be ex- textual method of taking the words of the instrument and trying
cluded to prevent such undue influence. Our friend from Vir- to determine the true meaning from the words themselves. The
ginia linked the presence of aliens in this country to " a splinter Constitution can never be adequately construed by this method
in the hand, a cinder in the eye; indeed, any foreign substance and my friend's argument demonstrates the fact, for he himself
in the human body is liable to create irritation, friction, dis- shows that the wot·d "persons" has been used in the Constitutress, and swelling, and so forth." He continued that any other tion in 27 different places and that it does not always have the
interpretation would "admit aliens to a large influence in the same meaning in any one place. This is probably true. It cerGovernment of the United States," and as an illustration of his tainly illustrates the fact that to determine what the framers
theory he stated that if two districts had each 500,000 people meant by the word "person " in Article I, section 2, you must
and one of them . consisted wholly of American citizens and consider not only the text of the Constitution, but also the dethe other was equally divided between citizens and aliens, that bates in the Federal Convention and the historic background
the latter "would have double powe~ over the other district." of that great document. It is therefore a singular fact that
I challenge the soundness of both premises. They seem to me my friend from Virginia makes no reference to the debates in
the Constitutional Convention and none whatever to the historic
without justification in fact.
Taking his first premise, long before the Constitution was controversy between the great and the little States as to the
adopted, there had already set in a great tide of immigration basis of representation, and yet it can not be denied that
to this country. Especially in the l\Iiddle States there were Article I, section 2, was the final outcome of a controversy
many aliens. When the Constitution was adopted aliens were which began in the First Continental Congress and which bevery welcome in this country. It was then recognized that its came the greatest source of controversy in the Federal Convenfuture greatness would depend to some extent upon migration tion itself.
When that controversy is recalled it seems clear and would
to this country. The American people were then not as sensitive about aliens as they are now, for they all recognized that be indisputable, but for Mr. TucKER's argument, that the word
all of them were the descendants of men who were .once aliens. "persons" did include all human beings except those who were
One of the counts against George III in the Declaration of specifically excluded from Article I, section 2, and it will not
be disputed that there is no express exclusion of aliens from the
Independence was this :
He has endeavored to prevent the population of these States; for "persons" to be enumerated .....
Words are always an imperfect medium of thought. As
that purpose obstructing the laws for naturalization of foreigners and
Justice Holmes once said, they are but the " skin of a thought."
r·e fusing to pass others to encourage their migration hither.
Nearly all the great controversies of history have turned upon
In many of the Colonies there were the most liberal provi- the meaning of words, because no words can ever be used that
sions with respect to aliens. Thus in Massachusetts no length fully express the meaning of those who employ them. Indeed,
of residence was required and in others on.ly an oath of alle- the meaning of words may often depend upon the inflection of
giance, while in others any permanent residence qualified a the voice. The sardonic Disraeli was wont to reply to those
man to vote if he was a freeholder.
who sent him the gift of a book, "I shall lose no time in readPennsylvania especially had a heterogeneous population. ·Its ing your book," and to others he would reply, " I am lying under
chief city was then the true cosmopolitan city of the country. a sense of obligation to you for the gift of your book." H~re the
Recognizing the existence of many aliens in America, the natu- same words are susceptible of two precisely opposite meanings.
ralization laws of Pennsylvania were so liberal that any alien
For this reason, the textual method of weighing the meaning
who had resided in Pennsylvania for one year and owned real of a general expression, like "persons," while it must be the
estate was made ipso facto a citizen and accorded all the rights first step in any discussion of meaning, is only the first step.
of such. The Constitution itself recognizes the necessity of To ascertain the true meaning, it is obligatory that we put ournaturalization in more than one passage.
selves in the mental attitude of those who used the words,
Thus the framers of the Constitution could not have been and to do so we must understand the subject matter of their
ignorant of the fact that there were then many aliens in the discussion and the purpose of the debate.
United States and that many more were to come, and it is a
I therefore shall. invite your attention in a brief reference
plausible conjecture that, because they were truly a part of the to the genesis of Article I, section 2, and I think you will then
population, subject to the laws of the country, they used the see that, with the exception of negro slaves and of nontaxed
word "persons " in describing whom should be enum-erated.
Indians, it was the clear intention to enumerate the entire
Equally without foundation is the second premise that to in- population, without respect to wheth~r a given person was a
clude aliens in the population is to give them an undue influ- full-fledged citizen or only, as an alien, a potential citizen.
ence in the councils of the Nation, for that ignores the basic
Article I, section 2, was the culmination of a long-standing
theory of representative government. Aliens are human beings, controversy between the Colonies, each of which bad become
and as such have rights in any country in which they are domi- by the act of revolution an independent and fully sovereign
ciled, not only under the principles of natural justice but also nation. The First Contin~ntal Congress constituted a proby the provisions of the Constitution itself. Aliens help to cre- visional government of the most informal character. It was
ate the wealth of our Nation; they are subject to its laws and little more than a conference of newly created independent
must comply with all its demands of taxation.
States for the purposes of common defense. It was the "United
The gentleman from Virginia suggested that if all the people States " in embryo. It exercised many of the rights of a sovof the United States could be called in a town meeting to de- ereign power and, among others, issued currency to pay the
termine upon questions .of comm{)n interest aliens would expenses of the new Government. The obligation to redeem
naturally be denied a right to vote. That may be true, but, such currency was distributed among the thhieen Colonies by
nevertheless, those who did vote would necessarily act for the apportioning to each a quota, for which each was individually
common benefit of all the inhabitants, who would be obliged to responsible. Thereafter the expenses of the Government were
respect the laws thus enacted. As such a town meeting is im- largely met by requisitions, addressed to each State, but each
possible, we have adopted tbe principle of representative gov- State reserved the right to honor or dishonor the requisition
ernment, and while only citizens can vote for such ropresenta- as it seemed proper.
tives such fact is not inconsistent with both the moral and
As to the method of estimating the quota, the . Continental
political obligation .of the representatives to act in the com- Congress had first suggested that it be based upon real-estate
mon interests of all, as all, whether citizens or not, are affected holdings, and for this purpose the Congress of 1783 had reby such laws and are obliged to obey them. Aliens, therefore, quired the States to make returns of their lands, buildings, and
who .h ave become part of our household and who have cast inhabitants. Anticipating that this would not result satisfactheir lots permanently with ours, and who presumably have a torily, they !"CCO~ended to the constituent States that the
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quota be based upon the number of inhabitants. (Journals of of the larger States that political power should be proportioned
Congress, VIII, p. 129.) The difficulty of either method was to political burdens. Virginia and Pennsylvania were the two
due to the fact that, in the first place, there was no satis- largest States, and before the convention met their delegates
factory method of estimating the value of taxable real estate, had met in caucus and formulated what was subsequently called
and, on the other hand, there was no authoritative· census of the "Virginia plan." The second section of that plan provided:
the inhabitants.
The result might easily be anticipated. At first some States
Resolved, therefore, That the rights of suffrage in the National Legis·
honored the requisition, and others disregarded it or were lature ought to be npportioned to the quotas of contributions or to the
tardy in their payment; and as the financial affairs of the number of free inhabitants, as the one or the other rule may seem best
inchoate Government went from bad to worse, finally none of in different cases.
'
the States fully met the requisitions of the Government. This
This plan, which was our Constitution in embryo, was bitterly
led to very great dissatisfaction, for each State had an equal
voice in the new Government, and the injustice of allowing a assailed in an angry debate of many weeks by the delegates
State which contributed little or nothing to the national ex- from the little States, which, in turn, submitted the so-called
penses or to the recruiting of the armies the same voice as "New Jersey plan," but even that plan made the following proa State which measurably met its share of the common burden vision in section 3 :
soon became the source of great discontent.
Resolved, That whenever requisitions shall be necessary, instead of
Shortly after the Declaration of Independence attempts were the rule for making requisitions mentioned in the Articles of Confederamade to put the form of the Government into more definite tion, the United States in Congress be authorized to make such requisishape, and as a result the so-called Articles of Confederation tions in proportion to the whole number of white and other free inwere proposed in 1777 and tardily adopted in 1781. Under these habitants of every age, sex, and condition, including those bound to
articles each State was represented in Congress by not less servitude for a term of years, and three-fifths of all other persons not
than two nor more than seven 1\Iembers, but each State was comprehended in the foregoing description, except Indians not paying
entitled to only one vote. Article VIII provided:
taxes.
All charges of war and all other expenses that shall be incurred tor
the common defense or general welfare, and allowed by the United
States in Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common
Treasury, which shall be supplied by the several States in proportion to
the value of all land within each State, granted to or surveyed for any
person, as such land and the buildings and improvements thereon shall
be estimated according to such· mode as tlle United States in Congress
assembled shall from time to time direct and appoint.

This was the first attempt to have an equitable apportionment of expenses, although the relative power of each State in
the new Government remained the same, and the cause of the
grievance was thereby in no respect removed.
I need not detail the terrible breakdown of the new Government under the Articles of Confederation. Congress attempted
to apportion the expenses of government upon the value of the
lands in each State, but, as to the costs of the Army and Navy,
it was agreed by Article IX that Congress had powerto make requisitions from each State for its quota in proportion to tlle
number of white inhabitants in each State.

' In this lay the germ of Article I, section 2, of the Constitution. The " white inhabitants," which excluded the Indians
and the negroes, were taken as the basis of the quotas, because
it was found impracticable to value the taxable real estate and
it was believed that the number of white inhabitants would be
a fair- measure of the relative wealth of the various States.
This method of apportionment proved a complete failure,
not because it was not sound in theory but because the conditions of poverty and the general demoralization that followed
the treaty of peace made it impossible to carry out any such
plan. For example, the Government made a requisition upon
the States to raise $8,000,000, and only $400,000 was actually
contributed. The receipts of the confederation in the last 14
months of its existence were less than $400,000. It was the
so-called "critical period" of our history, and the new Nation
nea.l.lly died at its birth.
The result of this financial chaos and the conflicting commercial regulations was the calling of the great Federal convention
of 1787. The great problem that confronted that convention
was due to the facts that I have recited. It confronted far
more than the raising of revenue. It involved a question of
political justice. Long before the convention met there were
two opposite schools of thought in conflict. The one prevailed
in the smaller States and the other in the larger. The small
States were morbidly conscious of their new dignity as a
nation and insisted upon absolute equality between the States
that formed the Union. The larger States had a deep sense of
the injustice of allowing each of the thirteen Colonies an equal
voice when they di:f.Tered so greatly in wealth and population
and contributed so disproportionately to the common fund.
The sense of this injustice was manifested in the First Continental Oongress and, as the war progressed and contributions
of money and men by the differ.ent States varied not merely
proportionately but in varying degrees of loyalty to the common
cause, the unfairness of allowing a State, which contributed few
men and less money the same vote as a State which taxed its
resources of treasure and men to the utmost became more glaring. Therefore the great problem of the Federal Convention of
178'7 was to reach an adjustment that would satisfy the pride
of the little States, as sovereign nations, and the just demands
LXXI-
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It will thus be noted that in the Articles of Confederation and
in both the Virginia plan and the New Jersey plan the apportionment was to be based upon the population in language so
general as not to exclude aliens. It was a numbering of the
people without respect to whether they were citizens or aliens
and only the NeVi..Jersey plan made the exception of Indians not
paying taxes and of three-fifths of the slaves. The Indians
were excl:uded because they were regarded as nomadic, wild
tribes, and in no true sense a part of the population, and the
real dispute was as to the slaves, which the Northern States
claimed could not be regarded as inhabitants, because they were
regarded by their owners as property, while the slave-holding
States insisted upon their being included in the enumeration.
The three-fifths rule, as proposed in the New Jersey plan, which
was put forth by the smaller States, was in the nature of a compromise.
I need hardly remind the House of the great discussion, lasting many weeks, with which the convention began and which
related wholly to the question whether the States should be
represented in both Houses of Congress on an equality or in
proportion to their wealth or numbers. It resulted in a gi.'a ve
crisis, which nearly disrupted the convention, but the first
and great compromise of the convention was finally reached
th1·ough the influence of Doctor Franklin. whereby the principle of equality of right was recognized in the Senate and the
equity of proportional representation was to be recognized in
the constitution of the lower branch of Congress.
After this compromise bad been adopted the debate then
began as to the basis of representation in this llouse, and the
only question was as to the method of allotment.
When the debate had been concluded the convention, sitting
as a Committee of the 'Vhole, on the 13th day of June made
their report, and section 7 provided thatThe rights of suffrage in the first branch of the National Legislature (tlle House of Representatives) ought not to be according to the
rule established in the Articles of Confederation but according to some
equitable ratio of representation, namely, in proportion to the whole
number of white and other free citizens and inhabitants of every age,
sex, and condition, including those bound to servitude for a term of
years and three-fifths of all other persons not comprehended in the
foregoing description, except Indians not paying taxes in each State.

It will hardly be questioned that aliens were included in the
comprehensive expression, "white and other free citizens and
inhabitants of every age, sex, and condition."

Unable to agree upon equality in the Senate, the report of
the Committee of the Whole was referred to a compromise
committee, and that committee reported in favor of equality
in the Senate and proportionate representation in the House
and recommended that property, as well as persons, ought to
be taken into account in order to obtain n just index of the
relative rank of the States. This was on the insistence of the
larger States, which apprehended a shifting of the population
to the West and South, ·which would ultimately subject the
larger States, which would have the greater wealth, to the
oppressive demands of the smaller States, and· time bas verified
this prediction. Therefore, the method of apportionment was
agn in recommitted to five members, who proposed a scheme
wht>..reby the first House of . Representatives should consist of
56 Members, who were to be distributed among the States upon
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an estimate of their population, but authorized the Legislature,
as future circumstances might require, to increase the number
of Representatives and distribute them among the States upon
a compound ratio of their wealth and the number of their
, inhabitants, and this was adopted.
It was then proposed that the ftrst Congress should consist
1 of 36 Members from States which held few or no slaves and
~ 29 from the slave-holding States, and this was objectionable
to the latter. Accordingly, a counterproposition was made to
! return to the principle of numbers alone and to provide a
1 periodical census to adjust the shifting of their population 'or
wealth, and to gain this provision for the future it was agreed
to count the slaves on the basis of three-fifths of their numbers.
The subject was long and earnestly debated, and while I have
. no time to quote from the debates, which would be very illuminating, the fact remains that at no time dming the debates was
it suggested for a moment that aliens were not to be included
among the inhabitants. The culmination of the debate came
when the Northern States, speaking through Gouverneur Morris,
agreed to accept the principle of the three-fifths rule, provided
that direct taxation should be in proportion to representation.
It was thought that this would result in an equitable balance,
for if the slave-holding States had an undue advantage by the
inclusion of three-fifths of the slaves, who were regarded as
property, yet they would bear n correspondingly greater burden
in the apportionment of direct taxes.
Accordingly a new resolution was referred to a committee of
detail, which provided that the first Congress should consist of
65 Members, but that• • • the U>gislature of the United States shall possess authority
to regulate the number of Representatives in any of the foregoing cases
upon the principle of their number of inhabitants, according to the
provisions hereafter mentioned, namely, provided always, that representation ought to be proport1oned according to direct taxation.

JUNE

10

Congress can exclude any class of Inhabitants, It is dififcult to
understand where the destruction of the constitutional provision
would stop. We have seen in the last nine years that even the
positive mandate of the Constitution that there should be a
reapportionment every decennial census bas been violated. In
my judgment, the two most fatal blows which have been struck
against our form of government in recent years are the willful
refusal for so many years to reapportion on the basis of the
Constitution and the asserted right of the Senate to exclude a
Senator who has been duly elected because, in its judgment, the
State which accredited him had made an unwise choice. That
either proposition could be seriously entertained makes one
despair of the permanence of a written form of government.
I hope I owe t11e House no apology for this discussion of a
question which for the time being may seem academic.
Can the discussion of any constitutional principle be academic? Certainly the subject assumes a gravely practical character when we reflect upon the wreckage of those portions of
the Constitution, which were the basis of the great compact.
!tfacaulay imagined a New Zealander of a later age who, stand·
mg upon a broken arch of London Bridge, would survey the
ruins of the historic edifices of London, but a New Zealander
wJ:to would study our Constitution as the fathers designed it and
as it now exists would see in the subject matter of this discussion a greater wreckage.
Little is now left of the great compromise .of the fathers.
The sovereign States were to be represented in the Senate by
representatives of their own choice. To-day the accepted doctrine
is that the States only ·nominate Senators and that their final
choice must be "with the advice and consent of the Senate."
Such Senators were to be selected by the State legislatures.
They are now elected in a popular election. Taxation was to go
hand in hand with apportionment, but under the sixteenth
amendment the larger part of the taxes have been levied for
nine years past without apportionment among the several States
and without regard to a decennial census or enumeration.
As a result the theory of equitable representation in proportion to the burdens of government, which was the great objective of the fathers, has been impaired.
" Can such tllings be and overcome us as a summer cloud
without our special wonder?"

It then provided for a census to be taken within 6 years from
the first Congress and thereafter every 10 years " of all of the
inhabitants of the United States."
The committee of detail, after considering this proposition,
reported that there should be one Representative for every 40,000
inhabitants, but another effort was made to exclude the slaves
from the enumeration and the debate broke out afresh. The
APPORTIONMENT OF REPRESENTATIVES IN CONGRESS
principle of a three-fifths allotment to the slave inhabitants was,
Mr. CHINDBLOM. Mr. Speaker, I call up the conference
however, retained and suffered no change when the fu·aft of the
Constitution was again referred to the committee of style and report on the bill ( S. 312) to provide for the fifteenth and subthat committee reported the Constitution in its present form, sequent decennial censuses and to provide for apportionment
of Representatives in Congress, and I ask unanimous consent
which provided :
that the statement be read in lien of the report.
Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the sevThe SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois calls up the
eral States whlch may be included within this Unlon according to their conference report on the bill S. 312, the census and apportionrespective nmnbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole ment bill, and asks unanimous consent that the statement be
number of free persons, including those bound to setvitude for a term read in lieu of the report. Is there objection?
of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other
There was no objection.
persons.
The Clerk read the statement.
It is further provided :
The number c.f Representatives shall not exceed 1 for every 40,000
people.

This remained unchanged, with the exception that Washington, as presiding officer, then broke his silence by expressing a
wish that the number of Representatives should not exceed 1
for every 30,000, instead of 40,000, as theretofore, and this was
adopted.
I apologize to the House for this very lengthy statement of
the genesis of Article I, section 2, but if there be any who are
inclined to support the thesis of the gentleman from Virginia,
that the framers did not intend to include aliens in the enumeration, then this lengthy explanation will not be in vain, for it
seems to me conclusive that when they deliberately used the
expression "persons" in their method of enumeration, they used
it in the comprehensive sense of all human beings who were
inhabitants of the several States, except in so far as they expressly excluded persons who were Indians not taxed and slaves,
the latter being enumerated on a purely artificial basis of threefifths -of their numbers.
It is clear that the framers never intended to leave the matter
to the discretion of Congress. They compromised their differences by establishing a hard and fast rule, and they reaffirmed
this when they adopted the fourteenth amendment, whereby it
was provided thatRepresentatives shall be apportioned among the several States accordIng to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons
In eacb State, excluding Indians not taxed.

To argue that the Congress could at this late day arbitrarily
exclude aliens from the enumeration wop.ld be a very dangerous
step, and happily the Congress has refused to take it. If the

CONFERENCE REPORT

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill ( S. 312)
to provide for the fifteenth and subsequent decennial censuses
and to provide for apportionment of Representatives in Congress, having met, after full and free conference have agreed to
recommend ·and do recommend to their respective Houses as
follows:
That the House recede from its amendments numbered 2, 6, 11,
13, and 14.
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendments of the House numbered 1, 5, 12, 15, and 16, and agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 3 : That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 3, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In lieu of
the matter proposed to be inserted by the House amendment
insert the following: "1st day of July in the year 1929 and
every tenth year thereafter " ; and the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 4: That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 4, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows : In lieu of the
matter proposed to be inserteQ. by the House amendment insert
the following: "12 months from the beginning of the enumeration " ; and the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 7: That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 7, and
agree to the same with an amendment as f()]lows: In lieu of the
matter proposed to be stricken out by the House amendment
insert the following: " : Pro1Jidecl fu1"thet·, That in making any
~ppointments under thi~ act to positions in th~ District of Colum-
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bia or elsewhere, preference shall be given to·persons discharged
under honorable conditions from the military or naval forces of
the United States who served in such forces during time of war
and were disabled in the line of duty, to their widows, and to
their wives if the husband is not qualified to hold such positions " ; and the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 8 : That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 8, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows : In lieu of the
rna tter proposed to be inserted by the House amendment :i,nsert
the following: "without regard to the civil service laws or the
cla:::.Sification act of 1923, as amended " ; and the House agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 9: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 9, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Omit the matter proposed to be stricken out and the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment; and the House agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 10: That the Senate recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 10, and
agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Omit the
matter proposed to be stricken out by the House amendment
and in lieu thereof insert the following: " to unemployment "
and a comma ; and the House agree to the sam'/'
OARL

R.

CHINDBLOM,

.E. HART FENN,

CLARENOE J. McLEOD,
Marza.gtJrs on the part of the House.
L. JONES,

w.

Il:mAM W. JOHNSON,
A. H. VANDENBERG,
DUNCAN U. FLETcHER,
Morons SHEPP.ARb,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
STATEMENT

The managers on the part of the House at the conference on
the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the House to the bill ( S. 312) to provide for the fifteenth and
subsequent d~ennial censuses, and to provide for apportionment of Representatives in Congress, submit the following written statement in explanation of the effect of the action agreed
upon by the conferees and recommended in the accompanying
conference report:
On amendment No.1: The Senate bill provided for a census of
radio sets. The House amendment struck out this provision ;
and the Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 2: The Senate bill provided for the taking of the census in the year 1929 and every 10 years thereafter. The House amendment changed " 1929 " to " 1930 " ; and
the House recedes.
On amendment No. 3: ~e Senate bill provided for the beginning of the 3-year decennial census period on the 1st of July
next preceding the census provided for in section 1. The House
amendment changed this date to the 1st day of January, 1930,
and every tenth year thereafter. The Senate recedes with an
amendment making the date the 1st day of July, 1929, and every
tenth year thereafter.
.
On amendment No. 4: The Senate bill provided that the tabulation of population should be completed within 12 months. The
House amendment changed this to six months from the .beginning of the enumeration. The Senate recedes with an amendment requiring the completion within 12 months from the be~inning of the enumeration.
On amendment No. 5: The Senate bill provided for appointment by the Director of the Census of temporary employees in
the District of Columbia for the taking of the census, with compensation not to exceed the compensation received by other
civil-service employees engaged in like or comparable service.
The House amendment struck out this limitation on the compensation and the Senate recedes.
On amendments Nos. 6, 7, and 8: The Senate bill provided-by
the language proposed to be stricken out by amendment No. 6that in the case of appointments in the executive branch of the
Government in the District of Columbia or elsewhere, preference should be given to honorably discharged soldiers, sailors,
marines, and their widows, and to wives of injured soldiers,
sailors, marines if the husband was not qualified to hold the
position. The Senate bill further provided-by the language
proposed to be stricken out by amendment No. 7-that in making
all appo-intments necessary to the taking of the census. preference should be given to American citizens and ex-service men
and women. The Senate bill further provided-by the language
proposed to be stricken out by amendment No. 8-that, in ap-
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pointments to the :field service for taking the census, appointments should be made subject to the civil service laws and that
direct preference should be given to disabled veterans of wars
in which the United States has been engaged.
The House, by amendments Nos. 6 and 7, proposes to strike
out the :first two of these provisions, and by amendment No. 8
proposes to strike out the third provision and to insert in lieu
thereof the requirement that appointments in the field service
should be made without reference to the civil service, but that
preference should be given to disabled veterans of wars in
which the United States has b~n engaged, and wives of disabled soldiers, sailors, and marines if the husband is not qualified for appointment.
The House recedes on amendment No. 6, which merely restates existing law, and the Senate recedes on amendments Nos.
7 and 8 with amendments providing:
(1) That in making any appointments under this act to positions in the District of Columbia or elsewhere first preference
shall be given to honorably discharged United States veterans
disabled in the line of duty during any war, to their widows,
and to their wives if the husbands are not qualified for appointment; and
(2) That appointments to the :field -service under the act shall
be without reference to civil service laws.
On amendment No. 9: The Senate bill provided that employees
of the departments and independent offices of the Government
may be employed and compensated for field work in connection with the fifteenth census, but that when so empl(}yed shall
not be paid in the aggregate a greater compensation than they
would receive for service in the positions held by them. The
House amendment strikes out this limitation and inserts a
provision that when so employed they shall not be subject to
the provisions of section 1765 of the Revised Statutes or section 6 of the act of May 10, 1916, as amended by the act of
August 29, 1916, which prohibit a person holding one position
from receiving pay beyond a prescribed limit under another
appointment or pay in addition to regular compensation unless
authorized by law. . The Senate recedes with an amendment
omitting the limitation of the Senate bill and also the matter
inserted by the House amendment, the latter being omitted as
surplusage, since the Senate bill already .p rovides that these
employees, as well as officers and enlisted men engaged in
enumerations at military posts, may be "employed and compensated" for census work.
On amendment No. 10: The Senate bill provided that the
fifteenth and subsequent censuses should be restricted to population, agriculture, irrigation, drainage, distribution, unemployment, radio sets, and mines. The House amendment struck out
of this list unemployment and radio sets. The Senate recedes
with an amendment restoring the word " unemployment " to
the list.
On amendment No. 11: The Senate bill provided that the
census of population and agriculture should be taken as of the
1st day of November. Tbe House amendment changed this to
the 1st day of May ; and the House recedes.
-.On amendment No. 12: The Senate bill provided a fine of not
exceeding $1,000 for persons offering or rendering any information or suggestion t<> any census employee engaged in enumeration of population with unlawful intent to cause an inaccurate
enumeration. The House amendment provided, as an alternative
penalty, imprisonment for not exceeding one year, or both; and
the Senate recedes.
On amendments Nos. 13 and 14: The Senate bill provided for
the taking of the census of agriculture and livestock in 1934
and every 10 years thereafter, the census to be taken as of the
1st day of November. The H<>use amendment changed the beginning year to 1'935 and the month to January; and the House
recedes.
On amendment No. 15: This is a clerical amendment; and the
Senate recedes.
On amendment No. 16: Section 22 of the Senate bill provided
for the method of reapportioning the House under t11e fifteenth
and subsequent decennial censuses. The House amendment
strikes out the entire section and inserts a new section covering
the same matter. The only differences (other than clerical
amendments) are as follows:
(1) The Senate bill provided that the statement to be transmitted by the President to the Congress should contain an apportionment of the "existing number" of Representatives made
by apportioning such number among the States according to
their numbers as ascertained under the census " by the method
used in the last preceding apportionment a'lld also by the method
of equal proportions." The corresponding portion of the House
amendment provides that the statement should contain the number of Representatives to which each State would be entitled
Ullder an apportionment of the " thoo existing number " of
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Rep~ntatives made in each of the following manners: By
the method used in the last preceding apportionment, by the
method known as the method Qf major fractions, and by the
method known as the method of equal proportions.
(2) The Senate bill provided that if the Congress to which
the President's statement is trans-mitted fails to pass a reapportionment law, then each State shall be entitled to the number
of Representatives shown in the statement, based on the method
used in the last apportionment, until an apportionment law is
enacted or a subsequent statement is submitted. The corresponding provision of the House amendment provides that the
apportionment shall remain in effect until the taking effect of a
reapportionment under this act or subsequent statute.
The Senate recedes on this amendment.
CARL R. CHINDBLOM,
E. HART F'ENN,

CLARENCE J. McLEoD,
Manager8 on the part

ot the House.

Mr. CIDNDBLOM. Mr. Speaker, this is a complete report
from the committee on conference with reference to the census
and apportionment bill ( S. 312). On the part of the House,
three managers signed the report as well as the statement.
Two of the managers, the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr.
RANKIN] and the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. LoziER], did
not sign either of the documents. Therefore they did not concur
in the conference report.
Mr. RANKIN. Will the gentleman yield? Let us have some
agreement as to time.
·
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I will say that there is one hour of
debate, and, of course, I shall yield to gentlemen on the other
side.
Mr. RANKIN. "'WiU the gentleman from Illinois yield to me
one-half the time, and I will yield to Members on both sides who
are opposed to the conference report?
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I see no objection to that. I shall yield
one-half of the tim~ reserving the right to control the time at
the end of the hom· to move the previous question. In the
meantime, Mr. Speaker, I yield one-half of the available time
to the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. RANKIN].
Mr. GREEN. Will the gentleman from Illinois yield time to
those who are in favor of the report?
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I shall try to take care of all as nearly
as I can.
Mr. Speaker, there were three main points in difference between the two Houses. The first was that relating to the time
for taking the census or enumeration. The second was that
relating to the provision in the Senate bill under which persons
employed in the field work for taking the census were to be
selected under civil service laws but without regard to the
classification act of 1923. The third point of difference was
with reference to two subjects of enumeration, the House having
stricken out the item " radio sets " and there being some question as to the result of the action of the House on the subject
of "unemployment." I will say as to the latter matter that
the Senate conferees receded on the matter of taking the enumeration of radio sets.
With reference to unemployment, while there was some difference of opinion on the subject itself among the House conferees, we took the view that the term "unemployment" having been left in the bill in the first section and stricken out in a
later section-section 4-together with "radio sets," there was
a serious question whether the subject of including unemployment as a part of the enumeration was a matter of adjustment
between the two Houses. The House conferees therefore agreed,
the subject of unemployment having been retained by the
House in the first section, that it was consistent to restore it in
the subsequent section.
With reference to the civil-service provision the House by a
very large vote, in fact it seemed to the present Speaker almost
a unanimous vote--and be was in a position to observe the
situation-the House struck out the provision in the Senate
bill, putting the field employees for the census under the civil
- service.
When the conferees met we found that we wanted some
more information from the Bureau of the Census, and we called
in Doctor Steuart and Doctor Hill, of the Census Bureau. They
gave us very valuable information. They were very closely
interrogated by the conferees, particularly with reference to the
time for taking the census, and the civil-service provisions or
the effect of the civil-service provisions.
Mr. COLLIER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I am very anxious not to lose much time.
What is the gentleman's question?
Mr. COLLIER. It is not my purpose to ask an impertinent
question, but I want to know if the House conferees seriously

contended and held out until the last minute on differences in
respeet to the time of taking the census in the two bills? In
other words, whether the House conferees fought as hard as
they could and held out as long as they could on that proposition of taking the census in May, which was put into the bill
by so tremendous a majority on the part of the House.
Mr. CHINDBLOM. Mr. Speaker, the conferees first convened at 10 o'clock on Saturday morning. We continued our
deliberations until 12 o'clock. We met again at 3 o'clock and
adjourned at 5 o'clock, and practically all of the time in debate
and discussion between the conferees was devoted to that particular subject of the time for taking the census. In addition,
the gentlemen representing the Bureau of the Census were
closely interrogated upon that subject and gave valuable information, which, I think, had some infiuence with the conferees.
With reference to the civil-service provision, there has been
serious criticism of the action of the House in striking out
that provision. That criticism has con:re from respectable
sources. I have seen it in some newspaper editorials, for
whose views I have a very high regard. I think there is misapprehension as to what this bill really would do in the matter of placing the employees under the civil service. There will
be about 575 supervisors and probably a little larger number
of assistant supervisors. The supervisors will take about
$2,000 each, and probably serve about 8 or 10 months; we
do not know positively. The assistant supervisors will earn
about $150 for about three months' work. The special agents
will not exceed 1,000 in number, and they will do exactly the
same work that is done by the enumerators, the supervisors,
and the assistant supervisors. They will be used to go out
and check up and complete and expedite the work where it
lags and where it has been inefficiently done. Most of then:r
will earn from five to six dollars a day for the time they work,
and some will be paid upon the piece-price basis. Their probable earnings will be $125 each. There will be 100,000 enumerators, and in the urban districts they will work about two
weeks in taking the census and in the rural districts about
four weeks. The average earnings of these enumerators will
be $125 each. There will be 100,000 of them, to be selected
throughout the country in the various districts where they take
the census, so that the Civil Service Commission would have to
hold an examination for some one in every one of these enumertion districts. Each enumerator will count about 2,000 people.
There are, altogether, about 80,000 political subdivisions in the
United States in which the enumeration will be made. The
Census Bureau already has on hand 40,000 applications for
these positions of enumerators. The Census Bureau bas prepared all of the _necessary papers for holding an examination
of its own. Every applicant is required to fill out for him elf
a census blank or form with reference to himself and also to
answer questions relating to the instructions and to certify
that he has read them and understands them. The chances
are that the Civil Service Commission could not hold any different examination from that, and the chances are also that
there would have to be a substantial agreement that the Civil
Service Com:mission would accept the work of the Census Bureau. Therefore, while I am· entirely committed personally to
the civil-service system in the Federal Government, I think that
the action of the House was eminently proper, and it was sustained by the action of the conferees.
Mr. Speaker, with reference to the time of taking the census,
the Senators were very insistent on that provision in the bill.
'.rhey ~gued it very strongly, and personally I do not believe
that we would have had an agreement upon the entire bill if
the House conferees had not yielded upon it. Further, during
the progress of the deliberations of the committee of conference
the position of the Senate became rather more convincing to the
majority of the conferees than it had theretofore been. Doctor
Steuart and Doctor Hill told us very explicitly that they did
not believe they could finish the enumeration and have the census completed so as to be able to prepare the statement which
the President is required to file with Congress in December,
1930, for the purpose of preparing the way for apportionment
of Members of the House if the census were taken in May, 1930.
On that point they were very explicit and conclusive. The purpose of this legislation after all is to secure an apportionment.
The Constitution itself provides only for an enumeration of the
population. The other things which are added in the bill as subjects for enumeration are within the power of the Congress to
require and to cause to be done, but the Constitution requires
only an enumeration of the population for the purpose of securing an apportionment. . So when the responsible authorities told
us that they did not beli~ve that they could complete the work
in time in order that the House might ha\e information which
the bill itself required in portions which were not in di pute,
eventually the majQ:r;ity of the _Ho~se eonferees receded, and I
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call special attention to the fact that so far as the apportionment is concerned nothing was in dispute upon that subject.
We could not change that; we were bound by the provisions
in the bill, and we believed it should by all means be made certain that the statement could be furnished by the Census Bureau
during the :first week in December in order that the House and
the Senate might have material upon which to base an apportionment.
There were other differences between the two Houses in the
bill, but as to all of them the Senate conferees agreed substantially to the amendments of the House. There has been
some clarification here and there, especially with regard to the
so-called Fish amendment in regard to disabl~d soldiers.
We restored the amendment which provided that all ex-service
men should have preference. That is now the law. It was
omitted rargely because it was merely a repetition of the existing
law. The conferees thought it would do no harm to repeat it,
and the House conferees agreed. to the Senate provision. With
reference to disabled men, we found language both in the House
amendment and in the Senate bill which was very peculiar.
You will find it reads that-
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this country by reducing the number of Representatives from
the agricultural sections of the United States. [Applause.]
Mr. CHINDBLOM. 1\fr. ·Speaker, I do not know how many
more people there will be on our side who desire to speak. . I
would like to have the gentleman from Mississippi use ·the remainder of his 30 minutes.
Mr. RANKIN. How much time bas the gentleman left?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois has 15 minutes
remaining.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield :five minutes to the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. THURSTON].
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Iowa is recognized for
:five minutes.
·
Mr. THURSTON. Mr. Speaker, there is just one phase of
this matter to which I want to address myself at this time
and that is the date proposed for the taking of the census of
persons. I want to refer to section 2 of Article I of the Constitution and one provision in that chapter. I read:
f

preference shall be given to disabled veterans of wars in which the
United States have been engaged.

The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the
first meeting of the Congress of the . United States, and within every
subsequent term of 10 years, in such manner as they shall 1>y law
direct.

That is in the original Senate bill, and that is also in the socalled Fish amendment. In other words, a German veteran,
for example, who was engaged in a war in which the United
States was engaged-~ause that is the language-might be
construed to have the preference here. Fortunately, we found
in other provisions, particularly in amendment No. 7, that we
were enabled to provide new language which will cover the
whole matter properly, so that now, while a general preference
is given to all ex-service men and women, special preference is
given to disabled ex-service men, to widows of such men, and
to the wives of ex-service men where their wives are qualified
to perform the work and the husbands are not.
I now yield 30 minutes to the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. RANKIN].
.
Mr. RANKIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I will take only :five minutes for
myself and reserve the balance of my time.
I think the House is aware of the fact that this conference
report is the culmination of one of the most unusual proceedings
that this House bas ever experienced of its kind. But I am
not going· to take up the time of the House to discuss that phase
of the subject. We are going to oppose this conference report
in order that we may go back, if possible, and have this date
changed back to May.
I know that under pressure the Director and the officials of
the Census Bureau :finally changed positions and said just what
some people wanted them to say with reference to the time for
taking the census. But we have gone into that question thoroughly and they contended that the time to take the census
would be l\Iay in order to get an accurate census of all the
agricultural States. Now, they ask us to change it to November.
Do you know what that means? Instead of securing a readjustment of the population from the distortion made in the
census of 1920 it will mean the loss of a Representative from
Louisiana, 1 from Mississippi, 1 from Alabama, 1 from Tennessee, 2 from Kentucky, 1 from Virginia, 3 or 4 from Missouri,
1 from Kansas, 1 from Iowa, 1 from Nebraska, 1 from South
Dakota, 1 from N ortb Dakota, and 1 each from Maine and
Vermont. Yet they propose to take this census in the wintertime, which will be most unfavorable to those States; in the
wintertime, instead of in the spring, when you would :find the
farmers on their farms to a greater extent than at any other
time in the year.
·
What goes with that representation? It will go to States
with large alien populations. It goes to the large congested
cities, if you please, with large alien populations.
Let me tell you gentlemen from those States that if you will
reapportion your States according to the doctrtne you have
been preaching and voting for in the last few days you will
strip the agricultural sections of those States of practically any
representation at all, alld I particularly refer to the State of
Michigan.
How are you going to take the cen&us of the farmers in Maine
in the wintertime? I do not live in Maine, and you do not ·
expect me to plead the cause of Maine; but when that State is
under snow, how are you going to take a census of the potato
growers who have been apuealing here for relief? In North
Dakota and in Nebraska and in the Southern States particularly in the Cotton Belt, where the ravages or the b~U weevil
leave us so little cotton to pick that many of our people will
be gone from their farms by November.
No, gentlemen; this is an extension of that movement here
to increase the power of the large - alien-c~mgested centers of

Now, we have heard a great deal here about the construction
of the Constitution, and, of course, I would not attempt to
stand here as a critic or as an expounder of that great instrument; but if we are to follow precedents, we know that all the
prior enumerations have taken place within the respective decennial periods. In this respect, your Committee on the Census
had this matter under consideration for several months last
year, and in a bill presented last Eession, providing that the
enumeration should be taken in the month of May of course
had this provision in mind. And in the Chamber d.t the otbe;
end of this building a bill was written and brought in carrying
~be month of November, without the decennial period, so that
If we gave consideration to the Constitution, as it has been con~trued for 130 of 140 years, we would say that it was then
mtended that the enumeration should be taken within a decennial period, and the 10-year period in this instance will not
have elapsed until December 31, 1929; yet this bill proposes
to have the enumeration taken . two months prior within the
prior decennial period, and then it will be referr~d to as the
census of 1929, instead of the census of 1930. A precedent, indeed! If we are to give fair construction to this great instrument, I believe it will be agreed that the framers thought that
the full 10-year period should elapse before the enumeration
was hlld. So if we do want to revere and give weight to
precedent and sustain the clear intent of this provision of the
Constitution, then we will follow the practice that has been
adhered to since the formation of our Government and have the
census taken in the zero year.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, this bill was prepared in the
Senate without hearings, so we are not obliged to give any
great weight or consideration to the deliberations that were
had at the other end of the Capitol on this subject, because
it was plainly apparent from the bill that was sent over here
that the subject matter bad not been so thoroughly considered
as in this Chamber, because many important amendments wE're
adopted to this bill when it was brought to the House.
The House Committee on the Census determined that the
month of May would be the best time for this work, and their
judgment was confirmed here last week when by a vote of at
least 2 or 3 and possibly 4 to 1 when the Committee of the
Whole again amended the bill finding that the month of May
would be the best month. What situation bas intervened in
the meantime that would cause this House to change its position upon this subject? Surely there has been no evidence
adduced or offered to this body or to the conferees that would
warrant them in making that change. So I feel I am obliged
to dissent from the conference report because I believe it proposes a nolation of the Constitution and :fixes an unsatisfactory
date. for this work.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Will . the gentleman yield?
Mr. THURSTON. Yes.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Wha't did the hearings of the committee disclose as to enough time between May and December
to take this census?
Mr. THURSTON. It was agreed by the members of the
Census Bureau that were sent down to the Census Committee
that the enumeration of persons could be concluded in from
30 to 00 days. Now, a great deal of confusion has been
thrown into this bill because there is an enumeration of distribution and many other matters that have no direct bearing
on the census portion of th js bill; the testimony was undisputed before the committee that_the enumeration could be had
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in at Iea~t 60 days, and if that is true, there would be ample
time to get it before the Congress by December 1. [Applause.}
~'he SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Iowa has
expired.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield three miimtes to the
gentleman from Maine [Mr. SNOW].
Mr. SNOW. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. RANKIN] has asked how a fair enumeration can be taken
in Maine in November and December, and I will answer his
question. A fair and accurate enumeration can not be made.
Weather conditions in that State during November and December are such that a just, thorough, and -complete enumeration
can not then be taken. Whether this movement to change date
from :May 1 to November 1 is actuated by those who wish to
, favor the large cities at the expense of our agricultural districts,
or to favor Doctor Steuart, the Director of the Census, who, by
the way, also seems to have the faculty of changil;lg his mind,
I do not know and I do not care. But let me say to you in all
· fairness that if you pass this bill incorporating November 1 in
it as the day census enumeration is to begin you will be doing
a very unfair thing to my State, and I say it without any fear
of contradiction.
Mr. COLE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SNOW. Yes.
Mr. COLE. And to all the Northern States. It is an utter
impossibility to take the census in those States in November.
:VVe tried that in 1920, in January, and it was a complete failure.
Mr. PALMER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SNOW. Yes.
Mr. PALMER. I want to ask the gentleman from Maine if
it is not a fact that it would discriminate against the farm
classes all over the United States?
Mr. SNOW. I am not familiar with conditions in other
States, and can only speak for my own State.
Mr. ROMJUE. Will the gentleman yield?.
Mr. S.NOW. Yes.
Mr. ROMJUE. If the bill is passed with this provision in it,
· would it not result in the condition that existed when they took
the preceding census?
Mr. SNOW. I see no other answer to it than yes. The gentleman from illinois [Mr. CHINDBLOM] has just stated that the
conferees called in Doctor Steuart and Doctor Hill. As far as
I go, I do not care if they even called in Doctor Bunyan.
According to the letter read by the gentleman from Vermont
[Mr. GmsoN] on the floor of the House last week, Doctor
Steuart was apparently in favor of having the enumeration
begin in May or June, as it has b~oun in all other censuses except one, and why Doctor Steuart has now changed his mind is
a mystery. I realize that nothing can now be done, but I simply
want to infiict myself upon this House long enough to go on
record and protest against an enmileration which, to use a
familiar expression of the streets, will "gyp II my State out of
l thousands of persons in the enumeration.
[Applause.]
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Maine has
expired.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield five minutes to the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. LOZIER]. [Applause.]
Mr. LOZIER. Mr. Speaker, ladies, and gentlemen of the
.House, in the limited time at my command I can not discuss
in detail several objections to this conference report. I think
a very much better census and reapportionment bill could have
been written, but as the measure has passed the Senate and, as
amended, has passed the House, the .only problem confronting
us is to reconcile the bill as it pa,ssed the Senate with the bill as
'>.it passed the House. In other words, the disagreement between
the House and Senate as to the provisions of this bill must be
ironed out if the measure is to become a law, and while there
are a large number of very grave objections to this bill the outstanding issue is as to the date on which the census shall be
taken.
! I have insisted from the beginning that if the census is taken
in November, or any other winter month, millions of men and
1
women who live on the farms will be absent from their homes
\ working in ctties and industrial centers. It is a well-known
fact that there are more people at home on the farms in the
spring of the year than at any other time of the year, because
the young men who have been working in the cities in the winter
return to their farm homes in spring to begin preparations for
their crops. A census taken in April or May will show a farm
population many millions in excess of what would be shown by a
census taken in November or any other winter mo-nth. Almost
without exception, for 14Q years, the census has been taken 1n
. the spling or early summer for ·the simple reason that more
people are at home at that time than during the winter months.
On January 1, 1920, when the census was taken, millions
' of young men from the farms were working in Industrial plants
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in the g,reat cities and, of course, were not counted as a part of
the population in the States where they really lived. As a re--

sul t, the census of 1920 was very unfair to the agricultural population and a reapportionment based on the 1920 census would
have unjustly deprived the agricultural States of about 20
Members of Congress and of about 20 votes in the Electoral
College, and it can not be denied that if the next census is taken
iu November and December millions of men who actually live
on farms will be temporarily absent in the cities working in
industrial plants or temporarily employed in the great centers
of wealth and population. It is of very great importance to the
agricultural classes to have this census taken at a time when
they will all be enumerated, which will mean that agriculture
will get its just proportion of the Members of the House and
votes in the Electoral College.
If this conference report is adopted and this bill becomes
operative, it will deprive the great agricultural States and the
agricultural classes of from 20 to 30 votes in the Electoral College and from 20 to 30 Members in the House of Repre entatives.
There is no question in the world as to this being the effect
that will follow the adoption of the conference report.
Now, I want to impress this fact upon the Representatives
in this House from the great agricultural districts~ That your
constituents are vitally interested in having this census taken
in the spring cf the year; otherwise the farming classes will
not be accurately enumerated and the agricultural States will
have their membership in the House and their representation
in the Electoral College unjustly reduced.
In my opinion, no greater calamity could befall the agricultural group than to have its population enumerated in November, at a time when millions of farmers or the members
of their families are absent from the farm homes working in
the great industrial cities. I have aggressively insisted on
the enactment of a worth-while farm relief measure--something that will rehabilitate American agriculture and place
the farmer on an equality with the other vocational groups.
Congress is about to enact a farm bill. If this bill is unsatisfactory, and it is, we will hf!Ve a chance to pass another one
later on.
I am sure the country will be very much dissatisfied with
the tariff bill that recently passed the House, because it will
impose additional burdens on the farming class ; but this
vicious tariff bill may be repealed at an early session of Congress. This census bill in its present form wUI bring disaster to agriculture. The bad effects flowing from taking the
census in November will be more permanent and serious to
agriculture than a bad farm bill or a bad tariff bill. If this
co-nference report on the census bill is adopted, the great aglicultural States and the agricultural classes of the United States
will be deprived of from 20 to 30 Representatives in Congress
and from · 20 to 30 votes in the Electoral College, to which they
are justly entitled under a fair enumeration of population ;
and this loss will not be temporary, but for all time. These
20 or 30 Members of the House and these 20 or 30 votes in the
Electoral College will be taken a way from the agricultUral
classes and given to the indu~trial States. A census taken in
November will give the cities and industrial States a big advantage over the agricultural classes for the reason that several
million men who in reality live on the farms and who should
be counted as a part of the farm population will be absent froni
the farms in November.
This is a crisis in the history of American agriculture. It
is important to get an accurate census of farm products, crops,
yield per acre, distribution, and so forth ;. but a census relating
to these matters sinks into insignificance when compared with
the importance of seeming an accurate population census of
the farming classes in the United States, becau e if the census
is taken at a time when a considerable proportion of the farm
population is temporarily absent from the farms and at work
in the great cities, such an enumeration will not accurately
show the farming population and the agricultm·al classes will
thereby be deplived of a large number of Members of the House
and a large number of votes in the Electoral College.
There is no reason why this census should be taken in midwinter. In many States the roads will be covered with snow and
impassable.. The severity of the weather will render an accurate census almost impossible. On the other hand, in a census
taken in the cities and industrial districts in the winter few
people would be overlooked or omitted, becau e it is easy to
make an enumeration in the cities even in winter.
Now, why can not this census be taken in May? When the
officials of the Bureau of the Census appeared before the committee of the House it was not contended by them that November was a better month than May in which to take the census,
and there was no claim made that it would require 8 or 10
months to asce!tftin the popula~ion ~fte~ the enumerat~on had
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been made, nor was lt contended that a census taken in May
would be too late to enable the population to be ascertained by
the time Congress meets in December following.
Please bear in mind that for the purposes of reapportionment
it is not necessary to complete the entire census by the time
Congress convenes in December. It is only necessary to complete the population census, and this can be done in six or ~ven
months, because the Census Bureau will have an adequate force
and the best possible equipment. The Director of the · Census
testified that he expects to have the enumeration of the cities
completed in two weeks from the time the census starts, and
the enumeration of the country districts completed within 30
days; so, according to the undisputed evidence, the Census
Bureau will have from June 1 to the first week in December to
check over the enumeration lists and ascertain the population.
The~e lists will come from the census districts in sheets containing fifty names, and it will not take long to get the total,
as one clerk can count seYeral thousands of these lists in a day.
The census of 1900 was taken June 1, and in November the
final revised population wa s announced by the Director of the
Census-within about five months from the time the enumeration began. The 1910 census was taken April 15, and on December 10 the final revised population statistics were published by
the Bureau of the Census. The 1920 census was taken January
1, and within a few months the population of the United States
was available.
As early as June, 1~20, in about five months after the 1920
census was taken, the population census of practically all the
great cities of the United States was available and published.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
Mr. LOZIER. Will the gentleman from Mississippi yield me
three minutes more?
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield the gentleman from
1\fissouri three additional minutes.
Mr. WOODRUM. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LOZIER. Yes; I yield to the gentleman from Virginia.
1\Ir. WOODRUM. As I understand, the Census Committee of
the House, when they considered and reported the census bill in
the last Congress, unanimously reported that the census should
be taken on the May date; is that correct?
Mr. LOZIER. Yes. There was no disagreement between the
Democratic and Republican members of the Census Committee
as to the best date to take the census. A winter date would
be very unfair to agriculture, and a spring date would be fair
to all classes, whether they live in the city or country.
Mr. 1\lcLEOD. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. LOZIER. No; I have only a few minutes left. Gentlemen, I am tremendously interested in having the census taken
in the spring of the year, because more men and women will
be on the farms at that time than any part of the year. I
want all the farming population to be counted. I want the
agricultural States and the agricultural population counted so
they may have their share of the membership of the House and
their share of the electoral votes. If millions of farmers are
counted in the industrial centers when they should be counted
on the farm, the agricultural classes will lose representation
in the House and votes in the Electoral College. By taking the
census in November you are taking from 20 to 30 Members of
Congress away from the farming States and giving them to the
great cities and industrial States. The future of agriculture is
involved in these dates. If the agricultural States lose these
Members now, we will never get them back. This next census
must be fair to agriculture, and those who belong to the agricultural classes should be counted when they are on the farm
and not when they may be working temporarily in some factory in another State.
I appeal to the Democrats and Republicans who come from
agricultural States to forget their politics for the time being and
stand together in favor of having this census taken at a time
when the farm people will be counted and credited to the State
in which they live and not counted and credited to a State in
which they may be temporarily working during the winter
months. You Republicans from Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas, and in fact every Member of this
House who comes from an agricultural district should vote to
have this census taken at a time that will give to the agricultural classes their true population. [Applause.]•
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Missouri
has expired.
1\Ir. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield three minutes to the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. GruoooBY].
Mr. GREGORY. 1\Ir. Speaker, there are many distinguished
members of the Republican Party who sit in this body for whom
I have the highest personal regard. They hail from that section upon which George Rogers Clark and his intrepid band of
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Kentucky sharpshooters stamped the genius of American ownership and American civilization. They hail from the great plains
beyond the mighty Father of Waters, whose fertile yields are
capable of filling the granaries of the world with foodstuffs
sufficient to meet the requirements of earth's multiplied millions. They hail from the majestic Rockies, beneath whose
splintered peaks and star-daring crags lie untold riches in silver
and gold. They hail from the fruitful lands which fringe the
sunset sea. I love them all, because their hearts are wonderfully attuned to the needs of the great toiling masses of the
Nati<:m, but .more particularly to the needs of the downtrodden
and oppressed farmer. My heart was thrilled when I h~ard their
clarion demand for this special session of the Congress to
enact laws and fashion legislation which would place agticulture upon a basis of economic equality with other lines of
human endeavor. I sat here with bated breath and sympathetic
heart as I heard these same Republican Members of the House
bringing to their command all the blandishments of rhetoric
and all of the persuasions of logic, plead for the rights of the
farmer and denounce the provisions of the Hawley tluiff bill,
including the iniquitous sugar schedule. In fact, my heart
was almost moved with compassion toward the gentleman from
Colorado [Mr. TIMBERLAKE] as I saw him, apparently solitary
and alone, fighting for the sugar interests. After hearing the
gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. FRE.AB.] and others denounce the
Great Western Sugar Co., with its Mexican and child labor, I
thought that organization, which produces about 50 per cent of
all of the beet sugar made in this ~ountry, was almost friendless and that it would have to be contented with a continuation
of its annual earning of 45 per cent on its watered stock. But
then I did not know the mind of the distinguished majority
leader quite so well as the gentleman from Colorado must have
understood it. Then the now famous alleged Tom, Dick, and
Harry interview had not been given to the press. I thought
the Tom, Dick, and Harry representatives of the plain people
might vote as they :Aad talked. But the immortal, omnipotent,
and omniscient 15 Republican members of the Ways and Means
Committee decreed otherwise. and these other Republicans, with
good Democratic hearts but with mean Republican heads, who
speak so eloquently for the farmer and who vote so consistently
against his interests, heard their master's voice and the tariff
bill went through with a "big whoopee."
I confess that I do not quite understand the gentlemen who
hail from the sections to which I have referred. Their like can
nowhere be found among human beings. Their counterpart in
one respect, at least, is found in a certain disreputable bug,
well known 1to all youthful students of "bugology." Even the
distinguished majority leader, before shaking the dust of sunny
Tennessee from his feet and casting his fortunes with the East,
must have whiled away some of his youthful hours in observing
the habits of this bug. Must I describe it? Well, its chief
characteristic is that it looks in one direction while it always
pushes in an opposite direction. So it is with these so-called
progressive Republicans. They speak eloquently for the farmer
on the hustings, in political platforms, and even in this Chamber; but when the whip is cracked above their heads, they
always tumble the ball of legislative favoritism into the laps of
their big city brethren.
Therefore, 1\Ir. Speaker, I indulge in no illusions of hope with
respect to the fate of the conference report on the pending census
and reapportionment bill. Many of these gentlemen on the
Republican side bitterly complained against the plan of robbing
American farmers of seats in this body by giving to several
millions of individuals who acknowledge no allegiance to the
flag of our Republic, and who chant the praises of their masters
in an alien tongue, representation here. But they voted for
this un-American measure. By an overwhelming vote, this
House decided to follow the plain mandate of the Constitution
and the precedent of more than a century with reference to the
year and season in which the census should be taken, namely,
at the decennial period in the springtime when farmers are at
home and are accessible to the enumerators. 'rhe House conferees, headed by a gentleman who was not a member of the
Census Committee and who hails from the second largest city
in the land, have said by this report that the census must be
taken in an off year and at a time when the rural sections can
not be conveniently reached, and when the great industrial centers are filled with farmer boys seeking labor until the beginning of another crop season. Is this another plan to increase
urban representation in this body? I s this another scheme to
further stifle the voice of the American farmer in the affairs
of the Government of which he is the chief bulwark and support? Whatever may have been in the minds of the conferees,
that is the effect of the conference report.
·
In the name of the rural sections of the Nation, I protest
against the adoption of j;his conference report ; and, unlike ·
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many of the so-called .Republlcan friends of the farmer, I shall
take pleasure in voting against it. [Applause.]
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield three minutes to the
gentleman from Indiana [Mr. WooD].
1\fr. WOOD. Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the House, I :find
little consolation in thiS conference report. This conference
report is not in accord with the views expressed by this House
upon two very important matters. It is not in accord with the
sentiment of the House on the subject of unemployment. It is
not in accord with the overwhelming majority opinion expressed in this House with. reference to the time for taking the
census.
I can not understand why the great agricultural interests
of this country have had no consideration in the deliberation
on this conference report. There is not a farmer acquainted
with farm interests who does not know that the worst time in
the year to take a census of farm products and those upon the
farm would be in November. There is not a farmer who does
not know that the best time for taking the census is in May or
June.
I wish every Member of the House would hark back to the
census taken in January, 1920. Everybody knows that it was a
failure. That failure was attributed to its being taken in the
winter, in January. Nobody could rely on it. The urban sections of the country repudiated it and took i,n.dependent censuses
in order that they might not suffer by reason of the unfair re. port made by the Census Department.
Likewise the country suffered because of the fact that it was
an untrue situation with reference to conditions existing in the
country, and an unti·ue situation with reference to the people living in the country. This report should be defeated, and the
voice of this House should prevail for the reason that we are the
representatives of the people of this country. We are supposed to do that which is best for the interests of the people of
the country, and we should not be led astray in the discharge
of that duty. I hope this conference report will be defeated.
Send it back, and the conferees then, with a renewed determination on behalf of this House, will see to it that the voice of the
people is carried out as was so forcibly expressed in this House.
[Applause.]
Mr. CHINDBLOM. Mr. Speaker, I yield two minutes to the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. McLJOOD].
1\!r. McLEOD. Mr. Speaker, I rise to call attention to some
of the facts brought out in the discussion this morning. As a
member of the conference committee I say that one of the
strongest arguments used in the conference was the fact that
every farm organization in the United States which is repre..sented by any official organ took a stand strongly against the
early date and advocated that of November. They stated that
that is the best time for agriculture, the choicest time. Also
it was suggested here a moment ago that the census might be
completed if taken in May or June, or possibly back as far as
,April. Doctor Hill and Doctor Steuart at a conference committee meeting, when they were called to represent the Bureau
of the Census, said that they have always done their best to
complete the census in six months, but that it never has been
done. They did not say that it was impossible but said that
the completion of the census had never been accomplished in
six months. Therefore they strongly advocated the November
date, stating that, in their opinion, this date was by far
preferable.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I yield one minute to the gentleman from Washington [Mr. SUMMERS].
Mr. SUMMERS of Washington. ~1r. Speaker, I ask the Members of this House from the rural districts whether they would
prefer to go in November and December to the highways and
the byways of the country to find the people or would they go
in May, when they could drive any place 1 I want you gentlemen to vote the way you would do yourselv~s if yoo were going
to take this census. I believe that not one man from the
·.northern country would undertake to do the work in November,
but that if he had his preference he would go in May. The
Constitution of the United States says that we shall take this
<.'ensus every 10 years. Are we going to take it according to
the Constitution, or are we going to take the census twice within
this 1~year period. I am going to do as nearly as I know how
· what the Constitution directs instead of yielding to expediency.
· [Applause.]
1 Mr. CillNDBLOM. Mr. Speaker, I yield one minute to the
gentleman from Connecticut [Mr. FENN].
Mr. FENN. Mr. Speaker, I just want to say in this connec. tion in regard to the month of November that everyone within
the sound of my voice is familiar with the fact that we vote in
November. We v.ote for the President and we vote for other
1 officials in November.
We find it an exceptionally ·goo-d time
! of the year to vote.
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Mr. ROMJUE. And has not one of the greatest complaints
been in respect to the exercise of suffrage, that half the vote
does not turn out?
Mr. FENN. I never heard that. It is not true in my StateMr. SU~D.fERS of Washington. And we just go once to
vote in November, instead of being at it every day for 30 days.
Mr RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, all of the Members who voted
for the appo-rtionment bill can afford to vote for the motion to
recommit that I shall offer to change this date back to May. It
will not confiict with, nor will hamper in the slightest, the apportionment bill which passed the House the other day. In
respect to the matter of time, if we should take the census in
May or June, it has been shown that they would have ample
time in which to prep·a re the figures for the December session
of Congress, and they have always said before U1at they bad
ample time.
Let me say to you gentlemen who come from States with
large cities in them, that if you take this census in November
and carry out the apportionment accordingly, it will concentrate your representation into those large cities. I c.sk the
Members from rural Illinois to listen to this : Rural Illinois,
Mr. DENISON, will be flagrantly discriminated against if you
take this census in the winterQme, as proposed here, and Chicago and the larger cities will benefit. Permit me to say to
you gentlemen from Michigan and Wisconsin, you men 1·epresenting the farmers, the agricultural people, the backbone of
the country, that if this census is taken in the wintertime, and
then the apportionment is carried out accordingly, it will tend
to concentrate the representation from those States into those
large cities, and cut down the power and the voice of your agricultural people in this House.
Mr. BROWNE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. I yield for a question.
Mr. BROWNE. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman is absolutely
mistaken.
Mr. RANKIN. I decline to yield for an argument.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman
from Mississippi has expired.
Mr. CHINDBLOM. Mr~ Speaker, every agricultural organization in the United States has advocated the taking of this census
in November. [Applause.] The former Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Jardine, not only proposed but urged that this census
be taken in November.
Mr. COLE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CHINDBLOl\1. I am not going to yield untll I have
stated what I have to say. It is surprising that gentlemen
should rise here and try to say to intelligent men and women
that November is in the winter. I say to the gentleman from
Iowa [Mr. CoLE] that the month of November is one of the
:finest months of the year in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
and Wisconsin. [Applause.] And I do not believe there is
much snow in Maine in the month of November.
Mr. SNOW. The gentleman better come up there and see.
Mr. CHINDBLOU. Of course, the thought is father to the
child. Some States are going to lose representation here and
I do not blame them for opposing this legislation, but let us do
it upon the merit and not on subterfuge. We hold our elections
in November. We make canvasses in all of the election districts
in the United States in October and November.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I can not yield. Before the Census Committee a representative of the Agricultural Department appeared
who called attention to the fact that the Department of Agriculture bad taken typical or experimental censuses in one township in every county, and they found tha.t in the month of November there are more people upon the :fa.rmB in the United
States than in the month of May.
There are 2,000,000 tenant farmers in the United States who
change their habitations in March and April, so that by May
1 you have an entirely new population generally on the tenanted
Jarms.
Mr. WOOD. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield there?
Mr. CIDNDBLOM. Yes.
Mr. WOOD. The gentleman is mistaken about April, just as
he is about May.
Mr. CHINDBLOM. I will say to the gentleman from Indiana,
who complained about the retention of the word "unemployment," tlmt he knows the ru1es of the House as well as any
other Member. The word "unemployment" was left in this bill
in the first section, and therefore it was not within the power
of the conferees to omit the word " unemployment" in that
section .
Mr. WOOD. Will the gentleman yield again?
Mr .. CIDNDBLOM. Yes.
Mr. WOOD. Then what was the purpose of having the word
taken Qut in the second section'l
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Mr. CHINDBLOM. Because the gentleman himself introduced a -single amendment in the Committee of the Whole to
strike out both " radio sets " and "unemployment " in section 4,
while in section 1 separate amendments had been offered on each
of these items. That caused the confusion. If the gentleman
had offered an amendment on each item there would have been
no misunderstanding. The vote subsequently in the House was
189 in favor of ke~ping in the word " unemployment " and 188
against it. The gentleman certainly would not expect a member
of the conference to come in here with a conference report that
was plainly subject to a point of order.
The gentleman from Michigan [Mr. K:mcHAM] spoke upon
this matter during the debate and called attention t<;> the attitude of the agricultural organizations. He said:
In my humble judgment a census taken in November will be fully as
accurate from a population standpoint as a census taken in May, and
from the standpoint of agriculture there can be no possible reason why
anyone should prefer a census taken in May to a census taken in
November.
• • • Anyone who is at all familiar with farm conditions will
certainly agree that i.f you go to a farmer in November who has been
operating a farm for the past year you will get from him a more nearly
accurate picture of his farm operations for that year than you will get
from the man who occupies that farm in the succeeding May and, consequently, for the reason that I believe that that census will be very
much more nearly accurate I sincerely trust that the amendment of the
gentleman from Mississippi will be rejected and that the bill as passed
by the Senate, where full consideration was given to this proposition,
will be adopted 1n its stead.
In the closing minutes of my time I want to say that not only is the
viewpoint expressed by the !arm organizations in favor of a census in
November, 1929, true, but it is also true that the Secretary of Agriculture and the former Secretary of Commerce, now President of the
United States, are on record as favoring the November date for taking
of the combined census of agriculture and population.

And he called attention to the fact that the agricultural organizations have uniformly advocated the adoption of the month
of November, and he said that he had in his pos......:::ession the
recommendations of those organizations.
Mr. Sil\iMONS. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman explain-Mr. CHJNDBLOM. I have not the time to yield.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois declines to
yield.
Mr. CHINDBLOM. Mr. KETCHAM, our colleague from Michigan, was formerly master of the State grange of l\iichigan, and
I venture to say he knows whereof he speaks. He says here
that May would be a better time, so far as the farmer is concerned. I do not profess to have a personal acquaintance with
conditions on the farm such as others may have, but I am told
that when November arrives the people can conveniently receive the census enumerators, because they have about finished
up their work and have not yet begun to leave the farm for the
winter.
In addition to that, people in this country who go to winter
resorts are still at their homes, and those who go to summer
resorts have not yet left their homes. We know the exodus
occurs chiefly in the early part of the year. Of course, they
begin to go in the winter, but they are not on short vacations,
such as we have in the summer time. I am speaking of people
who go abroad and who go to the resorts in the early spring.
Some reference has been made in this discussion to the question of constitutionality, with reference to the date for taking
the census. I will dwell on that briefly.
The provision of the Constitution in section 2 of Article I is
thatThe actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the
first meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every
subsequent term of 10 years, in such manner as they shall by law
direct.
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is complied with if the enumeration is made at such times and
under such circumstances as to furnish such basis for apportionment at the time when such apportionment should be made.
The first enumeration or census clearly made possible an apportionment during the life of the first Congress, which ran from
March 4, 1789, to l\Iarch 3, 1791. Clearly a census taken in
November, 1929, will provide a basis for an apportionment
during the life of the present Congress, the Seventy-first, which
runs from March 4, 1929, to March 3, 1931. If by any chance
an enumeration were made so late as not to make possible an
apportionment based thereon during the life of the Congress
directing the enumeration, it would seem that the intent of the
Constitution may not have been complied with.
Mr. COLE. 1\fr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
l\Ir. CIDNDBLOl\1. Yes.
1\fr. COLE. August 1 is a better time than November. We
have never had a census taken in November.
l\Ir. CHINDBLOl\1. But this date is in accord with the bill,
which provides an arrangement for the po~-sible passage of an
apportionment law by Congress at the short session. I think
the very purpose of the enumeration provision in the Constitution was to secure an enumeration which would furnish a
basis of apportionment during the life of the Congress following
the census or enumeration, and when you have complied with
that provision you have substantially complied with the requirements of the Constitution. This bill will provide the
machinery by which an apportionment may be made by this
Congress in the short session of the Seventy-first Congress, and
if you change this plan so that it will be impossible for the
Census Bureau to finish its enumsration of the population in
time you may nullify the spirit, if not the letter, of the Constitution, because, even if not strictly mandatory, the requirement of the Constitution that an apportionment shall follow a.
census or enumeration is plainly directory and should be
obeyed by the Representatives of the people.
The gentleman from Missomi [Mr. LO'MER] said that you can
take the census of the population within less time than you can
all of the other proposed enumerations. That is true, but the
enumerators must get. all of the information. By the action
of the House and Senate at this time we have added two very
large subjects--disn·ibution and unemployment-which have
never been the subject of enumeration heretofore. That will
add more labor to the work of the enumerator than there ever
has been before. The subject of unemployment particularly
will cause the raising of a great many difficult questions and
problems for the Census Bureau to solve. They will have to
lay down the rules and methods along which that enumeration
shall be made; so also with reference to distribution, the marketing processes, which subject was advocated by Secretary of
Commerce Hoover, and which was put in this bill largely in
response to his request.
Mr. Speaker, under the general leave to extend remarks on
this bill, I will add some observations on the Tilson amendment,
which was not in any wise changed by the conferees. It was
discussed, however, in our deliberations as to one phase.
In the Tilson amendment, as well as in the original section
22 of the Senate bill, to which the Tilson amendment was
offered as a substitute, it is provided that on the first day, or
within one week thereafter, of the second regular session of the
Seventy-first Congress, the President shall transmit to the Congress the result of the census enumeration and also the number
of Representatives to which each State would be entitled under
an apportionment of the then existing number of Representatives among the several States according to the respective numbers of the several States as ascertained under such census
by the method used in the last preceding apportionment, no
State, however, to receive less than one Member. The question
has been raised whether the method used in the last apportionment, that of 1911, can be definitely ascertained. Doctor
Hill stated before the conferees that the method then used was
that of major fractions. In the report submitted by the House
Committee on the Census on April 25, 1911, being report No. 12
of the Sixty-second Congress, first session, this language occurs:

The first census was taken as of the first l\Ionclay in August,
1790, and the same date was used in the censuses in 1800, 1810,
and 1820. In 1830 the date was changed to June 1, and this
date wns continued up to and including the year 1900. In 1910
the date was changed to April 15, and in 1920 to January 1.
The method of allowing one Member for each full ratio and one for
It appears plain, therefore, t-hat the decennial period, called each major fraction thereof was adopted by the committee. This
in the Constitution " within every subsequent term of 10 years," method is easy to understand and is regarded by the committee as
actually runs from the first Monday in August, 1790 whose approaching as nearly an equitable and uniform distribution of the
corresponding date would be the :first Monday in Au~t, 1930, membership of the House among the several States as can be arrived at
and therefore the dates of May 1, 1930, and November 1, 1929, by other methods suggested. This method has been denominated the
are exactly on a par, so far as constitutiona1ity is concerned.
meth<>d of " major fractions " and is thus defined :
The enumeration provided by the Constitution relates exclu"The method of major fractions selects a ratio, divides this ratio
sively to population and is clearly intended to be the basis for into the population of the several States, and assigns an additional
the appOf'tionment of Representatives among the several States. Representa,tive for each major fraction, disregarding every minor
There can be no doubt that the provision of the Constitution fraction."
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In the Senate report submitted on July 6, 1911, on the same
bill in report No. 94, Sixty-second Congress, first session, the
same language was used in the following portion of the report :
The method of allowing one Member for each full ratio and one for
each major fraction thereof was adopted by the committee. This
method is easy to understand and is regarded by the committee as
approaching as nearly an equitable and uniform distribution of the membership of the House among the several States as can be arrived at by
other methods suggested. This method has been denominated the
method of " major fractions " and is thus defined :
" The method of major fractions selects a ratio, divides this ratio
into the population of the several States, and assigns an additional
Representative for each major fraction, disregarding every minor
fraction."

Now, Mr. Speaker, just one word in conclusion. I am satisfied that if we want reapportionment now, the way to get it is
to adopt this conference report. Notwithstanding the intimations of some gentlemen here, I went into this conference with
the determination to secure the retention of as much as was
possible of the action of. the House, and the Hou e -succeeded in
this conference in every particular except tbis single item of the
time for taking the census, and I am satisfied the plan proposed
by the conference report is workable.
Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question on the conference
report.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the conference report.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I offer a motion to recommit.
Mr. CHI~'DBLOM. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order
that no motion to recommit is permissible.
1\fr. R.Al't.-rrriN. Oh, yes, it is.
'£he SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the motion.
The Clerk read as follows:

Hall, N. Dak.
Halsey.
Hammer
Hare
Hastings
Haugen
Hickey
Hill, Ala.
a~~h Wash.
Hogg
Hope
Hopkins
Howard
Huddleston
Hull, Tenn.
Hull, Wis.
Jeffers
Johnson, Ind.
Johnson, Nebr.
Johnson, Okla.
Johnson, Tex.
Kelly
Kendall, Ky.
Kerr
Kincheloe

Ackerman
Aldrich
Arentz
Bacharach
Bachmann
Bacon
Baird
Barbour
Beck
Beers
Bloom
Bolton
Bowman
Britten
Browne
Brumm
· Burdick
CabJe
Campbell. Pa.
Mr. RANKIN moves to recommit the conference report to the com- Carter, Calif.
Carter, Wyo.
mittee ·of conference, with instructions to the managers on the part of Chalmers
the House to bold out for the taking of the census in May, 1930, in- Chindblom
Clancy
stead of November, 1929.
Clark, Md.
Mr. STAFFORD. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order Cochran, Mo.
Pa.
that a motion to recommit is not in order at the present time. Cochran,
Cooke
The House must first be given an opportunity to either accept Cooper, Ohio
or reject the conference report. If it rejects the conference Cooper, Wis.
Culkin
report, then a :qtotion to recommit may be in order to instruct Dallinger
the conferees. The motion to recommit is virtually a motion to Darrow
Denison
instruct the conferees.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, of course, after the conference
· report is either voted up or down, then it is entirely too late
I for a motion to recommit. The motion is now in order, and if
there is any question I would be glad to be heard on that point.
Mr. STAFFORD. The gentleman does not question the fact
that if we voted down the conference report we could instruct
' the conferees to adhere?
Mr. CANNON. The pending motion carries instructions, and
if offered at all must be offered before the vote is taken on
agreeing to the conference report.
The motion to recommit a conference report is bighly privileged and if the Chair entertains any doubt as to its privilege I
wonld like to cite sections 5645 to 6553, inclusive, and especially
a decision by Speaker GILLETT made in the first session of the
Sixty-seventh CongTess covering this particular form of instruction.
The SPEAKIDR. The Chair does not think there is any
question at all that a motion to recommit is in order at this
stage of the proceedings. The conferees are still in existence,
and a motion to recommit can always be made after the previous
question bas been ordered. ~e question is on the motion
of the gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. GARNER. Mr. Speaker, I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there were--yeas 160, nays 136,
not voting 132, as follows:
Adkins
Allen
Allgood
Almon
Andresen
Aswell
Ayres
Beedy
Blackburn
Box
Brand, Ohio
Briggs
Brigham
Browning

[Roll No. 13.]
YEAS-160
Buchanan
Cox
Burtness
Craddock
Busby
Cross
Butler
Davis
Byrns
Dontinick
Dough ton
canfield
Cannon
Dowell
Cartwright
Eaton, Colo.
Cbristgau
Edwards
Christopherson
Elliott
Clague
Eslick
Cole
Evans, Mont.
Collier
Fisher
Cooper, Tenn.
Frear

French
Fuller
Fulmer
Gambrill
Garner
Garrett
Gasque
Gibson
Glover
Goodwin
Gregory
Guyer
Hall, Ill.
Hall, Miss.

Abernethy
Andrew
Arnold
AufderHeide
Bankhead
Bell
Black
Bland
Bohn
Boylan
Brand, Ga.
Brunner
Buckbee
Campbell, Iowa
Carew
Carley
Celler
Chase
Clark, N.C.
Clarke, N. Y.
Collins
Coltin
Connery
Connolly
Corning
Coyle
Crail
Cramton
Crisp
Crosser
Crowther
Cullen
Curry

So the motion to recommit was agreed to.
The Clerk announced the following pairs:
On this vote :
Mr.
M'r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Montague (for) with Mr. Crowther (against).
Milligan (for) Vl'ith Mr. Cramton (against).
Doxey (for) with Mr. Ketcham (against).
Ramseyer (for} with Mr. Crail (against).
Collins (for) with Mr. Wainw1·ight (against).
Bankhead (for) with Mr. Curry (against).

Until
Mr.
M'r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

furth~r
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Kopp
Pou
Speaks
Quin
Lambertson
Sproul~ Kans.
Ragon
Lankford, Ga.
Steagall
Rainey, Henry T. Steele
Lankford, Va.
Rankin
Leatherwood
Strong, Kans.
Rayburn
Lee, Tex.
Summers, Wash.
Letts
Reed, N.Y.
Sumners, Tex.
Lozier
Robinson, Iowa
Swanson
Ludlow
Robsion, Ky.
Taber
Romjue
McDuffie
Tarver
McSwain
'l'aylor, Colo.
Row bottom
Magrady
Taylor, Tenn.
Sanders, N.Y.
Manlove
Sanders, Tex.
Thurston
Menges
Sandlin
Tucker
Moore, Va.
Sears
Vestal
Morehead
Selvig
Vinson, Ga.
Murphy
Walker
Shaffer, Va.
Nelson, Mo.
Short, Mo.
White
Nelson, Wis.
Whittington
Shott, W. Va.
Newhall
Williams, Tex.
Simmons
Oldfield
Williamson
Sinclair
Oliver, Ala.
Wil on
Sloan
Palmer
Wingo
Smith, Idaho
Parks
Wolverton, W. Va.
Smith, w. va.
Patman
Wood
Snow
Patterson
Sparks
Woodrum
NAYS-136
De Priest
Johnston, Mo.
Prall
Douglass, Mass.
Jones, Tex.
Purnell
Drane
Kading
Ramey, Frank M.
Dyer
Kahn
Ransley
Ellis
Kaynor
Reece
Englebright
Kearns
Rogers
Esterly
Kiefner
Schafer, Wis.
Evans, Calif.
Knutson
Schneider
Fenn
Lampert
Seiberling
Fitzgerald
Lea, Calif.
Shreve
Fort
Leavitt
Simms
Foss
Lehlbach
Snell
Free
Linthicum
Statl'ord
Freeman
Luce
Stone
Garber, Va.
McClintock, Ohio Strong, Pa.
Glynn
McCormack, Mass. Swick
Green
McCormick, ill.
Swing
Hadley
McLaughlin
Temple
Hale
McLeod
Thompson
Hancock
Maas
Tilson
Hardy
Mapes
Timberlake
Hartley
Martin
Tinkham
Hawley
Michaelson
Underhill
Hess
Michener
Vincent, Mich.
Hoffman
Miller
Wason
Holaday
Morgan
Watres
Hooper
Mouser
Watson
Houston
Newton
Whitley
Hudson
Niedringhaus
Wigglesworth
Hughes
Norton
Wolverton, N. J.
Irwin
O'Connell, R. I.
V'J. .10drn1f
James
O'Connor, Okla.
Wyant
Jenkins
Owen
Yates
Johnson, Wash.
PittE>.nger
Zihlman
NOT VOTING-132
Davenport
Kendall, Pa.
Perkins
Dempsey
Ketcham
Porter
DeRouen
Kiess
Pratt, Harcourt J.
Dickinson
Korell
Pratt, Ruth
Dickstein
Kun21
Pritchard
Douglas, Ariz.
Kurtz
Quayle
Doutrich
Kvale
Ramseyer
Doxey
LaGuardia
Re4l, Ul.
Doyle
Langley
Rutherford
Drewry
Lanham
Sabath
Driver
Larsen
Seger
Dunbar
Leech
Sirovich
Eaton, N.J.
Lindsay
Somers, N.Y.
Estep
McClintic, Okla. Spearing
Fish
McCloskey
Sproul, Ill.
Fitzpatrick
McFadden
Stalker
Garber, Okla.
McKeown
Stedman
Gifford
McMillan
Stevenson
Golder
McReynolds
Stobbs
Goldsborough
Mansfield
Sullivan, N. Y.
Graham
Mead
Sullivan, Pa.
Greenwood
Merritt
Thatcher
Griest
Milligan
Treadway
Griffin
Montague
Underwood
Hall, Ind.
Mooney
Wainwright
Hudspeth
Moore, Ohio
Warren
Hull, Morton D. Nelson, Me.
Welch, Calif.
Hull, William E. O'Connell, N.Y. Welsh,Pa.
Igoe
O'Connor, La.
Whitehead
Johnson, 111.
O'Connor, N.Y.
Williams, Ill.
Johnso~l S. Dak.
Oliver, N. Y.
Wolfenden
.Jonas, .N.C.
Palmisano
Wright
Kemp
Parker
Yon

notice:

Graham with Mr. O'Connell of New York.
Parker with Mr. Sabath.
Davenport wit h Mr. Warren.
McFadden with Mr. Corning.
Kiess with Mr. Hudspeth.
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l\Ir. Buckbee wit h Mr. Lanham.
Mr. M'erritt with Mr. Yon. ·
Mr. Welsh of P ennsylva.nia with Mr. Abernethy,
.M:r. Treadway with Mr. Cullen.
Mr. Porter with Mr. Wright.
Mr. Estep with Mr. Crisp.
Mr. Dickinson with Mr. McMillan.
Mr. Welch of CalifQrnia with Mr. Carley.
Mr. Thatcher with Mr. Mead.
Mr. Seger with Mr. Connery.
Mr. Griest with Mr. Brand of Georgia.
M'r. Wolfenden with Mr. Carew.
Mr. Perkins with Mr. Kemp.
Mr. Williams of illinois with Mr. Spearing.
Mrs. Ruth Pratt with Mr. Somers of New York.
Mr. Sproul of Illinois with Mr. Drewry.
Mr. Fish with Mr. O'Connor of New York.
M'r. Moore of Ohio with Mr. McKeown.
Mr. Kurtz wit h Mr. Griffin.
Mr. Korell with !\ir. Quayle.
Mr. Connolly with Mr. Driver.
Mr. Jonas of North Carolina with Mr. Dicksteiu,
Mr. Kvale with Mr. Lindsay.
1\fr. Reid of Illinois with Mr. Celler.
Mr. Golder with Mr. McReynolds.
Mr. Stobbs with Mr. Black.
Mr. Harcourt J. Pratt with Mr. Arnold.
Mrs. Langley with Mr. Greenwood.
M'r. Johnoon of Illinois with Mr. Crosser.
Mr. Andrew with Mr. Fitzpatrick.
Mr. Kunz with Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. Bohn with Mr. Oliver of New York.
Mr. Kendall of Pennsylvania with Mr. Mooney.
Mr. Leech with Mr. Mansfield.
Mr. Dempsey with Mr. Rutherford.
Mr. Sullivan of Pennsylvania with Mr. Underwood.
M'r. Hall of Indiana with Mr. Whitehead.
Mr. Stedman with Mr. Sullivan of New York.
Mr. Gitiord with Mr. Stevenson. •
Mr. Nelson of Maine with Mr. Doyle.
Mr. William E. Hull with Mr. Sirovich.
Mr. Chase with Mr. Bland.
M'r. Dunbar with Mr. Igoe.
Mr. Campbell of Iowa with Mr. O'Connor of Louisiana.
Mr. Eaton of New Jersey with Mr. Clark of North Carolina.
Mr. Clarke of New York with Mr. Boylan.
Mr. Doutrich with Mr. Larsen.
Mr. Pritchard with M'r. Auf der Heide.
Mr. Colton with Mr. DeRouen.
Mr. Johnson of South Dakota ·with Mr. Bell.
Mr. Coyle with Mr. McCli.ntic of Oklahoma,
1\fr. LaGuardia with Mr. Palmisano.
Mr. Garber of Oklahoma with Mr. Brunner.
Mr. Morton D. Hull with Mr. Goldsborough.

Mr. McCORMACK of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, I am
informed that my colleague the gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. CoNNERY, is absent on important business concerning
his district, and I ask unanimous consent that that fact may be
noted in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Without . objection, it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. PRITCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I desire to vote.
The· SPEAKER. Was the gentleman present and listening
when his name was called?
Mr. PRITCHARD. I was not.
The SPEAKER. Then the gentleman does not qualify.
The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.
On motion of Mr. RANKIN, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the motion to recommit was agreed to was laid on
the table.
A QUESTION OF PRIVILFGE

Mr. DENISON rose.
The SPEAKER. For what purpose does the gentleman from
Illinois rise? ·
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I rise to submit some parliamentary inquiries, but befo-re doing so I want to speak briefly
on a question of the privilege of the House. Section 364 of
Jefferson's Manual reads as follows:
It is a breach of order in debate to notice what has been said on the
same subject in the other House, or the particular votes or majorities
on it there; because the opinion of each House should be left to its
own independency, not to be influe.nced by the proceedings of the other;
and the quoting them might beget reflections leading to a misunderstanding between the two Houses.

I read section 366 also :
Neither House can exercise any authority over a Member or officer of
the other, but should complain to the House of which he is, and leave
the punishment to them.
Where the complaint is of words disrespectfully spoken by a Member
of another House, it is difficult to obtain punishment, because of the
rules supposed necessary to be observed (as t o the immediate noting
down of words) for the security of Members. Therefore it is the duty
of the House, and more particularly of the Speaker, to interfere immediately, and not to permit expressions to go unnoticed which may give
a grormd of complaint to the other House, and inh·oduce proceedings
and mutual accusations between the two Houses, which can hardly be
terminated without difficulty and disorder.
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Mr. Speaker, in all legislative bodies · that are composed of
two chambers it is fundamental, I think, that no statements
should be made in either chamber referring adversely to the
proceedings of the other. All applicable rules of parliamentary
procedure are p1ade for the purpose of expediting legislation, of
encouraging good feeling, and preventing ill-feeling and recriminations between the two legislative bodies. If the Members of
either legislative Chamber should be permitted to criticize or
adversely comment on either the proceedings of the other Chamber or the statements or conduct of its Members while engaged
in the performance of their official duties, legislation would
often be retarded or even defeated.
. So we find the parliamentary law well settled in this country,
as I have just read from l\Ir. Jefferson's 1\Ianual, that it is
improper in either House of our Congress to refer to the debate ·
in the other, to refer to the Members of the other body by name,
to adversely comment on the proceedings in the other Chamber,
or in any manner to indulge in criticism of either the other
Chamber or its Members.
Now, this old rule of parliamentary procedure has been up
in both Houses a number of times. Since I 1lave been a Member
of this Chamber it has been almost uniformly respej:!ted by the
Members and enforced by the Speaker. I have never seen or
known of many very flagrant violations of this fundamental rule
by Members of the House, and I wish to call attention, Mr.
Speaker, briefly, because I think this is a matter that ought to
be brought to the attention of all the Members of this Chamber as well as of the other Chamber, to a few instances of the
application of this principle by Speakers of the House and
Presidents of the Senate to show how carefully this wholesome
and important rule has been guarded and enforced.
Mr. RANKIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry. What
is before the House? Why all this lecture?
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON]
is assuming to present a question of privilege of the House.
Mr. RANKIN. 1\Ir. Speaker, I think we have the right to
know what it is based on. Of course, we know the rules of the
House, most of us, or at least we are supposed to know them ;
and if there has been any violation of the rules in either House
we certainly are entitled to hear the indictment before the trial
and the argument of counseL
The SPEAKER. As the Chair understands the custom, questions of the privi.1eges of the House are raised by the presenting of a resolution. The Chair has been listen~ng to the gentleman to find out whether his remarks were introductory to the
offering of a resolution.
Mr. RANKIN. I am in sympathy with the Chair in that
respect. I have been listening for the same reason, and in
vain.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois will proceed.
Mr. DENISON. I was endeavoring, Mr. Speaker, to call
attention to the rule and I stated that I desired to call attention to a few of the applications of it among the precedents
of the House as a preliminary to a further discussion of whether
or not the rule had been violated in the instances I am going
to mention, and with a further view to propounding a parliamentary inquiry to the Speaker. Of course, if the Speaker
thinks I should do so in advance, I will now read what I
desire to call to the attention of the House.
I find, Mr. Speaker, in reading the CoNGRESSIONAL RECoRD of
last Saturday-and I am reading these excerpts from the
RECORD, Mr. Speaker, not for the purpose of criticizing anyone,
or mentioning any names, because in raising this question I do
not myself want to violate the rule that I have just mentioned;
but in order to raise a question of the privilege of the House
I have to call attention to the parts of the CoNGRESSIONAL
RECORD which I think are pertinent.
Mr. GARNER. Will the gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. GARNER. As I understand, the gentleman is going to
base his parliamentary inquiry and the question of privilege
of the House on proceedings that were had in another body.
Mr. DENISON. Yes.
Mr. GARNER. Let me ask the gentleman whether he does
not think that intensifies the situation since this body, a s I
understand it, has no jurisdiction of anything that has happened in another body. If this House is going to undertake
to correct the RECORD or assert the privileges of the House
with reference to something that happened in the other body,
are you not just intensifying the situation?
Mr. DENISON. I am a ssuming that both Chambers will be
controlled by a proper consideration of this parliamentary rule
and a generous disposition to respect it if attention is called
to it.
MI:. GARNER. If the gentleman will yield further, let me
make this suggestion to the gentleman: If anything happens
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in the House of Representatives that does not snit the membership of the other body, I know of no remedy that they have,
and I know of no remedy that we may have with respect to
what is said in another body, and to agitate or to discuss it
to any extent, as the gentleman is qoing, in my opinion, only
brings on the very thing that the gentleman says ought not to
happen, and that is, differences of opinion as to what may
happen in one body concerning the other.
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I prefaced my remarks by
stating that I do not rise for the purpose of indulging in any
criticism whatever, but if this parliamentary rule which applies to both Houses of the Congress is violated by either or
is disregarded by the Members of either, one of the parliamentary inquiries I intended to propound in a few minutes, if
the gentleman from Texas had not anticipated me, was to
inquire as to what rights the other Chamber has in connection
with the matter, and what procedure we ought to take or can
take to call the matter to the attention of the other Chamber.
In this connection I merely want to read briefly from the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, page 2565, under date of June 8:
As I understood the- Senator--

Mr. GARNER. Mr. Speaker, I submit a point of order so
you may determine the matter yourself. As I understand, it
is a violation of the roles of the House of Representatives for
any Member of this body to refer to what occurred in another
body. If this is true, the gentleman from Illinois is violating
the rules by referring to what occurred in another body, because he is undertaking to read it here in order to determine
what the House of Representatives will do about it? if anything. This is certainly a violation of the rules of the House
of Representatives, because the _gentleman is referring to whnt
has happened in another body, which is expressly prohibite<'l.
by the rules.
Mr. DENISON. The rules, Mr. Speaker, do not prevent a
reference to the proceedings of another body.
Mr. WINGO. Will the gentleman yield to permit me to cite
him to this provision of the rule-The SPEAKER. If the gentleman will pardon the Chair
for a moment, it seems to the Chair that so far this proceeding has been quite irregular.
The attention of the House has not been called to any specific
thing upon which to base a question of privilege of the House.
Of course, the gentleman may propound a parliamentary inquiry any time he sees fit; but if we are proceeding now on
a question of the privilege of the House, the Chair thinks his
attention should be called to a specific subject and that the
remedy should be offered at the same time.
It is almost the invariable custom in the House, where a que&tlon of privilege of the House is raised, to proceed by resolution.
Mr. DENISON. I do not want to take any action that is not
in accordance with .the rules of the House, but I want to submit
this inquiry: Whether the privileges of the House are involved
in any infraction of the rule which I have just read by the other
body.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks that if a question is
raised affecting the dignity of the House of Representatives or
the question of comity and amity between the two bodies, it
would be proper-Mr. DENISON. That was my view, Mr. Speaker, and in
order to present the matter to the House I wanted to read some
extracts from la,st Saturday's RECoRD without comment. I think
they violate this rule of proper parliamentary procedure both of
the House and of the Senate, and I was going to submit the
matter as a parliamentary inquiry to the Speaker, and afte1·
doing so to further inquire as to what remedy the House had
and what the proceedings should be.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks that the House may at
any time, when in its opinion the Senate has violated or reflected
on the dignity of the House or brought up questions that would
affect the comity between the Houses, it would be in order to
offer a resolution respectfully calling the attention of the Senate
to the·matter to which it took exception.
Mr. DENISON. It was my intention to call the attention of
the House to these passages in the RECORD which I thought involved the privileges of the House an.d ask that it be referred to
the Committee on Rules with instructions to advise the House
whether the rule had been violated.
Mr. DYER. There is nothing to refer to the Committee on
Rules.
Mr. GARNER. Mr. Speaker, in order that we may proceed
in an orderly manner, I make the point of order that there is
nothing before the House on which to base the motion that the
gentleman de5ires to refer to the Rules Committee. Let him
introduce a resolution, for there is nothing befox:e the House at
the pre§ent time.
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The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks It would be in order to
refer such a resolution to the Committee on Rules, but would
doubt the propriety of such a course in instances like these.
The Chair thinks that would go further in destroying amity
between the Houses. The Chair thinks the only thing the
House could do, if in its opinion certain things said in another
body reflected on the dignity of the House and threatened to
destroy friendly feeling between the two bodies, would be to
send a resolution to the other body calling attention to that
fact, and nothing more ; then the other body could take such
action as it saw fit.
Mr. GARNER. Until that resolution is offered I make the
point of order.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks the gentleman's position
is correct.
Mr. DENISON. May I inquire if it is proper to call the
attention of the House to certain passages in the CoNGRESSIONAL
REcoRD which I think have violated the rule?
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks the gentleman can not
call the attention of the House to such matters unless they are
based on a resolution. Then it would be for the House to decide
whether it desired to call the attention of the Senate to those
remarks or not.
Mr. DENISON. Then, Mr~ Speaker, I want to propound
another parliamentary inquiry. Let me say, preliminary to my
inquiry, that I think it is of supreme importance that Members
of both Chambers ought to see to it that this fundamental rule
against criticism of the proceedings of either House or of its
Members by the Members of the other is respected and enforced. This is not a partisan• question, and I regret that the
leader on the other side [Mr. GARNER] is not willing to let me
present the matter to the House. Of course, if there is objection, I do not want to do so.
I desire to present this parliamentary inquiry: Does the rule
to which I have been referring make it improper to criticize
in either Chamber the conferees that are appointed by the
other Chamber on account of what they say or do in the performance of their duty as conferees? When conferees are
appointed to manage the conference on the part of the respective Chambers, they are usually appointed at the request of the
other Chamber and are performing the duties of their res}Jective Chambers. They are representing their respective Chambers. If it is improper to criticize in one Chamber the actions
or the words of Members of the other Chamber, I propose the
inquiry to the Speaker whether or not that rule would apply
to the actions and the words of the representatives of the
Chambers when they are engaged in their business in the con~
ference for which the two Hc,uses have appointed them.
The SPEAKER. The Chair thinks that if reference be made
to the proceedings of conferees on the part of another House
which tend to reflect upon them, such reference would not be
in order, but the mere discussion of the proceedings the Chair
thinks would be in order.
Mr. GARNER. Mr. Speaker, under the guise of a parliamentary inquiry the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON] has
undertaken to violate the rules of the House of Representatives,
because he is going to refer to something that happened in
another body. I insist that that is contrary to the rule.
The SPEAKER. So far the Chair thinks that the gentleman
has only been inquiring as to his own rights.
Mr. GARNER. And he is now proposing 'to read from the
CoNGRESSIONAL RECoRD something that occurred in the other
body.
Mr. DENISON. I am not proposing to do anything of the:
kind. I am merely propounding a parliamentary inquiry. As
I understand it, then, Mr. Speaker, this rule which makes it
improper, for instance, for Members of this House in debate
to refer to the proceedings of the Senate, or to language spoken
by a Member of the Senate In the Senate, and to in any way
criticize either the other body or its Members for their proceedings, would make it improper for Members of this Chamber to
criticize the actions of the conferees of the other Chamber when
engaged in the performance of their duties in conference. Am
I right about that, Mr. Speaker?
Mr. RANKIN. That would not necessarily follow.
Mr. DENISON. I respectfully suggest to the gentleman fi·om
Mississippi that I am addres ing my inquiry to the Speaker.
Mr. RANKIN. And I stand upon the same footing that the
gentleman does, and I shall address the Speaker also and say
that that would not necessarily follow. We have had the
question up here where one Member of the House went out to
the country and made a speech criticizing Members of the other
body. That question has been threshed out here, aml it is an
entirely different proposition where they criticize the action of
f conferees and where they criticize Members of the other body
acting as ~uch.
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The SPEAKER. Of course, the trouble the Chair finds himself in is upon the question whether such criticism was made.
Generally speaking, all the Chair can say, until his attention is
called to some specific instance, is that it is riot proper for Members of either House to criticize Members of the other House,
either on the floor or as members of a conference committee.
Before ruling any further on the question the Ohair thinks the
gentleman from Illinois [Mr. DENISON] ought to introduce a
resolution and call attention to the remarks of which he complains, and it will then be for the House to decide whether or
not those remarks invade the rule of comity between the two
Houses ; and if so, the House may then send a resolution to the
Senate respectfully calling the attention of the Senate to that
fact.
Mr. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I shall be very glad to do so
if on further consideration I think the rule would apply to the
remarks in question. I was uncertain whether or not the
preparation of a resolution of that kind would itself violate this
rule, and therefore, as I stated in the beginning, I propounded
the parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. On the contrary, the Chair thinks that the
introduction of a resolution calling the attention of the other
body to certain things would. not violate the rules of the House,
but the Ohair himself has not the slightest idea of what the
gentleman is referring to, and it is impossible, therefore, for
the Chair to say whether it would or would not be proper to
set it forth.
1\Ir. DENISON. Mr. Speaker, I hope the Members will read
the proceedings in the other body, as reported in the OoNGRESSIO~ AL RECORD of last Saturday, because I think some Member
ought to present to the House a resolution such as has been suggested. I think this rule has been violated by certain references not only to the Hou e but to the House leaders and to
the conferees on the part of the House; and I think, if it should
be called to the attention of the other Chamber, that in a generous spirit of fairness to the Members of this Chamber and its
conferees, as well as in a spirit of proper respect for this very
important old fundamental rule of parliamentary procedure, it
would be corrected. ,
Mr. UNDERHILL. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
Do I understand from what the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. RANKIN] said, that the rule that applies in the House
itself also applies to such remarks as a Member may make
outside of the House.
The SPEAKER. Oh, not at all
1\Ir. RANKIN. It is quite the contrary.
ADDRESS OF HON. JOHN J. DAVIS, SECRETARY OF LABOR

Mr. MENGES. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by printing therein a speech
delivered by the Bon. James J. Davis at Gettysburg on the
30th day of May last.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The address is as follows :
MEMORIAL DAY ADDRESS

It is with a feeling of deep emotion that I stand here to-day in this

Memorial Cemetery at Gettysburg. I was very much impressed in listening to the ritualistic services conducted by those few remaining survivors of the Grand .Ar·m y of the Republic over the graves of their comrades. Following that came a wave of young boys and girls strewing
flowers as they wended their way around the graves of our brave soldiers
who died on this field. It is a picture that touched me deeply and it
is a picture that no artist could paint. It is an assurance that the
future of our country is safe when men are willing to die for a principle
and those who come after them are eager to honor their memory and
perpetuate the Nation for which they so nobly gave their lives.
As I stand here to-day on this field, sacred to the cause of human
libet·ty, amidst these graves which bear mute witness to the terrible
baptism of fire that descended nearly 6 and 60 years ago in a veritable
hurricane of shot and shell upon men as brave and noble as any recorded in history, I can almost fancy that I hear the words spoken
het·e so long ago by our martyred President bidding us to dedicate ourselves to the duty of carrying on the work for which our heroes died,
"That this Nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom,
and that the government of the people, by the people, for the pe9ple,
shall not perish from the earth."
Yet while we pay due tribute to these heroic dead and take new
inspiration from their " last full measure of devotion," let us not forget the living who also risked death on this field and fought the battle
to victory. To those of you who stood here w"ith musket in hand 66
years ago, what exalted feelings must come over you to-day as you
see in your mind's eye the living picture of conflict and then look
about you over the great country that . has risen since that day when
you fought to save it. To you who survived this battle we owe as
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great a debt as to those who perished here. Let us take the full
measure of that debt and give you the full measure of our gratitude.
This is the fusf time, I believe, that one who represents labor in
the Cabinet of a President of the United States has been called upon
to speak on this spot which represents some of the holiest ground in
th~ country.
So my first thought is: What part had labor in this
historic battle, and what did that battle accomplish for labor?
Labor more than played its full part at Gettysburg. The great majority of the men who fought on this field came from the ranks of
the gainfully employed-from the farm, the mine, the mill, the shop,
factory, and countinghouse. And what this field accomplished was :
to set all labor free, and with that free labor to create the greatest
nation on the face of the globe, with the greatest machinery for the
production of wealth that has ever been assembled.
While the Civil War stlll waged a great President of the United
States stood here to dedicate this field as a perpetual memorial to its
heroes. With the outcome of the war still in doubt, President Lincoln
used that day of dedication to counsel us, in wo1·ds as solemn as have j
ever been spoken, that we carry on to give our country a new birth of I
freedom. I think we may say to-day, more than 60 years afterward,
that those who fought here and died here did win for this country a
new birth of freedom. They did settle once and for all whether these
United States should remain a union and whether human slavery should
exist no more.
Indeed, as we look back over the past, we see that this battle settled
more than wa.s thought. We see now that the political and social issues
then at stake were not the only issues subject to the fiery test of war.
Behind the political questions then fought out was a great economic
question. The question was whether in this country labor should b~
free or shackled and bonded. That was the underlying question forever
settled here, and settled right, not only for the United States but for
the world itself.
A nation may have the noblest of institutions. Politically it may be
a model to all mankind. Indeed, no nation can endure unless it truly
is politically sound. But neither can any nation live without labor.
Without the fruits of toil it will perish. Without millions of honest
workers to meet ita material wants and provide comforts and happines"S
for all, the political virtues of a country can be only a skeleton without
a body.
·
It is Important that we have our democratic government and our
equal rights to all, but it is also important that our people shall have
their work, and by that work shall live their happy lives, shall have
their homes, shall rear their families. The citizen must think of his
government, J>ut he must also think of his right to a livelihood. That
right lies at the very basis of human existence. And it was that right
to freedom of work, as much as any other issue, which was settled here
on this historic field.
It seems to me appropriate, therefore, that a spokesman for labor
should be heard on this holy ground. In a sense this battle was fought
for the betterment of labor. The men who died here freed 3,000,000
slaves, whose descendants now number more than 10,000,000 free
people. But the slavery that here was wiped from the face of the earth
was not a bodily slavery only. Since this battle we have stripped away
much slavery of the mind, and we shall go on to strip away more. I
can not see how any American can fail to be inspired by the great
advances that have already grown from the liberalizing forces set free
here a generation or two ago.
It has been our habit, wben Lincoln's address is read, to feel abashed
before its solemnity, as if we were penitent children who had slipped
away from the behests of that great and wise man. Let us read his
words for once with rejoicing. I believe these dead about us have not
died in vain. I believe this country has had a new birth of freedom.
I believe we have dedicated ourselves to carry on the cause that was
here so nobly fought for.
It seems to me time that we take a new view of the fruits that have
sprung in such abundance from the sacrifices made here, fearful as they
were. We have thought only of the political and social blessings
secured to us on this field. Now we have a right and a duty to sum
up, at last, the other great blessings risen from the men who fought
here and fell.
In a little more than a year after this decisive turning point in a
bloody war, our country settled back into peace and to peace-time
labors. Look about you and see what these labors have brought us.
The miners and the mill hands, the farmers and the shop clerks
who fought here helped to free new generations of workers from bondage
to poverty. They bound together a political Union in which material
opportunity and the freedom to use it became more abundant than ever
before. Surely the Nation did experience here a new birth of freedom
and of a new kind of freedom. It is the freedom to enjoy a richer
and fuller life than any people in history have so far been privileged
to live. To-day the same type of factory hand who fought here may
rise and become the head of a great business organization, enriching
us all with new · comforts in life and paying thousands of workers the
wages to enable them to enjoy those comforts. Surely that is freedom. '
The man who yesterday struggled and labored in obscurity may become
a great scientist, ·opening n_ew treasures of natul'e to the enjoyment and i
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benefit of mai,Jkind. Surely that Is freedom. The boy born to early
poverty and hard ·work may still rise to be an honored public servant
of the people, even in the highest office at their disposal. That also is
1 ireedom.
· The man who has risen among ns from the humblest beginnings to
the highest honors is not asked what are hls religions beliefs, to .w~at
· trade organization does he belong, or what are his racial ongms.
; Nothing is asked of him but that he shall have those qualifications of
brains and heart that entitle him to our confidence and to the responsibility that we repose in him. Surely that is freedom of a kind such
that no one who died to bring us this gift can be said to have died in
vain. Every worker in this country lives a richer, fuller life because
these workers fought for the preservation of this land of opportunity.
1
I believe if the sons of toil who lie here sleeping could rise and see
what the land they died to save has become they would rejoice at what
' has been done. But all the more reason have we who benefited so much
by these self-giving patriots to come here in reverence and thank
them with all our hearts. It is especially becoming for us of the State
of Pennsylvania to do so. This tragic battle was fought in the vecy
heart of Pennsylvania. Thousands of those in the battle were sons of
I Pennsylvania, fighting for her soil. Never shall their glory perish. We
· can not find words too solemn, too beautiful for their deeds. .As one of
the most eloquent voices that American has ever heard-the voice of a
man who stood under fire on this very field-has said :
"These heroes are dead. They died for liberty; they died for us.
They are at rest. They sleep in the land they made free. under the tlag
they rendered stainless, under the solemn pines, the sad hemlocks, the
tearful willows, the embracing vines. They sleep beneath the shadows
of the clouds, careless alike of sunshine or storm, each in the · windowless palace of his rest. Earth may run red with other wars-they are
at peace. In the midst of battles, in the roar of confiict, they found the
serenity of death."
, Of those who escaped the deadly missiles here only n handful are left,
crowned with whitened locks and stooped in gait. But their laurels
are bright as ever on their brows, and though their backs be bent, they
stand before us with spirit straight and proud. But I believe if Abraham Lincoln could stand here again in this new day in which we live he
would utter a new call to still a new dedication.
What really happened on this battle field 66 years ago was an economic clash. It was the confiict of a new economic area, brushing an
older one aside. Men may not have known then what moved them.
These new economic stirrings were like a wind, moving us without our
knowing. These invisible forces are moving us to-day. We are always
in the situation of watching a new era brushing out of existence an era
1
that is old and outworn. Every day is a Gettysburg where that battle
occurs. It is going on in the field of politics, in legislation. It is
going on in business and industry: It is going on within our own
minds. So I believe that if Lincoln could stand here to-day be would
call us to a new dedication in this endless battle to be rld of old
alaveries of thought and prejudice and to unite ourselves for new births
of economic freedom.
After the Civil War our country went back to labor in the belief that
every doubtful issue had been wisely settled once and for all. Yet in
how short a time this supposedly new order had become an old one !
Hardly was this Civil War concluded in peace when we fought one
economic baWe after the other. They were fought because we had
come to a sense that a new order was due and that an old one should
pass. The old order was the system of poor payment or long and hard
hours for the man who toils. That is always an old order, to be outlawed as soon as possible. Yet sometimes it passes only alter a struggle.
Not 10 years after the last gun had been fired in the Civil War
a small economic war was fought farther north in thi.s very State. It
centex:ed about the railroads and the steel mills, where American workers
felt that a new order of rewards for their toil should come. They
felt they had been slaves to poverty, and they strove for freedom.
Our industrial history of that period is dotted with battles over that
issue. As we look back on those troubled times we see now that the
struggles of that period were as needless as the great fratricidal
confiict of the Civil War. In these days of a riper experience and
a cooler judgment we can look back on the Civil War and realize
that reason and sober sense, if we had waited to call them into play,
might have freed the slaves and kept this country whole, without the
terrific cost that was paid in human life and blood. So also, we see
that the same sober sense might have achieved the same results in
dismissing that outworn industrial order of the seventies.
Standing here to-day, we must dedicate ourselves to peaceful abolishment of the last slavery left among us-slavery to poverty, slavery
to ignorance, the slavery of intolerance. I believe that Abraham Lincoln would be especially the champion of the worker-the laboring man.
I believe it was of the laboring man he was thinking when he said,
" God must love them because He has created so many of them." I
believe Lincoln would say, " It is well that we have these perfected
political institutions, but those who live under them must be enabled
to live fuller and happy llves, with the proper rewards for the toil."
Since Gettysburg was fought we have indeed made great strides
toward this new· freedom of opportunity, this better level Qf rewards .
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for toil. The laboring man ilf America. enjoys a life unknown to the
laborer of the day of Gettysburg. But I believe we must make him
even more secure in his present position. I believe Lincoln would be
the first to see some
the forces that tend to endanger this position
of our workers.
For one thing, we nre living just now in a time when science and
invention, ever seeking to lessen and save human labor, tend to throw
many workers out of their oid occupations and send them sometimes
on a long search for new ones, with poverty ever ready to render them
its slaves for a while. I believe that is one thing we must regard
as an old order, to be replaced by a new and better order as soon as
we can.
In that one thing alone we need a new order, such that those who
employ human workers must think of their fate before installing the
new mechanical slaves that will displace them·. And as old wrongs
always disappear in time, though sometimes not without a struggle, so
I believe we shall see this one vanish. But it is an example of the
new causes to which I believe we must dedicate ourselves.
While the new era of life which these warriors of Gettysburg ushered
in for us so ric1lly and amply justifies the struggle it cost, and while
the American people now live this abundant life of to-day, yet nevertheless too many of our people are still insufficiently paid for their toil.
Too many of us are still enslaved to a ife lacking many of the things
that make life worth the living. We must dedicate ourselves to an
emancipation of these last remaining slaves to poverty.
We allow ourselves to be guilty, too, of grave injustices even to the
best of our workers. I mean those who are dropped from employment
merely because they have reached a certain age-50 years, sometimes
even 40. This is scarcely the place to go into the reasons why this
habit prevails among so many of our employers of labor, but only too
many of the skilled and faithful in the great army of labor can testify
that the practice of arbitrary discharge for age does prevail among us.
That is slavery to a mistaken principle. slavery to ignorance of plain
fact. The laborer at 50 may only have come into his ripest skill, judgment, and experience. His character is settled. He has learned to love
his work. All this should make hlm only the more valuable, the man
above all others to be retained at his task and guaranteed his proper
payment. Not to regard him in this light means belonging to an old
order, which must pass and will pass.
These, my fri.ends, are some of the quiet battles against ignorance
and unreason that we must wage in this time of peace. We need to
carry into these bloodless struggles of the working world the same
heroism and inspiration so freely poured forth by those who fought on
this field of Gettysburg. The battle between the right way and the
wrong never ceases. Let ns be sure that we fight it with the same clear
vision, the same unsparing courage, that made history here on the
tragic occasion we commemorate to-day. Let ns see to it that every
day of our lives this country of ours shall have some new birth of
freedom-freedom to prosper, freedom to be happy, freedom to know
what a great adventure of goodness and charity this life can be made.
Let us see to it, above all, that this country remains one gt·eat community of equals, equals before the law.
No man in this land should be made to blush for any honest service
he gives:
"All service ranks the same with God
With God, whose puppets, best and worst,
Are we; tbere is no last nor first."
That was the thought in every heart when the plain people whom
Lincoln called to action shouldered their muskets and died for a
principle. Here on this field of heroic struggle and sacrifice they
mingled-the men of every walk of life, from every race. I am proud
to pay tribute to those of my people who came here ahead of me and
who now lie sleeping on this field. They, too, made the sacrifice necessary to make this country the happy and fortunate field of unlimited
opportunity which it has become.
I hope the time has come when great issues will no longer need to be ·
settled on fields of battle. The battles of the future must be battles ot
the intellect, between reason and unreason. Above all, we must strive
for a golden age for labor, for peace and prosperity for employer and
employee. It is labor that produces the bulk of the wealth of the world,
and there still are workers among us too poorly paid to be at home in a
prosperous land. This must not be in a country whose wealth totalS
up to the staggering figure of $400,000,000,000. These dead of Gettysburg never died for such things as that.
All the history that is inspiring, all the history that we love to read
and .remember, is the story of bow brave men won freedom from some
tyrant. And I believe the history of the future will be the story of how
labor achieved its final freedom from the tyrants of fear and want, of
defeated ambition. I believe the lesson of Gettysburg points in this
direction.
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ADDRESS OF GEN. HUGH L. SCOTT, RI!'Ir.IRED

1\lr. LEAVITT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by printing therein an address
delivered }>y Maj . .Gen. Hugh L. Scott, one o~ the present Indian
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commissioners. It has to do with the historic relation of the etc., were slowly established, with boarding schools on the different
reservations, and now Indian children attend the public schools of their
American Indians te the United Stntes Government.
district wherever possible.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Conditions have improved every-where during the past 20 years, and
There was no objection.
Mr. LEAVITT. ~Ir. Speaker, under the leave to extend my more especially during the latter 8. Railways have approached the
remarks in the RECORD, I include an address by Maj. Gen. Hugh agencies, many comfortable quarters have been erected with modern
L. Scott, United States Army, retired, a member of the Board conveniences, a health service is growing, with establishment of many
of Indian Commissioners, broadcast for the National League hospitals. The American people are interesting themselves more and
more in the welfare of the Indian and have enormously increased their
of Women Voters l\iay 28, 1929, over WEAF, New York City.
demands for betterment. The attempted passage of the Bm·sum bill
The address is as follows :
HISTORICAL RELATIONS OF THE Al\fERICAN INDIANs! WITH THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

My friends, I have been asked to speak to you a few moments about
the historical relations of our Indians with the Government. This is
a large subject and can not be fully treated in a few minutes.
The act of Congress of August 7, 1789, created our War Department,
and among other duties assigned to it were those pertalning to Indian
affairs, which remained under the jurisdiction of the United States
Army ul\til the act of March 3, 1849, created the Department of the
Interior and assigned to it the Indian Bureau, whereupon the affairs
of the Indian passed from military to civil control.
The Army and the Indian Service grew up together without being
regululy planned-both were added to piecemeal from time to time by
acts of Cong1·ess, some wise, some less so. Both services were extremely crude and inadequate from the standpoint of to-day and both
were the creatures of politics. Each succeeding war improved and
purified the Army, but the Indian Service never had a war.
At first the duties of the Indian Service were very simple and related mainly to the regulation of trade and intercourse in the Indian
country and with the payment of annuities as compensation for land
acquired from the Indians by treaty. Many of these treaties were
fraudulent in every way because the Indian was ignorant of our laws and
customs, unable to protect himself, as he still is, and he was not protected by his guardian, the Government. Gov. William Clark, for
instance, purchased in 1819 all the land from the month of the Arkansas River to the Rocky Mountains, occupied by many tribes, for about
$2,000 from the Quapaw Tribe, who did not own it, and our Court of
Claims has not finished even yet settling with the heirs of the real
owners.
Many Indian wars were brought on by the encroachments of white
settleL·s on the lands of the Indian and by the results of the purchase by
the Government of land owned by the tribe through negotiations with a
few individual Indians without consent of the tribe. Reprisals would
follow and the Army would be called upon by the political powers to
enforce acceptance by the tribe and remove the Indian from the lands
of his forefathers.
The Indians were self-supporting when first known and until the
game was destroyed by the white man a.nd the livelihood of the Indian
thus taken from him. The fur companies, intrenched in political power
in Washington, did much as they pleased in the Indian country, they
did most of the management that was done and the morals, education,
health, and welfare of the Indians received but scant attention from
anybody. Whisky, smallpox, measles, and other scourges unknown
to the Indian were introduced into his country and carried off many
thousands of· individuals and weakened whole tribes. The smallpox
epidemic of 1837 was said to have been taken to the Upper Missouri on
the boat of the American Fur Co., and allowed to reach the Indians by
the utmost carelessness. It was reported to have caused the death of
60,000 Indians and the reduction of the Mandan Tribe to 19 families.
A single agent with headquarters at; St. Louis would be appointed
over five or six wild tribes, most of whom he never saw. He would take
the tribal annuities up the Missouri River i.n the spring on the boat
of the American Fnr Co., issue them to the Indians at their nearest
fur trading station, if they were there to receive them, otherwise throw
them off without proper supervision to prevent later the selling to the
Indian of his own goods. This done, the agent would return to
St. Louis on the same boat, not to be seen again on the upper river
for another year. These conditions continued until after the Civil
War with Alight improvement, and were little better when I first
went to the Indian country in 1876.
The American people expected but little from the Indian Service then
and got less. It was honeycombed with graft ; its employees were
political appointees, isolated, looked down upon, trusted by nobody,
and generally despised until they were placed under civil-service r·u les
In the time of President Cleveland, when this misprision generally disappeared. It should be obvious that such a service required but slight
appropriations for its maintenance, and most of this money was absorbed in the payment of the tribal annuities.
The first great step in education was brought about by the eft'orts of
Capt. R. H. Pratt, Tenth Cavalry, who started a school for the
children of Indian prisoners of war at the military post of Carlisle
Barracks, Pa., in 1879. The results of this movement awoke the
conscience of the American people to their responsibility for the education of the Indian child. Since those days the great nonreservation
schools of Sherman, Haskell, Chilocco, Albuquerque,- Phoenix, Chemawa,

that got through the Senate brought out a storm of indignation from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, with the formation of new societies for the
defense of the Indian from spoliation. Congress is much better acquainted now with conditions and more sensitive to the demands of the
people for betterment, and the appropriations have increased year by
year until now, when they are higher than at any time in our history.
Notwithstanding all this, they are still inadequate. Ex-Secretary of
the Interior Work reported last year that the Indian Service was
"starved," as indeed it always has been. The tenure of office and pay
are insecure, its employees discouraged, and the whole service is under
par. Its operative system is antiquated, costly, inefficient, and unduly
affected by politics. It needs reorganization, not with new people, for
the vast majority are under the civil-service rules, but more efficient
and of far higher quality and character than we have any right to
expect under the present conditions of isolation, insecurity, discouragement, with overwork and underpay, undue political interference, and
improper operative system. I must take off my hat to many of those
men and women of the far places. I rejoice in the fidelity of their work
under stress, and am vastly proud of their friendship.
There are forces of evil, both white and red, working to abolish the
Indian Service and spoliate the Indian. This abolishment would be like
throwing a baby to the wolves. The Indian will require the educating and protecting influences of the Indian Service for at least another generation before he will be able to take care of himself. But
this service needs the thorough reorganization from within itself without
the upheaval which was experienced by the Army after the Spanish
War-a slow deliberative reorganization by its own people that gave
the Regular Army the proper administrative system which enabled it to
digest and take care of the millions of new, untaught men thrust into
its organization suddenly by the Great War; to feed, clothe, pay, equip,
train, and transport 2,000,000 men to France, place them in their
proper positions at the right moments with the will to win; who by
their sacrifices and achievements had much to do with the accomplishment of victory and the placing of our country in the forefront of all
the nations of the earth.
Before the war this achievement was considered impossible by all the
foreign nations who limited our ability to placing 300,000 men in
France, and It would have been impossible if Germany had not been
held by France and England while we were in preparation. Even then
it would have been impossible if the Regular Army was then acting
under the administrative system which was in vogue before the Spanish
War. The Indian Service needs just such a deliberate, steady, reorganization by its own people without upheaval, and the friends of the
Indian feel that it is near at hand.
The Indian Service bas many functions identical with those of the
Army. Both are operated from an office of central control i.n Washington; the elements are scattered over a wide extent of country. Both
are administrative bureaus concerned with health, education, promulgation of orders, research, building, printing, sanitation, inspection, purchase and supply, pay and audit, transportation, etc., and both should
have very nearly an identical administrative system, reorganized in the
same way on modern business principles which have proved their value.
Ex-Secretary of the Interior Work brought about a most timely and
constructive accomplishment in the recent survey of the Indian field
service by the Institute for- Government Research, which is entirely
without governmental supervision.
The report of this survey is called the Meriam report, in honor of its
director, Mr. Lewis Meriam. While it contains little that bas not been
reported by other services year after year, it has brought the facts in
concrete form before the people, unaffected by politics or governmental
bias. It shows that the demands of the people for betterment have
increased enormously and Congress is awakening to conditions.
The Indian Service has struggled manfully to meet those demands,
and has met them successfully so far as the lack of funds and a proper
operative system have permitted.
Never before in all our history have conditions been so favorable for
reform. The President, the Congress, and the people want it. The new
Secretary and Assistant Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of
Indian Affairs are all men of highest quality, unconnected with politics,
men of high position and achievement in their own communities, of independent means, inspired only by high civic consciousness and a warm
desire for the welfare of the Indian. Never before have we bad so
many elements of Government in line at the same time, and now is the
accepted time for action-the zero hour.
Let us all get behind those gentlemen and support them to the uttermost, defend them from the vicious attacks we must expect from thos~r
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who are out of sympathy with the welfare of the Indian. And we may yet
see an Indian Service of which the American people may be justly proud.
.

THE T.AB.IFF

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes, under the order of
the House, the gentleman from Maryland [Mr. CLARK] for 30
minutes.
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. Mr. Speaker and ladies and gentlemen : On the ~2d of May, while the tariff bill was open for
general debate, time was granted by the gentlemen on the Republican side in charge of the bill to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BECK]. After the expiration of the time granted,
the House, at the suggestion of the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
GARNER], granted unlimited time to the gentleman from Pennsylvania. At the expiration of his time, to my utter surprise,
practically the whole House arose in approval. I have interpreted that demonstration as a proper respect for the able
gentleman rather than an approval of what he said. What he
did was to challenge the constitutionality and wisdom of the
:tlexible tariff section of the Hawley tariff bill then beinor considered.
o
Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the :tlexible tariff and in
doing so I support a most wholesome and established policy
not only of the Federal Government but of every State in the
Union; that is, the policy of administrative application of law
to changing facts, upon which said law depends. Very early
in our history this policy was adopted as a legislative necessity.
It bas been challenged and defended in a hundred cases.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BEOK] a few days
ago sought to discredit this policy, as it is proposed to apply· it
to the Hawley-Smoot bill of 1929. He says this policy in this
bill is carried too far; that it is not within the facts, and therefore not within the ruling of the Hampton case of 1928, reported
in Two hundred and seventy-sixth United States Reports
construing the flexible provision of the 1922 law, or the Field~
case, reported in One hundred and forty-third United States
Reports, construing countervailing-duty provisions of the M..:Kinley law of 1890, or any other case on record. He says the
bill of 1929 enlarges the President's power of revision by making
theories instead of facts the basis of changes or tariff revision.
From this he draws his conclusion that the alleged extension
of power delegated to the President in this bill is a delegation
of legislative or taxing power. At the conclusion of his speech
I asked for time the next day to answer it, but the bill was not
thereafter open for further general debate.
In replying now to the distinguished gentleman [Mr. BEUK],
it is necessary first to look at the 1922 law and the court's interpretation of it, and then compare it with the corresponding
section of the Hawley bill of 1929, which he CJitlcizes as representing an unwarranted extension or enlargement of the flexible
provisions of the 1922 law.
- What are the differences in the flexible provisions of these
two statutes, 19"22 and 1929?
1922 says presidential revision up or down must follow differences in costs of production at home and abroad. and so forth.
1929 says such revision must follow variations or differences
in competitive conditions of domestic and foreign products laid
down in the principal domestic markets, and so forth.
Difference in competitive conditions is. the real basis of revision and the real object and purpose of investigation.
Cost of production is laid down as the general rule of revision
in 1922 law, and then treated as only one element of the conditions justifying revision.
·
I understand this defect in stating an element of the thing to
be found rather than the thing itself, needed correction, and the
proposed language in the 1929 law is perfecting i,n substance.
Is there change of policy? There is no change of policy, only
change of expression. The law providing for ascertainment of
differences in costs is about the same as that which directs the
:finding of differences in competitive conditions, as shown by a
parallel reading of the requirements for finding their competitive difference or equalizing figure.
Subsection (c) of section 315 provides-That in ascertaining the differences in costs of production, under the
subdivisions (a) and (b) of this section, the President, in so far as he
finds it practicable, shall take into consideration (1) the differences
~n conditions in production, including wages, costs of material, and
other items in costs of production of such or similar articles in the
United States and in competing foreign countries; (2) the differences
in the wholesale selling prices of domestic and foreign articles in the
principal markets of the United States; (3) advantages granted to a
foreign producer by ~ foreign g<-vernment, or by a person, partne.r ship,
corporation, or assoCiation in a foreign country; (4) any other advantages or <lisadvantages in competition.

Act of 1929, section
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ASCERTAINYENT 011' DIFll'ElUDNCES IN CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION

In ascertaining the differences in conditions of competition between
do~estic articles and like or similar competitive imported articles in the
prmcipal market of the United States the President shan take into
consideration, in so far as he finds it practicable and applicabl e · (1)
costs of production of the domestic article or the price at which' such
article is freely .ofl'ered for sale to all purchasers in the principal
market of the Umted States in the ordinary course of trade and in the
usual wholesale quantities in such market; (2) costs of production of
the imported article or the price or value set forth in its invoice, or its
import cost as defined in subdivision (e) of section 332; (3) other costs
of the domestic article and of the imported article in so far as not considered under paragraphs (1) or (2), including (a) the cost of all con~ai~ers and covering of whatever nature and other charges and expenses
lDCident to placing the article in condition packed ready for delivery,
and (b) costs of transportation; and (4) advantages granted to a
foreign producer by a government, person, partnership, corporation, or
association in a foreign country.

Thus in the a~t of 1922 changes of established duties may be
made by Executive order to equalize differences in production
costs at home and abroad.
In the pending bill such changes may be made by Executive
order to equalize differences in conditions of competition between domestic and imported articles in the principal market of
the United States.
Now, we all know, gentlemen, that there was no mention
made of this change in the report of the committee which
accompanied the bill, and the one and only purpose of this
change was to clarify the language.
Mr. BECK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. Yes.
Mr. BECK.. I think if the gentleman will look at the report
of the Comm.1ttee on Ways and Means he will ascertain that
they did refer to it and recommended the change on the ground
that the costs of production could not be ascertained.
Mr. CLARK of ·Maryland. I am very thankful to the orentleman for that correction. I looked for it but did not ;ee it·
but what the gentleman says simply confirms what I hav~
already said. In the 1922 flexible sections there is laid down
the rul~ of th~ ~fferences in the costs of production in makiug
Exe~1tive reVIswns. That rule was circumvented by importers,
and 1t was hard to understand by those who had to apply the
rules. It developed very soon in the application of those rules
that really what was necessary to be determined in fixinO' an
~ualizing duty was not the difference in the cost of pr;duction at home and abroad, but the difference in competitive conditions~ that the cost of production was only -one element of
the main thing that had to be determined, and that gave a lot
of trouble and made it necessary for the committee to lay down
the true fact f01· determination, namely, the diffm·ences in competitive conditions; and you will see that in the rules laid
~own for the President to follow in arriving at that determination he must take into consideration the differences in the costs
of production at home and abroad.
The conclusion, therefore, can not be escaped that no real
differences appear except to make the language of the act more
conformable to the facts to be investigated and to make effective the equalizing or competitive policy of the bill. I can
not see where the President's power is any greater under the
1929 proposal than in the 1922 act. The provision "Any other
advantages or disadvantages in competition" in the 1922 act is
broad enough to let in every study of competiti,-e conditions
mentioned or contemplated in the present or proposed bill. The
purpose in both acts is administrative application of the competitive policy in the law to changing facts upon which this law
depends. Under the Hawley law foreign circumlocution can
no longer defeat investigations and reports within the policy.
Therefore, Mr. Speaker, this change of phraseology between
the two acts is made not with a view of changing the factfinding policy to a theory or rainbow-chasing policy, as bas
been intimated, but to clarify and emphasize the doctrine of
equalization of competitive conditions underlying the enti1·e
bill. This policy was prompted by necessity and wm be retained as an evolution in orderly and effective legislative
procedure.
Mr. BRUMM. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CLARK of ·Maryland. Yes.
Mr. BRUMM. Does not the levying of all taxes depend upon
changing conditions from year to year? All taxes of every
kind depend upon changing conditions, and, that being so,
would the gentleman say that the President could be authorized to levy taxes according to the changing of conditions
frorrt year to year?
Mr. CLARK
Maryland. I am stating a principle that
you will find back in our law from the very ~eginning, and I
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refer you to the Drig .Atwora. case in Seventh Cranch, which in:vol...-es practicaUy the same principle, and the Marshall Field
case, in One hundred and forty-third United States Reports, a
countervailing duty case, involving the construction of the
McKinley Reciprocity Act of 1890.
Mr. BRUMM. But the gentleman has not answered. Does
not the levying of taxes depend upon changing conditions
constantly?
·
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. Not in the sense, it the gentleman
pleases, that the law of Congress is applied to changing c_onditions in this matter. I do not mean, nor does Congress
mean, that it is possible for the President to follow all
changes in facts and to make a duty that will equalize every
What is at1 difference that might arise from time to time.
tempted here is to have this matter, which needs attention at
all times, taken care of in the most logical and the most
common-sense way.
Do we want this matter of tariff revision brought back
in to this House every year?
Mr. BRUMM. Yes; if necessary.
Mr. BECK. Will the gentleman further yield?
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. I will
Mr. BECK. If Congress passed a law to equalize conditions
of competition between those who have property and those who
have not, would the gentleman regard a law that gave the
President of the United States the power to impose income
taxes at Dleasure to equalize such competition a delegation of
legislative power?
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. I do not regard that, if the gentleman pleases, as au analogous case at all. I am here discussing the question of import duties based upon the competitive
theory and take the position that if we want to make our law,
which is supposed to involve the policy of protection, effective,
we have to lodge in some governmental agency the power to
apply the policy to changing conditions, especially so since the
World War when economic conditions have been disturbed
almost to the point of business revolution, and overnight the
very conditions upon which a duty is laid might be changed.
The gentleman concedes that if the fa.cts were ascertainable
and tangible, the powers granted would be fact-finding powers,
but says that when facts are not definitely ascertainable, such
as differences in conditions of competition, then discretion and
judgment must be exercised, and that in that instance the
powers delegated and exercised are legislative.
The same argument was urged in the Hampton case and it
was t.hrown out the window headlong. Such differences can
never be :fixed with exactness and it is not expected, but the
policy is clear and definite and the plan is sensible and
sound.
When the law and common sense are in apparent conflict the
conflict is compromised or corrected on the side of common
sense. Nearest proximity to fact and not 100 per cent exactness
is the rule in sensible law making.
Now, the gentleman drew two conclusions of law from this
flexible section of the Hawley Act, and I challenge the defensibility of both.
He says that in this legislation Congress has unconstitutionally and unwisely transferred almost absolute power of legislation to the President.
This critieism contains two independent concepts, to which I
eall attention :
.
First. He says there has been a transfer of legislative power.
Second. That this transfer is almost absolute and very portentious.
Anything transferred requires the affirmative act of the
transferee to recover it. Congress has no authority to transfer
any power granted to it.
.
It has authority to declare by ·statute a policy and authorize
Executive or administrative adjustments necessary to conform
to said policy. It has authority to delegate or commit factfinding and law-applying power.
Is not this what Congress has done in this case-delegated
fact-finding authority only, and then authorized Executive application, and so forth?
Now, why bas Congress done this? Was it to avoid responsibility? Was it in sheer cowardly abrogation of its · tawmaking prerogativeS?
Mr. BECK. I will only ask one further question and then I
will not trespass further upon the gentleman's time. Will not
the gentleman, before he leaves this answer to my question,
explain the distinction so far as the question of the transfer of
legislative power between the power of the President to impose
an income tax and the power of the President to levy a dnty
upon imports? Wherein is the distinction from the standpoint
L.XXI-166
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of the constitutional power of Congress to impose either class
of taxes?
Mr. CLARK of ·1\Iaryland. In answering the gentleman I
would say that the case presented is not an analogous case.
Mr. BECK. Yes. The gentleman said that before, but in
what respect is it· not analogous?
Mr. CLARK of Maryland. It is not analogous because here
we are dealing with import duties in which we are attempting
to set up equalization figures for protective purposes.
Mr. BECK. I know, but import duties and income taxes are ·
two different kinds of taxes, and the power of taxation is
vested in the Congress. Now, in what respect is there any
distinction between the two in giving the President the power
to impose either?
1\Ir. CI.ARK of Maryland. I think a complete answer to the
gentleman is the .fact that all the way through the statutory
law of this country the question of the term " tax" and the
term "duty •• is distinguished, and we do not 1·efer to tax when
we refer to duties.
A little further .on in my speech I had intended to draw a distinction between the word" tax" and the word" duty," as used
in the Constitution, and that is one of the criticisms I understand that the gentleman from Pennsylvania brings against the
flexible provisions of the 1929 bill
The gentleman does not only say that it is an attempt to
delegate legislative power, he says that it is an attempt to
transfer taxing power.
Now, in the case of United States v. 49 Demijohns (39 Fed.
402}, decided in 1889, the court very carefully went into the
history of these two words, duty under the Constitution and
tax under the Constitution, and this is what the court said in
conclusion :
In a careful examination of the numerous instances in which the
word "tax" is used throughout the entire statutes of the United States,
I have failed to find where it can, with any degree of satisfaction, be
!J.Ppiied to duties or imports.

The gentleman from Pennsylvania knows and every Member
of Congress knows that it was finally adjudged necessary to
make the law flexible to meet rapidly changing conditions.
When the law is based on a stable set of facts the law can be
rigid, but when based on facts that are shifting and cha:Dooing,
the law must have flexibility to make it effective and serve its
ptu~se.
_
But the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GAB.NER) says, let Congress take care a.f flexibility. If competitive conditions change,
let Congress change- the law after determination of the facts,
and so forth. Who wants te> throw this fact-finding matter back
in to Congress?
- From the beginning of our legislative history, Congress has
applied this identical policy when necessity required it, or
wisdom dictated it.
As said in the case of Buttfield v. Stranahan (192 U. S.), at
page 496. arising under the tea standards act of 1897 involving
the same policy:
Congress legislated on the subject as far as was reasonably practicable, and from the necessities of the case was compelled to leave to
executive officials the duty of bringing about the result pointed out by.
the statute. To deny the power of Congress to delegate such a duty,
would, in effect, amount to declaring the plenar:. power vested in Congress to regulate foreign commerce could not be efficaciously · exerted.

It should not be necessary to go back of the Hampton case,
1928 (276 U. S. 394), which directly validates the 1922 law

on this point. The court said in part:
The field of Congress involves all and many varieties of legislative
action, and Congress has found it :frequebtly necessary to use officers · of
the executive branch, within definite limits, to secure the exact effect
intended by its acts of legislation, by vesting discretion in such officers
to make public regulations interpreting a statute and directing the
details of its execution, even to the extent of providing for penalizing
a breach of such regulation.
Congress may feel itself unable conveniently to determine exactly
when its exercise -of the legislative power should become effective,
because dependent on future condition, and it may leave the determination of such time to the decision of an executive, or, as often happens
in matters of · State legislation, it may be left to a popular vote o! the
residents o1' a district to be affected by the legislation. While in a
sense one may say that such residents are exercising legislative power,
it is not an exact statement, because the power has already been exercised legislatively by the body vested with that power under the constitution, the condition of its legislation going into effect being made
dependent by the legislature on the expression of the voters of a certain district. As Judge "Ranney, of the Ohio Supreme Court, in Cin-
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cinnati, Wilmington & Zanesville Railroad Co. "· Commissioners (1 Ohio
St. 77, 88), said 1n such case:
"The true distinction, therefore, is between the delegation of power
to make the law, which necessarily involves a discretion as to what tt
shall be, and conferring an authority or discretion as to its execution,
to be exercised under and in pursuance of the law. The first can not
be done; to the latter no valid objection can be made." See also 1\lyers
v. Reading (21 Pa. St. 188, 202; Locke's Appeal, 72 Pa. St. 491, 498).
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the amount of duty needed to equalize competitive and cost conditions
1s determined as provided can the President exercisil any duty-changing

powe:r under this proposed revision, just as under the 1922 law.
5. The President has no discretion, but is limited to the proclamation
of a competitive and equalizing duty, based upon such independent
investigation by public authority. This is not a changing of the law
by the President but a studied and scientific appil~ation of the law.

How, therefore, can the gentleman say that this flexibleQuoting Judge Mitchell in the case of State v. Chicago, Mil- tariff section proposes to delegate almost absolute power of
waukee & St. Paul Railway Co. (30 Minn. 281), the Supreme taxation to the President?
Court in this Hampton case further says :
Now, another major criticism was hurled at this wholesome
If such power is to be exercised at all, it can only be satisfactorily policy. The gentleman said that this..ilexible provision was an
done by a board or commission eonstantly in session, whose time is almost absolute transfer of taxing power.
exclusively given to the subject, and who, after investigation of the
The Constitution distinguishes between a tax and duty.
facts, can fix rates with reference to the peculiar circumstances of each Loosely, at times tari.ff duties are referred to as taxes. The
road and each particular kind of business, and who can change or proper and restrictive use of the word "duty" all through our
modify these rates to suit the ever-varying eonditlons of traffic. • * • statutes and the history of the tariff is that duty refers to
Our legislature has gone a step further than most others and vested our tariffs and not to taxes. A tariff duty is not a tax.
commission with full power to determine what rates are equal and
In United States v. 49 Demijohns, 1889 (39 ]'ed. 402), the
reasonable in each particular case. Whether this was wise or not is not court went very carefully into the history of these two words in
for us to say; but in doing so we can not see that they have transcended ~egislation. _ It concluded, as I have already indicated, by sa.ytheir constitutional authority. They have not delegated to the eomlil.ia- mg:
sion any authority or discretion as to what the law shall be-which
would not be allowable-but have merely conferred upon it an-authoritJ
and discretion, to be exercised in the execution of the law, and under
and in pursuance of it, which is entirely permissible. The legislature
Itself has passed upon the expediency of the law and what it shall be.
The commission is intrusted with no authority or discretion upon these
questions. (See also the language of ~ustices Miller and Bradley. Jn
the same case in this court. 134 U. S. 418, 459, 461, 464.)

This policy was upheld in the count-ervailing duty case of
Field v. Clark (143 U. S. Repts.) arising under the McKinley
Reciprocity Act of 1890 ; in the commission cases arising under
the Interstate Commerce Commission act of 1887 and amendments thereto; in the Brig Auro-ra case (7 Cranch 382), arising
under the nonintercourse act of 1809, and was applied by Congress as early as Washington's administration in 1794, when
power was given the President to lay an embargo on all ships
and vessels in the ports of the United States and suspend said
embargo " whenever in his judgment the public safety should
require it."
Counsel in the Hampton case, appearing against the flexible
provision of the 1922 act, sought to distinguish the above cases
as not in point, but the court held that the same principle of
administrative application of law to <:hanging facts was involved,
and that this principle did not constitute delegation of Iegisla·
tive power. This the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BEcx]
is willing to concede as the court's interpretation of said act, but
criticizes it as the court's pontifical absolution of congressional
activities in the delegation of its taxing powers, and then pro·
ceeds to condemn the proposed 1929 revision of the flexible
provision of said act as a further and constitutionally unwar·
ranted transfer of legislative power.
Now, it was also said that the power delegated to the Presi·
dent was portentious and almost absolute.
Is this true? Did Congress carelessly delegate this power
with no limitations? Was nothing done to give the public con·
fidence in the fairn ess of the President's revisions?
Consider the limitations placed upon the President.
The gentleman frQm Pennsylvania [Mr. BECK] says that the
pending bill gives almost absolute legislative or taxing power
to the President. To this it should be sufficient to simply
answer that such statement can be only an opinion of the distinguished gentleman, as it is neither a quotation nor even a
strained interpretation of any part of the flexible provision
section.
The fact is that the law intentionally and expressly puts the
responsibility of honest ascertainment of competitive cost conditions in the principal United States markets and the enforcement of this policy upon the President, and then in subsection
(e) proceeds to limit these powers to safeguard the public
against possible abuse, as follows ; listen to this :
1. That no proclamation can be made by the President, i. e., no
increase or decrease of duty can be made until a thorough domestic and
foreign competitive cost-condition investigation shall have been made
by the commission and all differences in competitive conditions. ascertained.
2. That the commisslon shall give public hearings and give reasonable
public notice of same.
3. That all parties in interest shall be given reasonable opportunity
to be present, to produce evidence, and be beard.
4. That after all this is done, to safeguard the public, and said proceedings have been reported to the President, he may increase or decrease the established duty within the 50 per cent minimum or maximum limit or change the classification, and not until this is done and

In a careful examination of the numerous instances in which the
word " tax " is used throughout the entire statutes of the United States,
I have failed to find one where it can, with any degree of satisfaction
be applied to duties on imports.
'

There is an additional reason why taxes are not contemplated
Everyone knows that the whole pur·
pose of this section is for protection through an equalizing
or competitive duty. No one has mentioned tax in the whole
debate. It was never in the mind of a single Congressman except, apparently, the gentleman from Pennsylvania.
The fact is that under the surface of this gentleman's effort
is an evident purpose to discredit an established and most
wholesome policy, one that has become necessary and indispensable in the evolution of reasonable and orderly legislation.
In this effort he has the hearty cooperation of traditional and
obstructive Democratic assistance. His entire argument contains nothing new, but is a repetition of Democratic thought
and argument on this subject since it first arose early in the
history of American legislation.'
Now this is the common sense of the whole matter: In the
administration of a tariff law it is obvious under shifting worldwide economic conditions that it might become necessary in pursuance of a protective policy to make some ad interim adjustments or revisions, depending upon existence or nonexistence of certain facts. This necessity was accentuated after
the war, when things happened quickly, when economic conditions were unsettled and uncertain. Is the authority to
find these facts and apply the law as this Congress proposes
it a delegation of taxing authority? If any Member of this
Congress thinks so, I ask him or her to produce a case of
last resort sustaining such contention. This is old legislative
practice, and just such speeches as the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. BECK] has made opposing such practice are just as
old. I had hoped that after the Hampton case this policy of
administrative application of law to changing facts, after
d~cades of trial and success, had .obtained a status of immunity
from further Democratic assault and most certainly from responsible Republican assault.
The time has come when Congress can not exercise certain
powers intelligently and satisfactorily without the delegation of
fact-finding and law-applying authority, and the future will have
further delegations of the same character as we progress and
business relationships and conditions become more complicated.
This policy itself is protective and progressive in character and
there is no substantial public opposition to it~ and never has
been. Whenever abused, it can be easily corrected.
Let me ask you this question: Does the country want railroad
rate making thrown back into Congress? The principle is the
same. Take the delegation of congressional power to fix railroad rates: The time came when Congress could no longer cope
with railroad rate-making requirements. Rate regulation depended upon a complexity of facts pertaining to rates and practices that were shifting and changing with changed conditions.
What happened? Congress said we will pass an interstate commerce act establishing the law and create a commission to administer this law. We will, as a part of this law, authorize the
commission to determine the facts to which the law applies and
fix the rates accordingly. It was originally held by the courts
that the commission under said delegation of authority could
only declare as unreasonable, rates initiated by the carriers. . By
the Hepburn amendment of 1906 the commission waS. given authority to fix maximum rate§ by applying the law to changed
in this flexible provision.
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conditions requiring rate reVisions. The rateS when fixed were
adjudged to be tantamount to congressional enactments.
Congress had never delegated this fact-finding authority until
it became necessary to protect the rights and interests of the
, people. This is true of the flexible tariff. The public wanted it
and is satisfied with it, and the public is satisfied with the
flexible tariff provisions of the pending bill Congress will
always determine its tariff policy and make its tariff laws, but
Congress will more and more find it necessary to delegate the
finding of facts, upon which the law depends for its successful
administration, to executive or administrative agencies.
I hold in my hand a volume of 125 closely typed pages containing the cost of production facts and figures in a presidential
investigation case. The subject is tomatoes, only one of thou, sands. And yet the gentleman :(rom Texas [Mr. GARNER] would
throw back into this Congress duty adjustments under the flex! Ible provisions providing for the appointment of a commission of
·four persons to make investigations and report directly to this
body for action. The public does not want any such procedure
f as it would be a backward step.
This would involve constant
1
tariff controver&ies on the floor of Congress, the result of which
would be anything but orderly and efficient legislation all along
the line.
What would happen if we were to bring into this Congress
· the complicated w~rn, southern, and eastern freight classiIJications and thom;ands upon thousands of class and commodity
Jrates upon our railway systems? We would not know where to
. start nor how to start in the direct regulation of :fixing of such
rates. Or suppos~ we were to provide that the Interstate Commerce Commission should report its :findings upon all rate questions to this Congress for direct action. What would be the
result? The fact is that it was hoped that the Tar:iff Commission would have the effect of taking the tariff out of politics
entirely and eventually place it, just as railroad rates are now,·
in the hands of an expert commission for scientific adjustment
based on declared congressional policy or law.
.
. Can it now be said that we have delegated lawmaking power
to the Interstate Commerce Commission? Have not the commission cases definitely determined this question? Concerning
railroad rates, somewhat different, technically speaking, from
tariff duties, we have declared the common law and have established the commission with authority to apply this law to
changing facts in the establishment of rates that ·will yield a
fair return on a fair value. But that does not alter the fact
that every item of law in the Interstate Colllltlerce Commission
act and amendments thereto has . been declared by Congress.
When the rate is ordered by the commission it is tantamount
to and becomes a part of the law, ·not by what the commission
has done in the abstract but by the provision of the law itself.
The same is true in principle with respect to the flexible provisions of the tariff law, and I am opposed to any departure from
this most valuable, wholesome, wise, and nec~ary policy until
and unless it shall be found to be unworkable as a legislative
expedient.
I am just as jealous of the integrity of our Constitution as the
gentleman from Pennsylvania or any other Member of the
House, but whenever it is possible to recoitcile the Constitution
with common-sense legislation, such as this is, I believe it
strengthens the Constitution in the admiration and affection of
the people by favoring such reconciliation. [Applause.]
PROHIBITION ENFORCEMENT
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Vlrkula's wife claimed her husband was shot before he had an opportunity to stop his automobile. She said the machine traveled little
more than 10 feet after. the command was given, when a fusillade of
bullets penetrated the car.
E. J. White, appointed to the border patrol forces a few months ago,
admitted tiring the shots which killed Virkula. White was accompanied
by E. V. Serville, also a newly appointed border-patrol man. Both
officers have been temporarily suspended while the shooting is being
investigated.
County Attorney David Hurlburt, of Koochiching County, declared
charges will be preferred against White it a coroner's inquest, scheduled
for to-morrow morning, discloses the shooting was without cause.
Vlrk:ula was shot through the neck, and death was lru!tantaneous.
The shooting occurred about 11.30 o'clock last night. The body was
brought by the patrolmen to this city, where Virkula's aged parents
reside. The slain man operated a confectionery at Big Falls.
The shooting was done with sawed-off shotguns. The automobile was
dented with shot in about 26 places.
Superior officers of the two patrolmen said that officers have been
warned to shoot only in self~efense. A report of the affair has been
sent to headquarters at Grand Forks, N. Dak.
White and Servlne refused to comment on the shooting.
The two patrolmen's duties consisted chiefly of watching for liquor
runners from Canada. The shooting occurred about i5 miles south ot
the Canadian border. The men make their headquarters at International Falls, on the Canadian border.

I rise at this time to ask that the departments in charge of
law enforcement in America make every effoi't to send these
murderers to the penitentiary and thereby broadcast to every
part of the NatiO-n that peaceful and law-abiding citi~ens _cf
our Republic can take an. automobile trip with their family
without being deliberately murdered by some inefficient• lawenforcement officer who believes that the prohibition law is
the only law of the land and is paramount to the laws that
protect human life and prevent murders. [Appla~e.]
THE ..SENATE EXPORT DmENTURE AMENDMENT EXPLAINED

Mr. HASTINGS. I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD.
·
·
The S~EAKIDR. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Oklahoma? ·
·
There was no objection.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. Speaker, the Senate export debenture
amendment, in brief, provides that when the Federal farm board
created under this farm marketing bill finds it· advisable to
carry out the policy as declared in section 1 of the bill, · the
board shall notify the Secretary of the Treasury to issue debentures or certificates to the exporters of agricultural commodities and their manufactured products to the amount of 50
per cent of the tariff on these products. There being no tariff
on cotton, the amount of the certificates ls :fixed at 2 cents per
pound, or $10 per bale.
I favor this amendment for two reasons: ·
First, it is optional with the farm board created by the bill
as to whether it will .go into effect, and, if the .board finds that
agricultural products can be stabilized under the other provisions of the bill, then this debenture amendment will not become operative; and it goes into effect only when the board
finds it advisable and necessary to put it into effect to assist
agriculture. Now, just what possbile harm could that do? It
gives the authority to the board to be exercised only when
the board finds it necessary to accomplish the purposes as set
forth in section 1 of the bill to stabilize agricultural commodities and the products processed and marketed thereunder.
Second, I favor the amendment for the reason, as I have attempted to show at length in a general speech I made on the
tariff bill May 21, 1929, that the tariff is ineffective so far as
those agricultural products are concerned, of which we reg-

Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to address the House for :five minutes.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsfn asks unanimous consent to address the House for :five mii:mtes. Is there
objeetion?
.
There was no objection.
Mr. SCHAFER of Wisconsin. M.r. Speaker, this morning's
press carries an article describing another tragedy which in- ularly raise an exportable surplus. This amendment seeks · to
dicates that the prohibition law is creating a citizenry of law- make the tariff effective as to those agricultural products.
Now, let us illustrate with wheat, cotton, and corn:
breakers and murderers instead of law-respecting _citizens.
We regularly raise an exportable surplus of each of these
The Associated Press report from International Falls, Minn.,
products. In the calendar year 1928 we exported of wheat and
appeared in this morning's Washington Post, as follows :
its products 206,258,610 bushels. There is a tariff of 42 cents
BORDER DRY PATROL SHOOTS MAN DEAD---AUTOIST FAlLS TO HALT AT
per bushel on wheat. We imported last year one-fortieth of
OitDER AND FUSILLADE FOLLOWS ; INQUIRY IS lJEGUN--TWO CHILDREN IN
1 per cent of the amount of wheat we produced. The tariff
UACHlNE
therefore is ineffective as to wheat. This debenture amendment would give the exporters of wheat 50 per cent of the tariff,
' lNTEBNATIONAL FALLS, MINN~ June 9 (A. P.).-Henry Virkula, 41,
Big Falls (Minn.) merchant, was shot and killed while drtving home in or 21 cents per bushel. The purchasers for export of wheat
an automobile with his wife and two chlldren near here last night and its products would therefore not only pay to the producers
when he failed to stop at the command of border patrolmen assigned of wheat the price which the foreign market justified, but in
addition the 21 cents per bushel authorized by the debenture
to liquor-smuggling duty.
County police who launched an investigation said there was no evi- amendment.
As to cotton, we exported in 1928, 8,546,419 bales. The exdence of liquor in Virkula's automobile. Two empty bottles were found,
porters _would receive de~ture c_ertificates of 2 ~ents per pound,
~ut proved to have been medi~~e eont~ers, P?l!-ce ~id.
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or $10 per bale, and would, therefore, pay the cotton producers,
as they do now, the price which the foreign market justiiies and
i.n addition the extra 2 cents per pound. _
As to corn, the rate now carried in the pending tariff bill is
25 cents per bushel. We exported last year 25,000,000 bushels
of corn. The exporters of corn would fix the price, as they do
now, based upon the foreign market and in addition add the
amount of the debenture certificate, which would be 12lh cents
per bushel.
As to wheat, corn, and cotton, the price would be reflected
back, and would increase the amount which the original producer or farmer gets for his products. At present he gets nothing because of the tariff, but he pays higher plices for everything that he buys, and to that extent contributes to the prosperity of the industrialists of the East.
Last year we received the sum of $565,501,000 collected as
duties because of the tariff. Those export debenture certificates given to the exporters of agricultural products, including
wheat, cotton, and corn, would be receivable at the customhouse
at par value. The discount paid for these certificates by importers of other commodities would be very slight, certainly not
more than 5 per cent.
Let us illustrate again with these three products. If we exported in round numbers 200,000,000 bushels of wheat and the
exporters received certificates for 21 cents per bushel, the exporters in the aggregate would receive $42,000,000 in debento.1re
certificates.
· The exporters of cotton, based on the 8,500,000 bales exported,
in round numbers, would receive -2 cents per pound, or $10 per
bale, or $85,000,000 in debenture certificates.
As to corn, the exporters would receive 12lh cents per bushel,
or a:pproximately $3,000,000 upon the approximately 25,000,000
bushels of corn exported last year.
·
Add the debenture certificates as to each of these three products, and they will approximate $130,000,000; and it is estimated
that debenture certificates as to the other products exported may
increase this amount to approximately $140,000,000. These certificates will be received and accepted in lieu of money at the
customhouse, which would reduce the amount of money received and paid into the Treasury on account of customs dutieswhich amounted last year to $565,501,000-by the sum of about
$140,000,000, or to approximately $425,000,000. This amount
will not only benefit the farmers by increasing the foreign price
of agricultural products but will raise the domestic price of
wheat, corn, and cotton, and the other products consumed, in
our own country, because the domestic market will have to meet
the foreign market plus the amount of the debenture certificates.
Last year we imported only one-fortieth of 1 per cent of all
the wheat grown in this country. We imported only a very
small quantity of a special kind of long staple cotton, and about
one-fiftieth of 1 per cent of the amount we produced, or a
negligible quantity of corn. Hence· a tariff or import duty as
to these products, a.s everyone knows, is ineffective. No one
who has any respect for his mental integrity now argues in
either House that a tariff is effective as to those products of
which we regularly raise 1!11 exportable surplus.
During campaign years we often hear much talk of how the
farmer is to be benefited by the taliff, but the argument is
always in general terms and never specific; and how wheat,
corn, and cotton are to be benefited is not discussed in detail.
Only generalities are indulged in. Every farmer should demand of the speaker just how the producers of cotton, wheat,
and corn are to be benefited. Ask him to go into details and
you will embarrass him and he will change the subject.
Now this debenture certificate amendment makes the tariff
effective as to those farm products of which we regularly raise
an exportable surplus, and it is the only way advanced that
will do it.
.
The tariff is effective as to manufactured articles because it
raises the tariff wall against competition of foreign manufactured products brought into this country and enables our
domestic manufacturers to raise the price to the consumers.
Now, this debenture amendment is an effort to make the
tariff effective as to the things which the farmer raises. All
Senators from the agricultural States, which are not dominated
by large cities, favor the plan because they know that the tariff
is not effective as to these farm products otherwise.
It is urged that the tariff makes the manufacturers in the
East more prosperous and enables them to consume more farm
products. On the other hand, the issuan~e of debenture certificates will increase the price which the farmer gets for his
products and make him more prosperous and will enable him to
buy and use more of the manufactured products.
With a moderate tariff there would be no necessity for the
issuance of the debenture certificates, but with such an excessive tariff bill as that which recently passed the House and
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which is now pending in the Senate, raising the rates on practically everything which the consuming public must buy, the
debenture certificate amendment will in a small measure tend
to equalize the farmers with the industrialists of the East. You
call it a subsidy. Well, the tariff is special privilege legislation
which enables the manufacturers of the East to force the consuming public to pay a higher price for the goods which they
manufacture. This is only rebating back to the farmer a small
part you extract from him by special-privilege legislation.
This debenture amendment will enable the farmers to get
more for the products they raise, measured by the foreign price
plus the debenture certiiicate, and will advance the price of
goods consumed in the domestic market. You can argue around
it in every way you choose, but there is no doubt but what the
issuance of these debenture certificates will enhance the amount
which will be received by the farmers for the products which
they raise.
It is urged that the producers will not receive this advanced
price. Everyone knows that is not true, because the purchasers
for export will pay the price justified by the foreign market,
plus the amount of the debenture certificates.
It is urged that this will benefit those who have bought up
large quantities of farm products and who are holding them for
export. Unfortunately that is true. At the same time, however, it must be remembered that the passing of this tariff bill,
raising the duty on manufactured articles, will enable the
manufacturers of the East to raise the price on goods already
manufactured and held by them.
The National Grange and other organizations composed of
more than 800,000 members, have been advocating the export
debenture pian for a number of years. There is no question
but what it will advance the price of farm products so that the
producers will receive more for them. If we are to have a
higher tariff 'on every manufactured product which the consumers of the country must buy, then the debenture certiiicate
is justified in making this tariff effective as to the products
produced by the farmers of the country. No other way is proposed to place the producers of agricultural products on an
equality with industry. Either lower the excessive tariff duties
on the necessaries which the consumers buy or equalize the
farmers in the way proposed by this amendment.
OEN~UB-REAPPORTIONMENT--O&DER

OF BUSINESS

Mr. TILSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the
conferees on the part of the Hou e on the census and reapportionment bill may have until midnight to-night to file their
report.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Connecticut?
Mr. GARNER. Reserving the right to object, may I ask the
gentleman a question-what is the pr~o-ram for the balance of
the week?
l\Ir. TILSON. To clean up such matters as are left and
which we should attend to. Then if nothing else happens, we
may enter into some sort of arrangement for 3-day recesses.
Mr. GARNER. The gentleman has no hope of anything except the gentleman'S" greement in the House for recesses of
three days during the summer?
Mr. TILSON. Not so far as has been developed up to this
time.
Mr. GARNER. The gentleman uses an expression that covers
quite a good deal of territory, when he says to consider such
things as ought to be considered. I want to say to the gentleman, so that the RECORD will show it and Members can understand it, that as far as my own individual responsibility goes I
am not going to give consent for the consideration of bills
except those that have had committee consideration. I understand that there are two propositions before the House that
have had joint committee consideration. One is completed and
they have made a complete and unanimous report. The other
has made a partial report upon which some action should probabiy be had. I am not in sympathy with the legislation, but I
do not feel like taking the responsibility of refusing unanimous
consent for its consideration, since it is a complete work, authorized by the Seventieth Congress and reported to the Seventyfirst Congress. Outside of those two bills I hope the gentleman
from Connecticut [Mr. TILSON] will take the responsibility of
saying no to those gentlemen who ask for the consideration of
other measures.
:Mr. HASTINGS. If the minority leader would be a little
more specific in reference to these two bills I think the Membe1·s
on this side of the House would be very grateful.
Mr. GARNER. :Mr. Speaker, I shall be very glad to state
to the gentleman just what they are. In the Seventieth Congress we organized a Joint Committee on Aviation for the District of Columbia. As I understand it, that committee has
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partially completed its labors. The President of the United
States has sent to the Congress a budget of $500,000 in order to
get options on land for an airport. That is a unanimous report,
as I understand it. It is an emergency measure, according to
the President's statement, and I believe it to be a fact that it
will be advisable to pass this bill at this time, because it will
save the Government money.
The second proposition is this: A joint committee was created
by the Seventieth Congress to readjust the salaries of the em·
ployees of Congress. As I understand it, that committee bas
completed its work and has made a unanimous report. While I
am not in sympathy with the latter legjslation, I do not feel
that I ought to stand in the way of its consideration since it is a
completed report, and we might as well consider it one time as
another.
Mr. HASTINGS. May I ask the gentleman a further question? Some of us on this side are interested in the resolution
to postpone the payment by France of the $400,000,000 on August 1. That was to come up in the House for consideration I
think last Wednesday, but for some reason it was not called up.
We would like to know whether it is the inteRtion to have that
resolution called up for consideration before the recess?
Mr. TILSON. I do not know what the gentleman means by
"before the recess."
Mr. HASTINGS. Before this agreement for 3-day recesses.
As I understand the colloquy between the majority and the
minority leaders there is going to be some agreement for some
recessing pretty soon.
Mr. TILSON. So far as the resolution to which the gentleman from Oklahoma, refers is concerned, that has been regularly reported out by one of the standing committees of the
House and is ready for consideration. Of course, the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. GARNER] did not mean to include this particular resolution.
·
Mr. GARNER. If the gentleman will pardon me, I will say
this with reference to that resolution, that it will not be considered by unanimous consent, because I am opposed to it, as the
gentleman knows. While I am on that may I .say to the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. IL~sTINGS] and the gentleman from
Connecticut [Mr. TILSON] that that resolution, in my judgment,
will not be passed prior to the 1st day of July, when it must
be considered by France.
Mr. TILSON. The 1st day of August is the date in question.
Mr. GARNER. Some gentlemen in another body-in fact,
the Senate-have strongly intimated that that resolution would
not . be passed except after extended debate. I suggest to the
gentleman from Connecticut [Mr. TILSON], before he undertakes to force that resolution through the House, that he consult gentlemen in another body and see whether it is necessary to put this House up against the passage of such a resolution without some hope of its becoming a law.
Mr. TILSON. I simply meant not to include this resolution
in any agreement made here. As to other matters, I wish to say
to the House, as I have stated to the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. GARNER] on repeated occasions, that I am willing to say
that, except for the major business for which we came hereWhich has now gone through the House and most of which is
now pending in another body--only emergency matters should
come up; and I have indicated upon a number of occasions
what I mean by emergency matters. It does not mean legislation that must be passed in order to prevent the death of
some one. It simply means that if the Government is to otherwise suffer loss, or if there is to be great inconvenience to
the public in case certHin legislation fails to pass, or if in some
other way it appears that the public interests may suffer if
certain legi lation be not passed, I should regard it as an
emergency.
Mr. GARNER. We might as well have some understanding
about it. I think the gentleman's duty is first to take the
responsibility. I wish hereafter, if he 0. K's a bill, he would
put his 0. K. upon it and sign his name to it, so that I might
know that he has already passed upon it before the matter
comes to me.
Mr. TILSON. I shall try to do that, or to at least talk to the
gentleman personally about it, if it is some matter that has not
before been considered.
Mr. LINTHICUM. Is it the purpose of the gentleman to
take up any further matters from the Committee on Agricnlture?
1\Ir. TILSON. I do not know as to that. If any of the
measures reported out by that committee can qualify under the
term " emergency," as I have described it, I will at least be
open to consider whether it shall receive consideration.
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
.Mr. TILSON. Yes.
·
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Mr. MAPES. I would like to ask the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. GARNER] a question. The gentleman has referred to the
report of the joint committee on salaries for employees in the
Capitol. I have been unable to get hold of a copy of any such
report. Is that report available?
Mr. GARNER. The gentleman will have to see the committee. I have not seen a copy of it, but I am told that it
will increase the cost of running the Congress to the extent
of about $860,000 a year. That statement has been made to
me, but I will not enter an objection now. It undoubtedly will
be considered later on.
Mr. MAPES. Does the gentleman know where a copy of
the committee report can be had?
Mr. GARNER. I suggest that the gentleman consult the
prospective chairman of the Committee on Appropriations [Mr.
Woon]. If he does that, I think he will get it.
Mr. MAPES. One of the pages has just returned from the
Committee on Appropriations and told me that he was unable
to get it.
Mr. LEAVITT. Mr. Speaker, I am interested to know
whether this agreement which was refened to in the colloquy
between the gentleman from Connecticut [Mr. TILsoN] and
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. GARNER] would have anything
to do with a bill having to do with an emergency that is really
very urgent, about which I am concerned. Of course, I understand I would have to make my case to the gentleman from
Connecticut.
Mr. TILSON. I will say to the gentleman that when matters
have not been considered by a committee, the gentleman would
also need to go to the prospecti-ve chairman and ranking member of that committee before coming to me. In other words,
it would have to be by general agreement rather than as a
matter of right.
Mr. GARNER. I will say that a number of gentlemen, ineluding the gentleman from Montana [Mr. LEAVITT], have
been to my office inquiring about legislation. I suggested in
each instance that they consult the ranking members of the
prospective committees of the House. Ther·e is only one other
condition to make. I know of only one other Democrat who
is to be considered. There is a gentleman on this side, the
gentleman from Indiana [Mr. LUDLOW], who wanted a resolution considered having to do with General Pulaski, and I
think I would insist that be considered before I consented to
other particular matters receiving consideration.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GARNER. Yes.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Will the gentleman propose to consider
the report on the national o1igins?
Mr. TILSON. I can not say as to that.
Mr. ANDRESEN. Would the gentleman feel that the House
should stay in session until that is disposed of?
Mr. TILSON. I can not answer that question. The action of
the Senate or nonaction on the part of the Senate would determine that question.
Mr. GARNER. As I understand it, when you have completed your reports on the farm relief bill and the census bill,
so far as this House is concerned, we shall ·have completed what
we came here to do?
Mr. TILSON. Unless the Senate acts on the national origins
bill, that is true.
l\fr. GA.RNER. I understand, but does the gentleman propose
that the House should remain in session for an indefinite time.
awaiting for the consideration of the national origins bill by the
Senate? Does the gentleman propose to keep us here waiting
for a decision on the part of the Senate on the repeal of the
national-origins provision? I think the gentleman ought to try·
to accommodate the membership by hastening the consideration
of things that are necessary.
Mr. TILSON. I shall be glad to do all that is possible to
hasten consideration on all of these things, but the delay will
not be here.
Mr. SIMMONS. I suggest that on the national-origins proposition the House should pass the same resolution that we have
heretofore passed. There is no reason why we should not act on
it again when we have acted twice on it heretofore.
Mr. STAFFORD. Is it the purpose of the gentleman to call
back tbe membership of the House to vote on the national- ·
origins proposition in the contingency that the Senate should
pass it in the last week in June?
l\fr. TILSON. We are here to transact the public business.
Mr. STAFFORD. That is one of the bills which the President
says should be considered at this session, and yet we are not
acting upon it. What is the objection to the suggestion of the
gentleman from Nebraska [Mr. SIMMoNs] that we should pass
1 the same resolution that has heretofore been passed and thus
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rid us of the responsibility?- In my opinion, we should put it
up to the other body.
Mr. TILSON. It is already pending before the other body.
Mr. STAFFORD. If the Senate postpones action upon it
until the latter part of ~une, will this body be required to remain here to consider it?
Mr. CHINDBLOl\1. We should stay here as long as may be
necessary to transact public business, even if it runs to ~uly 1
or beyond ~uly 1.
Mr. TILSON. Mr. Speaker, did I get permission for too
conferees on the part of the House to file a report on the apportionment bill?
The SPEAKER. The Chair put it the second time, and there
was no objection.
DEATH OF FORMER REPRESENT.M:IVE GODWIN, OF NORTH CAROLINA
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, information has been received here of the death of Hon. Hannibal Lafayette Goowin,
who represented the sixth district of North Carolina for about
12 years. I desire to make that announcement at this time.
FARM RELIEF
1\lr. CANNON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for five minutes on the farm bill.
'rhe SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Missouri?
There was no objection.
Mr. CAl~NON. Mr. Speaker, if the predictions made by today's newspapers are accurate, there is every likelihood that
the Senate will reject the conference report on the farm bill
and insist that the House vote on the debenture plan.
That is the logical position for the Senate to take. Except
in conferences on supply bills, it has always been the custom
for the conferees of a House which has not voted specifically
on a disputed provision to yield to the House which has voted
on it or to return it to their body for further consideration
and a record vote.
That is precisely the situation in which the two Houses find
themse-lves on the farm bill. The Senate af~r days of debate
adopted the debenture plan by a yea-and-nay vote. Their conferees are therefore specifically committed to its support. On
the other band, the House leaders have consistently refused
to permit a direct vote on the debenture plan, and it is therefore incumbent on its conferees to yield or to bring it back and
permit the House also to vote on it.
But the House leadership and the House conferees have been
singularly stubborn on this point. They have been so emphatic
in their refusal that the Senate conferees report that they
finally yielded for the reason that farm legislation could not
have been secured at this session of Congress if they had stood
on their rights. In other words, Mr. Speaker, the House leadership and the Hou~ conferees are willing to see the bill die in
conference-willing to see the-ir campaign pledges repudiated
and all hope of farm relief lost at a time when farm products
are at the lowest level in the history of the Nation-rather than
take a vote on the debenture plan.
Now, that is a remarkable situation. It will take only 40
minutes by the clock to call the roll of the House and see how
the Members of the House stand on the debenture plan. It is
the one greatest issue raised in this session of Congress called
to aid the farmer. The Senate has solemnly voted for it. The
President has issued two open · letters on it. It bas been discussed in every newspaper in the United States. It is the one
thing that is delaying the farm bill promised by both partiesand at a time when wheat is selling as low as 74 cents a bushel
for the first time in a decade. The Se-nate conferees officially
announce that they will promptly recede the instant the House
takes a vote on it. And yet the House leadership and the House
conferees refuse to give the House that opportunity.
we are about to adjourn in the middle of the afternoon because we have no business to transact. If they will bring the
bill in now and let us vote on it we can settle this matter and
have the bill on the way to the White House before sundown.
Why will not they let us vote on it? Because they know the
conferees do not re-present the sentiment of the House. The
Republicans on the commit:tee of confere-nce do not represent
the Republicans and certainly the Democrats on the committee do not represent the Democrats of the House. Tbey know tbat
the majority of the Members of this House favor the adoption
of some method of making the tariff as effective on farm products as it already is on industriaJ products. And they do not
dare permit a vote which would send to the Preside-nt a bill
which would really redeem the promises he made during the
campaign of giving agt"iculture economic equality with industry.
The r.efusal to permit Members of Congress to vote on this
question is subversive of representative government. We have
a right to vote on the one issue which is delaying farm relief.
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And the people at home have a right to know how we vote on It.
Refusal to allow a vote on the debenture plan is a travesty on
democratic government. But it is more than that. It is a
violation of the American spirit of fair play. Never before
within the memory of the oldest Member of this House have
the rights of the opposition been so flagrantly disregarded as
in the consideration of this bill. It began with the introduction
of a rule setting aside rules of the House and giving control of
a~l time for debate to those favoring the bill as reported. It is
always the rule-and the only fair rule-to divide control of
the time for debate equally between those favoring and those
opposing a measure. Never before has a major !Jill been considered under such unfair circumstances. And when the bill
came up the power was exercised despotically. A Member criticizing the bill was allowed 15 minutes or no time at all, when
entire days were devoted to speeches praising the bill and opposing any change in it.
When amendments were offered to give the farmer the benefit of increased prices points of order were made and unanimous
consent was refused, and every care was taken to avoid a direct
vote on either the equalization fee or the debenture plan.
When the bill came over from the Senate with the debenture
plan added it would have been proper under the rules of the
House to have given two opportunities to vote on it in the
House. But a drastic rule was brought in again setting aside
the rules and sending the bill to conference without a vote on
any part of it. And five conferees were appointed, every one
of whom was irrevocably committed against the debenture plan,
and could be relied on to deny the House a vote on it.
But the most arbitrary violation of the rules of the House
came in the consideration of the conference reiJ()rt. It was decided to limit debate on the conference report to one hour.
Ordinarily, of course, half the hpur would have been controlled
by those favoring the conference report and half by those opposing it. But not a minute-not one minute-was allotted to those
opposed to the adoption of the report. No man who voted
against the conference report was allowed to speak. And the
refusal was premeditated and emphatic. It was as if in a court
of justice the judge would hear the witnesses and argument of
one litigant and the-n send the case to the jury without permitting the other side to be heard: Even a request for unanimous
consent for one minute was refused.
Now, no reference to these excellent gentlemen in charge of
the steam roller during the consideration of the farm bill is
intended as a reflection upon them, or any of them, individually.
Personally they are the finest fellows in the world, and I entertain for every one of them a sincere regard and a deep affection. They are without exception men of the highest character
and of unimpeachable integrity. But officially they have shown
themselves as ruthless as any pirate that ever scuttled a ship or
hoisted the black flag on the Spanish Main.
One of the fundamental passions in the breast of the average
American is the love of fair play, for a square deal, the preservation under all circumstances of the spirit of true sportsmanship. And yet the disregard for fair play which has characterized the passage of this bill through the House would, if by a
wide stretch of the imaginati()n it could be carried to its logical
conclusion, justify a pot shot into a huddled covey of quail or
the dynamiting of a pool of black bass.
I trust the Senate will again demonstrate its regard for the
immemorial rules of conference and insist that the House vote
on the most important question that has arisen in this session of
Congress. We are sent here for precisely that purpose-to vote
openly and fearlessly on the great questions affecting the weifare of the Nation, not to dodge and scuttle about-lilre creatures
of the dark through devious bypaths and unde-rground tunnels.
LEAVE oF ABSENCE
.
By. unammous consent, leave of absence was granted as follows·
To Mr. CROWTHER .<at the requ~t of Mr. HANCOCK), for five
days:, on account of Important busmes~.
.
To Mr. WAINWRIGHT, on account of Important busmess.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. TILSON. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now
adjourn.
•.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 3 o'clock and 14
minutes p. m.) the House adjourued until to-morrow, Tuesday,
June 11, 1929, at 12 o'clock noon.

I

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 3 of Rule XXII, public bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows :
By Mr. BARBOUR: A bill (H. R. 3820) to amend section
1 of an act entitled "An act to provide for stock-raising home-
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steads," and for other purposes, approved December 29, 1916;
to the Committee on the Public Lands.
By Mr. HULL of Tennessee: A bill (H. R. 3821) to amend
the Federal water power act and to more clearly define and
declare Federal and State water-power policy; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. PARKER: A bill (H. R. 3822) to regulate interstate
commerce by motor vehicles operating as common carriers of
persons on the public highways; to the Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. QUAYLE (by request): A bill (H. R. 3823) to provide a simple and sound circulating currency; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
By Mr. SPROUL of Kansas: A bill (H. R. 3824) amending
sections 7, 21, 23, 24, 25, 29, and 33 of title 2 of the national
prohibition act, contained in the amended and annotated Code
of Law for the District of Columbia, dated June 7, 1924, and
providing certain duties for different officers of the District
of Columbia, and penalties for failure to discharge those duties,
defining vagrancy, and prescribing penalties withi,n the District
of Columbia; to the Committee on the District of Columbia.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3825) providing procedure for the removal
of corrupt public officials, and defining certain crimes and prescribing penalties therefor in the District of Columbia; to the
Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. WHITE: A bill (H. R. 3826) to provide for a 5-year
construction and maintenance program for the United States
Bureau of Fisheries ; to the Committee on the Merchant Marine
and Fisheries.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3827) to define more clearly the authority
of consular officers of the United States in certain respects; to
the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3828) to amend section 4580 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States respecting the liability of vessels
for the care .of seamen guilty of certain offe~ ; to the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3829) to amend section 4581 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States to provide more adequately for the
discharge, maintenance, and repatriation of seamen in foreign
ports ; to the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3830) relating to the carriage of goods by
sea ; to the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. JAMES (by request of the War Department) : A bill
(H. R. 3831) to provide for the retirement of enlisted men of
the Philippine Scouts, and for other purposes; to the· Committee
on Military Affairs.
By Mr. LAGUARDIA: A bill (H. R. 3832) to .amend section
211 of the Criminal Code (title 18, sec. 334, of _ the U. S.
Code of Laws) relating to mailing obscene matter and as
ame1,1ded exempting from the provisions thereof matter regarding
aex hygiene or sex education, providing same is a medical or
scientific publication or is issued or approved by an officer or
department of the United States, a State o.r subdivision thereof;
to the Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads.
By Mr. WOOD: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 102) making an
appropriation for expenses of participation by the United States
in the meeting . of the International Technical Consulting Committee on Radio Communications, to be held at The Hague in
September, 1929; to the Committee on Appropriations.
By Mr. CARTER of Oalif,prnia: Joint resolution (H. J. Res.
103) to ascertain which was the first heavier-than-air flying
machine; to the Committee on Milita,ry Affairs.
By Ml'. BRUNNER: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 104) making
June 14, commonly known as Flag Day, a legal national holiday; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. STALKER: Joint resolution (H. J. Res. 105) to create
a joint congressional committee relating to the reorganization
and concentration of the agencies connected with prohibition
enforcement, and for other purposes ; to the Committee on Rules.
By Mr. MURPHY: Resolution (H. Res. 52) to pay the funeral
expenses of Prince Robinson, late an employee of the Hou...~ of
Representatives ; to the Committee on Accounts.
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PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of Rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows :
By Mr. ACKERMAN: A bill (H. R. 3833) for the relief of
Gilbert P. Chase; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
By Mr. BEERS: A bill (H. R. 3834) granting a pension to
Susan C. Aurand; · to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3835) granting a pension to Gertrude K.
Miller ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. BOWMAN: A bill (H. R. 3836) granting a pension
to Clorinda Smith ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3837) granting a pension to Ellen Judy;
to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. CROSSER: A bill (H. R. 3838) to authorize the
President to reinstate Guy H. B. Smith, formerly captain,
Fourth United States Infantry, in the Army; to the Committee
on Military Affairs.
By Mr. EVANS of California: A bill (H. R. 3839) granting
a pension to Mary E. Taylor; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
By Mr. HANCOCK: A bill (H. R. 3840) for the relief of
Charles D. Shay ; to the Committee on Claims.
By Mr. LEECH: A bill (H. R. 3841) for the relief of Isabelle
Moody ; to the Committee on Military Affairs.
By Mr. LOZIER: A bill (H. R. 3842) granting an increase of
pension to Mary F. Musick; to the Committee on Invalid
Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3843) granting an increase of pension to
Emma Gray ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3844) granting an increase of pension to
Clarinda Briggle; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3845) granting an increase of pension to
Sarah A. Hawkins; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3846) granting an increase of pension to
Mary C. Hale; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3847) granting an increase of pension to
Roxie Fellows; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3848) granting an increase of pension to
Christena Warner; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3849) granting an increase of pension to
Esther Wilson; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3850) granting an increase of pension to
Martha E. Walston; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3851) granting an increase of pension to
Lelah A. Davis; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3852) granting a pension to Nancy A.
Lynn; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3853) granting a pension to Lillie Belle
Engleman; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3854) granting a pension to Elizabeth
Stark ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. MOREHEAD: A bill (H. R. 3855) granting a pension
to Lydia M. Walton; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. S.AJI.t-rnERS of New York: A bill (H. R. 3856) granting an increase of pension to Anna C. Curtis ; to the Committee
on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. WHITE of Maine: A bill (H. R. 3857) granting an
increase of pension to Winifred Whitney; to the Committee on
Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3858) granting an increase of pension to
Evelyn L. Varnham; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3859) granting a pension to Julia L. Libby;
to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3860) granting a pension to William F.
Campbell ; to the Committee on Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3861) granting a pen ion to Mary J.
Turner; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3862) to remove the charge of desertion
from the naval record of John C. Warren. alias John Stevens;
to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
Also, a bill (H. R. 3863) f<>r the relief of Dr. w. H. Parsons;
to the Committee on War Olaims.

MEMORIALS
PETITIONS, ETC.
Under cia use 3 of Rule XXII, memorials were presented and
Under clause 1 of Rule XXIT, petitions and papers were laid
referred as follows :
on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows :
Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Wisconsin, me645. Petition from the Maryland State and District of Colummorializing the Congress of the United States to call a conven- bia Federation of Labor, urging Congress to provide sufficient
tion for the purpose of proposing amendments to the United :funds to maintain naval strength as agreed to by the WashingStates Constitution; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
ton treaty of 1922; to the Committee on Naval Affairs.
By Mr. COOPER of Wisconsin: Memorial of the Legisla646. Petition from the Maryland State and District of Columture of the State of Wisconsin, memorializing the Congress of bia Federation of Labor, urging Congress to enact a more liberal
the United States to call a convention for the puJ1)0se of pro-- retirement law; to the Committee on the Civil Service.
posing amendments to the Constitution of the United States;
647. By Mr. BOHN: Petition of members of Charles A.
to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Learned Pos~ No. 1, Department of Michigan, American Legion,

I
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urging passage of Senate bill 1222; to the Committee on World Federation, Portland, Oreg., relative to the national-origins
'\V ar Veterans' Legislation.
clause of the immigration act, stating in part, "Most of the
648. By Mr. FOSS: Petition of Horace Mann and 100 other Nordics live on the European Continent, not in Great Britain,
citizens of Massachusetts, protesting against any revision of the and the original homeland of the Anglo-Saxon is Germany.
calendar; to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
England and North America are but colonies, new lands of the
649. By Mr. HOPE: Petition signed by members and friends Nordics," which was referred to the Committee on Immigration.
of the Grand Army of the Republic and wo·men's Relief Corps
MEMORIAL
of Garden City, Kans., urging the early consideration of the
Mr. JONES presented a resolution of the Hollingsworth Civic
Robinson bill (S. 477) ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
650. By Mr. JENKINS : Petition signed by 60 citizens of Center Township Association of Washington, remonstrating
Eureka, Ohio, urging the Congress of the United States to take against the adoption of the so-ealled debenture plan for farm
immediate steps at the special session to bring to a vote a Civil relief, which was ordered to lie on the table.
Bll.LS INTRODUCED
War pension bill carrying rates of $72 per month for every Civil
War survivor, $125 per month for every Civil War survivor
Bills were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous
requiring aid and attendance, $150 per month for veterans consent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By 1\Ir. TYDINGS:
totally blind, and $50 per month for every Civil War widow; to
the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
A bill (S. 1471) authorizing the President to restore Lieut.
651. By Mr. MOREHEAD: Petition signed by more than 50 Commander William B. Porter, United States Navy, to a place
people, urging Congress to consider a bill increasing the amount on the list of lieutenant commanders of the Navy to rank next
of pension to Ci\il War veterans and their widows, as follows: after Lieut. Commander George B. Wilson, United States Navy
$72 per month for every Civil War survivor, $125 per month (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Naval Af·
for every Civil War survivor requiring aid and attendance, $150 fairs.
By Mr. CAPPER:
per month for veterans totally blind, and $50 per month for
every Civil War widow ; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
A bill ( S. 1472) to provid~, in the interest of public health,
652. By Mr. ROBINSON of Iowa: Petition from John T. comfort, morals, safety, and welfare, for the discontinuance of
Boylan, of Eldora, Bardin County, Iowa, which is also signed the use, as dwellings, of buildings situated in the alleys of the
by a very large number of other citizens of Eldora, New Provi· District of Columbia, and for other purposes ; to the Committee
dence, Alden, and Hubbard, Iowa, and citizens of Bardin on the District of Columbia.
County, Iowa, in support of the Reed-Curtis bill, to create a
A bill (S. 1473) granting an increase of pension to Anna
Barrett (with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Pendepartment of education ; to the Committee on Education.
sions.
By Mr. BROOKHART:
A bill (S. 1474) granting a pension to Anna Dodge (with
accompanying papers);
TUESDAY, June 11, 19~9
A bill (S. 1475) granting a pension to Dr. Charles French
(with accompanying papers);
(Legislative day of Tuesday, Jun.tJ 4, 1929)
A bill ( S. 1476) granting an increase of pension to Mary A.
The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, on the expiration of the Blodgett (with an accompanying paper) ; and
recess.
A bill (S. 1477) granting an increase of pension to Elizabeth
Mr. JOHNSON obtained the floor.
E. Fulton ; to the Committee on Pensions.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a
By Mr. STECK:
quorum.
A bill (S 1478) granting a pension to Andrew E. Johnson;
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from California and
yield for that purpose?
A bill (S. 1479) granting a pension to Harry Chaney Bos·
Mr. JOHNSON. I yield.
worth ; to 'the Committee on Pensions.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The absence of a quorum has been
A bi:Y. (S. 1480) for the relief of Andrew Hansen; and
suggested. The clerk will call the roll.
A bill ( S. 1481) for the relief of John F. Korbel; to the Com. The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following Senators mittee on Claims.
answered to their names :
By Mr. KEYES:
Allen
Frazier
King
Shortridge
A bill ( S. 1482) to provide for the construction of a building
Ashurst
George
La Follette
Simmons
for the Supreme Court of the United States; to the Committee
Barkley
Gillett
McKellar
Smith
on Public Buildings and Grounds.
Bingham
Glass
McMaster
Smoot
Blease
Glenn
McNary
Steck
By 1\Ir. GILLETT:
Borah
Goff
Metcalf
Steiwer
A bill ( S. 1483) granting a pension to Myles McDonogh; to
Bratton
Goldsborough
Moses
Swanson
the Committee on Pensions.
Bl'Ookhart
Greene
Norbeck
Thomas, Idaho
Broussard
Hale
Norris
Thomas, Okla.
By Mr. McKELLAR:
Burton
Harris
Nye
Townsend
A bill (S. 1484) to extend the civil service to the Library of
Capper
Ilarrison
Oddie
Trammell
Congress ; to the Committee on Civil Service.
Caraway
Hastings
Ovet·man
Tydings
Connally
Hatfield
Patterson
Tyson
By Mr. BARKLEY:
Copeland
Hawes
Phipps
Vandenberg
A bill ( S. 1485) to reinstate Frank W. Simpson, formerly
Hayden
Pine
WWaagcnoetrt
Couzens
lieutenant, Coast Artillery, United States Army, as a first lieuCutting
Hebert
Pittman
l•
Dale
Heflin
Ransdell
Walsh, Mass.
tenant in the United States Army; to the Committee on Military
Deneen
Howell
Reed
Walsh, Mont.
Affairs.
Dill
Johnson
Robinson, Ark.
Wan-en

SENATE

Edge
Fess

Fletcher

Jones
Kean

Keyes

Sackett
Schall

Sheppard

Waterman
Watson
Wheeler

Mr. LA FOLLETTE. My colleague the junior Senator from
Wisconsin [Mr. BLAINE] is necessarily absent. I ask that this
announcement may stand for the day.
Mr. HEFLIN. I wish to announce that my colleague [Mr.
BLAcK] is necessarily absent owing to illness.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-eight Senators have answered to their names. A quorum is present.
SUPREME COURT BUILDING (H. POC. NO. 36)

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a communication from the executive officer of the United States Supreme
Court Building Commission submitting, pursuant to law, the
report of that commission, together with estimates of costs and
photographs relating thereto, which was referred to the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds and ordered to be
printed with illustrations.
NATIONAL OBIGINS

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate a telegram
signed by William Schaumann, secretary of the Nordic Aryan

NATIONAL FOREST ROADS AND TRAILS

Mr. ODDIE introduced a bill ( S. 1486) to amend the act entitled "An act to amend the act entitled 'An act to provide that
the United States shall aid the States in the construction of rural
post roads, .and for other purposes,' approved July 11, 1916, as
amended and supplemented, and for other purposes," approved
May 26, 1928, which was read twice by its title.
Mr. ODDIE. Mr. President, the bill I have just introduced
provides for an increase in the annual appropriation for national
forest roads from $7,500,000 to $12,500,000. It is a companion
measure to the one I have already introduced at the present
sessi.o n relating to the building of roads on the public domain in
national parks and on Indian reservations. I move that the
bill I have just introduced be refetTed to the Committee on Post
Offi.ces and Post Roads.
The motion was agreed to.
BAGGING, SACKCLOTH, ETO.

Mr. RANSDELL submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to Bouse bill 2667, the tariff revision bill, which
was referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be
printed.
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